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Abstract

In modern scientific and practical applications, complex simulation tools are increasingly used

to support various decision processes. Growing computer power in the recent decades allowed

these simulation tools to grow in their complexity in order to model the relevant physical pro-

cesses more accurately. The number of required model parameter that need to be calibrated is

strongly connected to this complexity and hence is growing as well.

In environmental systems, in contrast to technical systems, the relevant data and information

for adequate calibration of these model parameters are usually sparse or unavailable. This hin-

ders an exact determination of model parameters, initial and boundary conditions or even the

correct formulation of a model concept. In such cases, stochastic simulation approaches allow

to proceed with uncertain or unknown parameters and to transfer this input uncertainty to

estimate the prediction uncertainty of the model. Thus, the predictive quality of an uncertain

model can be assessed and thus represents the current state of knowledge about the model

prediction.

In the case that the prediction quality is judged to be insufficient, new measurement data or

information about the real system is required to improve the model. The high costs for taking

measurements in the subsurface and their differing information value make optimized data

acquisition campaigns indispensable. For maximizing the benefits of such campaigns, it is nec-

essary to assess the expected data impact of measurements that are collected according to a

proposed campaign design. This allows to identify the so called ’optimal design’ that promises

the highest expected data impact with respect to the particular model purpose.

This thesis addresses data impact analysis of measurements within nonlinear systems or non-

linear parameter estimation problems. In contrast to linear systems, data impact in nonlinear

systems depends on the actual future measurement values, which are unknown at the stage

of campaign planing. For this reason, only an expected value of data impact can be estimated,

by averaging over many potential sets of future measurement values. This nonlinear analysis

repeatedly employs nonlinear inference methods and is therefore much more computationally

cumbersome than linear estimates.

Therefore, the overall purpose of this thesis is to develop new and more efficient methods for

nonlinear data impact analysis, which allow tackling complex and realistic applications for

which in the past only linear(ized) methods were applicable. This thesis separated efficiency of

data impact estimation into three different facets:

• Accuracy: Accurate estimates of data impact for nonlinear problems demand for rigorous

and linearization-free techniques. They also require lean and efficient implementations al-

lowing for adequate statistical discretization at any complexity level. Pursuing the goal
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of accuracy requires answering the following research question:

Which available tools in the literature allow a flexible and accurate data impact esti-

mation in nonlinear systems, how can they be combined most effectively and how can

they be improved?

• Computational speed: The second part of this thesis identifies speed-up potentials with-

in nonlinear data impact estimation, which neither introduce simplifications nor lead to

less accuracy. Especially in the context of optimization of data collection, such an analysis

is evaluated for thousands of proposed design candidates. Thus, the individual required

computation time for a single data impact analysis is a key factor for reducing the over-

all required computing time of the entire optimization process. Therefore, data impact

estimation is reviewed within an information-theoretic background to identify possible

speedup strategies and to address the following question:

Which theoretical potential can be identified to accelerate nonlinear data impact es-

timation without using further approximations and how well can it be exploited in

practice?

• Robustness: Model-based data impact estimation is affected by model uncertainty just

as any other model output. In fact, the prediction of the actual data impact is impossi-

ble, as this would require knowledge about the future measurement values and hence

perfect models with perfect model parameters. Therefore, the uncertain model is as well

employed to simulate future measurement values. This additional usage introduces even

stronger dependencies on the prior model. Oneway to improve the robustness of the data

impact is connecting acquisition design and its execution interactively. In this case, I hy-

pothesize that the model improves step by step due to new available data, which leads to

more accurate and robust data impact analysis and therefore to superior data acquisition

designs. Considering such interactive schemes requires to answer the following question:

Can interactive mechanisms be introduced to increase the robustness of nonlinear da-

ta impact estimation related to the uncertain system model and how much is the data

impact improved by this interaction?

The approach taken in this thesis for achieving the defined goals can be divided into three

consecutive steps, which coincide with the tackling of the three questions above:

First part - Accuracy: The first goal of this thesis is the development of a nonlinear and

fully flexible reference framework for the accurate estimation of data impact. The core of the

developed method is the bootstrap filter, which was identified as the most efficient method for

fast and accurate simulation of repeated of nonlinear Bayesian inference for many potential

future measurement values. The method is implemented in a strict and rigorous Monte-Carlo

framework based on a pre-computed ensemble of model evaluations. The non-intrusive nature

of the framework allows its application for arbitrary physical systems and the consideration of

any type of uncertainty.

The need for nonlinear data impact analysis and their advantages versus linear methods are

shown in several test cases. In all considered test cases, data acquisition designs that are opti-

mized with respect to their nonlinear data impact show substantially better results than their
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linearly designed counterparts. One particular example addresses the importance of the ac-

curate representation of the current model uncertainty on every conceptual level, and how

much this uncertainty affect the final data collection design. A second example from crop plant

growth modeling shows how different conceptual models can be considered in the design pro-

cess as well. The existence of competing model alternatives is implemented with the concepts

of Bayesian model averaging and included in the framework at no additional costs.

Second part - Computational speed: The flexibility to consider any type of uncertainty

and the assessment of nonlinear data impact requires substantially more computational time

compared to linearized methods. For this reason, the second part of this thesis investigates

the theoretical background of data impact analysis in order to identify potentials to speed up

this analysis. The key idea followed in this part originates from the well-known symmetry of

Bayes Theorem and of a related information measure called Mutual Information. Both allow

considering a reversal of the direction of information analysis, in which the roles of potential

measurement data and the relevant model prediction are exchanged. Since the space of poten-

tial measurements is usually much larger than the space of model prediction values and since

both have fundamentally different properties, the reversal of the information assessment offers

a high potential for increasing the evaluation speed.

The actual implementation of such a reverse formulation is tested in a numerical study. The

goal is to show to which degree the theoretic speed up can be transferred to practical appli-

cations. The study shows that the actual speedup is potentially high, but heavily depends on

the particular estimation technique, which is used for probability density distributions. This is

especially the case for high-dimensional designs that comprise of larger numbers of measure-

ments. The tested estimators allowed evaluation times that are up to two orders of magnitudes

faster than the fastest classical analysis.

In addition, the general idea of reversing information assessment allows the development of

an approximation of data impact that relies on parametric entropy estimation. This partly lin-

earized estimate only requires evaluation times that are comparable to fully linear methods,

but offers much higher approximation quality with respect to the fully nonlinear reference es-

timate.

Third part- Robustness: The last basic facet of an efficient data impact estimation consid-

ers the robustness of such estimates with regard to the uncertainty of the underlying model.

Basically, model-based data impact estimates are subject to the same uncertainty as any other

model output. Thus, the data impact estimate can be regarded as just another uncertain model

prediction. Therefore, the high uncertainty of the model (which is the reason for the search for

new calibration data) also affects the process of evaluating the most useful new data.

This dependency on the initial uncertainty can not be overcome without incorporating new

data. Therefore, the pursued approach in this part aims to increase the overall robustness us-

ing an interactive design approach. It adapts the ongoing data acquisition campaign based on

newly available measurement data. Thus, later data collection in such a sequential interactive

scheme is based on an improved state of knowledge and is more specific to the real system.
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This requires the design framework to be sufficiently fast to be executed parallel to the ongoing

data acquisition.

A synthetic case study proves the success for two actual implementations of interactive de-

sign strategies. The study reveals the major effect of the data within the design process and

simultaneously indicates that this effect is much more important than a globally optimized

data acquisition design. A sequential non-global optimization strategy, which interactively in-

corporated the data as early as possible, was found to be most robust and therefore performed

best in the given scenario.

Synergies: Finally, a small concluding study demonstrates the synergy effects between the

methods from the three previous parts of this thesis. The combination of interactive design

strategies (which favor sequentially executed designs of low dimensionality) and reverse-like

data impact formulations (which show the highest speedup effect for low dimensions as well)

allows considering optimization of data acquisition campaign in real-time.

Conclusion: In summary, the developedmethods and theoretic principles allow for more ef-

ficient evaluation of nonlinear data impact. The use of nonlinear measures for data impact lead

to an essential improvement of the resulting data acquisition design with respect to a relevant

prediction quality. These methods are flexibly applicable for any physical model system and

allow the consideration of any degree of statistical dependency. Especially the interactive ap-

proach that counters the high initial uncertainties of the model does lead to huge improvement

in the design of data acquisition. All achieved conceptual and practical improvements in the

evaluation of nonlinear data impact assessment allow using such powerful nonlinear methods

also for complex and realistic problems.



Kurzfassung

In der modernen Wissenschaft, sowie in praktischen Anwendungen, bilden Simulationsmo-

delle in immer größeremMaße die Grundlage für komplexe Entscheidungsprozesse.Die Kom-

plexität solcher Simulationsmodelle steigt stetig mit der verfügbaren Rechenleistung, mit dem

Ziel die komplexen Prozesse im realen System bestmöglich wiederzugeben. Damit erhöht sich

gleichzeitig die Anzahl der Modellparameter, welche mit Hilfe von Messdaten oder anderen

Informationen über das reale System kalibriert werden müssen.

Für Umweltsysteme sind, im Gegensatz zu technischen Anwendungen, die nötigenMessdaten

für die adäquate Bestimmung von Modellparametern, Rand- und Initialbedingungen und für

Entscheidungen über das korrekte konzeptionelle Modell häufig nicht ausreichend verfügbar.

Daher werden stochastische Simulationsmethoden angewendet um unsichere oder unbekann-

te Parameter in numerischen Simulation handhaben zu können. Solche stochastischen Verfah-

ren erlauben es ebenfalls, von der Unsicherheit der Eingangsparameters auf die Vorhersageun-

sicherheit des Modells zu schließen.

Im Falle einer zu großen Vorhersageunsicherheit werden zusätzliche Messdaten aus dem mo-

dellierten System benötigt. Messungen in Umweltsystemen und speziell im Untergrund sind

sehr teuer und erfordern oft aufwändige Messtechnik. Direkte Methoden liefern lediglich lo-

kale Informationen, welche zusätzlich durch Störungen bei der Beprobung fehlerbehaftet sein

können. ImGegensatz dazu erlauben indirekteMessmethoden lediglich Abschätzungen räum-

lich gemittelter Größen. Daher ist es besonders in diesem Zusammenhang notwendig, den

(Informations-)Wert solcher (fehlerbehafteter) Messdaten im Voraus abzuschätzen. Dieser In-

formationswert potentieller zukünftiger Messdaten ist jeweils von der relevanten Modelvor-

hersage und damit von der Zielstellung abhängig und muss problemspezifisch definiert wer-

den.

Für die Planung einer effizienten und kostenoptimierten Messkampagne ist es ebenfalls

notwendig, den Datennutzwert zukünftiger Messdaten abzuschätzen. Diese Doktorarbeit

beschäftigt sich speziell mit der Datenwertanalyse für nichtlineare Probleme. Im Gegensatz

zu linearen Problemen, ist der Datenwert für nichtlinear Zusammenhänge von dem zukünf-

tigen (und daher unbekannten) Messwert anhänig. Der Nutzwert kann daher nur als Erwar-

tungswert über alle möglichen Messwerte abgeschätzt werden. Diese Abschätzung erfordert

nichtlineare Inferenzmethoden für jeden potenziellen Messwert und ist deshalb, im Gegensatz

zu linearen Schätzern, rechnerisch sehr aufwändig.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es neue effiziente Methoden für die nichtlineare Datenwertanaly-

se zu entwickeln, welche eine optimale Datenerhebung in komplexen nichtlinearen Systemen

ermöglicht. Diese Arbeit geht ins Besondere auf drei wesentliche Gesichtspunkte ein, welche

im weiteren Sinne eine effiziente Datenwertanalyse erlauben:
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• Genauigkeit: Die Genauigkeit des vorhergesagten Informationswerts einer Messung

hängt hauptsächlich von dem Grad der berücksichtigten statistischen Abhängigkeiten

ab. Deshalb wird in dieser Arbeit als erster Schritt eine akkurate nichtlineare Schätzme-

thode entwickelt, welche Abhännigkeiten beliebiger Ordung berücksichtigt. Um einen

möglichst großen Anwendungsbereich zu gewährleisten, sollte die entwickelte Methode

flexibel und möglichst generell ausgelegt sein. Dies führt zu folgender Fragestellung:

Welche Methoden zur nichtlinearen statistischen Analyse stehen in der Literatur zur

Verfügung und wie können diese erfolgreich kombiniert oder weiterentwickelt wer-

den um eine effiziente nichtlineare Datenwertanalyse zu ermöglichen?

• Rechenaufwand: Speziell im Rahmen der Versuchsplanung ist es notwendig, Datenwert-

analysen für eine große Zahl verschiedener konkurrierenderMesskampagnen auszuwer-

ten. Daher ist die notwendige Rechenzeit bzw. der -Aufwand einer einzelnen Analyse oft

das ausschlagende Kriterium, das über die Anwendbarkeit einer Methode entscheidet.

Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit beleuchtet die Theorie hinter der Datenanalyse um folgen-

de Frage zu beantworten:

Welches theoretische Potential eröffnet sich für die Beschleunigung der Datenwert-

analyse und in wieweit lässt sich dieses Potential in der Praxis ausnutzen?

• Robustheit: Das Ergebnis einer simulationsgestützten Versuchsplanung hängt maßgeb-

lich von der Qualität des zur Simulation verwendeten Modells ab. Vor der Erhebung

neuer Messdaten zur Verbesserung des Models leidet auch der geschätzte Datenwert an

minderer Vorhersagequalität. Daher beschäftigte sich der dritte Teil dieser Doktorarbeit

mit Möglichkeiten die Robustheit der Versuchsplanung gegenüber der anfangs hohen

Modellunsicherheiten zu erhöhen. Neben statistischen Verfahren aus der Literatur hat ei-

ne möglichst frühe interaktive Einbeziehung neuer Messdaten in den Planungsprozess

das größte Potential die Robustheit insgesamt zu verbessern. In diesem Zusammenhang

beantwortet diese Arbeit folgende Fragestellung:

Welche interaktiven Mechanismen lassen sich in der Versuchsplanung vonMesskam-

pagnen einsetzten und inwieweit lässt dich ein verbessertes Gesamtergebnis garantie-

ren?

Die folgende Arbeit entwickelt effiziente Methoden in Hinsicht auf die drei vorgestellten Ge-

sichtspunkte, welche gleichzeitig die Struktur der Arbeit vorgeben:

Erster Teil - Genauigkeit: Dieser Teil der Arbeit entwickelt eine allgemeine und flexibel

anwendbare Methode für die nichtlineare Datenwertschätzung. Den Kern der Methode bil-

det der Bootstrap Filter, welcher wiederholt für nichtlineare Inferenz möglicher Daten ge-

nutzt wird. Die vollständige Simulation der Bayesschen Inferenz und deren Auswirkungen

auf das Modell ermöglicht eine umfassende nichtlineare Analyse aller statistischen Zusam-

menhänge zwischen den vorgeschlagenenMessdaten und dermageblichenModellvorhersage.

Die statistischen Abhängigkeiten werden nach dem Monte-Carlo Prinzip und basierend auf

einem Ensemble vorberechneter Modellauswertungen approximiert. Das zu Grunde gelegte

nicht-intrusive Prinzip lässt sich mit beliebigen Simulationswerkzeugen kombinieren und un-

abhängig von den physikalischen Eigenschaften des Systems anwenden.
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Die Vorteile dieser nichtlinearen Datenanalyse werden in mehreren Beispielen aufgezeigt und

mit linearen Methoden verglichen. Messkampagnen zur Datenerhebung, welche auf Basis von

nichtlinearer Datenwertanalyse optimiert wurden, zeigen dabei erheblich bessere Resultate.

Es wird illustriert wie wichtig die anfängliche Berücksichtigung aller Unsicherheiten für eine

sinnvolle Informationsanalyse ist. Dabei zeigt sich der Einfluss von parametrischer, struktu-

reller und konzeptioneller Unsicherheit auf den Wissensbedarf und das daraus resultierende

optimierte Messdesign.

Eine weiterführende Studie zeigt die Kombination mit BayesscherModellmittelung anhand ei-

nes Beispiels der Modellierung von saisonalem Wachstum einer Weizenkultur. Bei dieser Fra-

gestellung kommen mehrere konzeptionelle Modelle zum Einsatz, welche ohne konzeptionel-

len Aufwand bei der nichtlinearen Datenanalyse berücksichtigt werden können.

Zweiter Teil - Rechenaufwand: Die Flexibilität, jegliche Arten von Unsicherheiten zu

berücksichtigen, zusammen mit einer nichtlinearen Analyse erfordern einen sehr hohen Re-

chenaufwand. Daher beschäftigt sich der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit mit Möglichkeiten die nicht-

lineare Analyse zu beschleunigen, ohne dabei auf Vereinfachungen zurückzugreifen. Dabei

wird die Symmetrie des zu Grunde liegenden Bayes-Theorem für die Inferenz von Daten und

ein daraus resultierendes Maß für Information näher betrachtet. Diese Symmetrie erlaubt es

in der Daten- oder Informationsanalyse die Rolle von Messdaten und Modellvorhersage zu

vertauschen.

Da der Raum potentieller Messdaten normalerweise erheblich größer ist als der Raum aller

möglichenModellvorhersagen, kann eine Umkehrung der Informationsanalyse zu einer erheb-

lichen Beschleunigung der Analyse führen. In einer numerischen Studie wird untersucht, in-

wieweit sich dieses theoretische Potential in der Praxis umsetzen lässt. Die tatsächliche erreich-

bare Beschleunigung hängt dabei maßgeblich von den verwendeten Schätzverfahren für die

involvierten Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichten ab. Die getesteten Schätzer erlaubten eine Reduktion

der nötigen Rechenzeit der Datenwertanalyse um bis zu zwei Größenordnungen bei gleich-

bleibender Schätzgüte.

Zusätzlich erlaubt die Idee einer Umkehrung der Analyserichtung die Entwicklung einer teil-

weise linearisierten Abschätzung des Datenwerts, welche auf der gleichen Grundidee ba-

siert. Die entwickelte Approximation zeigt erheblich bessere Schätzgüte im Vergleich zu voll-

linearen Schätzern bei vergleichbaren Rechenaufwand.

Dritter Teil - Robustheit: Ein grundsätzliches Problem der modellbasierten Datenwertana-

lyse besteht darin, dass das numerische Modell mit unzureichender Vorhersagequalität gleich-

zeitig die beste verfügbare Grundlage für die Datenwertanalyse für potentielle Messdaten dar-

stellt. Eine solche Datenwertanalyse und die daraus abgeleitete optimale Messkampagne leidet

deshalb unter der gleichen Vorhersageunsicherheit.

Da diese anfängliche Unsicherheit nur durch die Nutzung neuer Daten reduziert werden kann,

muss ein möglicher Lösungsansatz sich mit der frühest möglichen Einbeziehung verfügbarer

Daten in den Optimierungsprozess für die weitere Messkampagne befassen. Der dritte Teil der
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Arbeit untersucht daher interaktive Planungsstrategien, welche in der Lage sind eine laufen-

de Messkampagne adaptiv auf neu verfügbare Messungen anzupassen. Die Messkampagne

wird dabei in Sequenzen aufgeteilt, welche nacheinander geplant und ausgeführt werden. Die

resultierenden Messdaten jeder Sequenz werden in der darauffolgenden Sequenz berücksich-

tigt und führen damit zu einer spezifischeren und damit verbesserten Planung der nächsten

Sequenz.

Eine numerische Studie belegt den Erfolg einer solchen interaktiven Planungsstrategie und

zeigt gleichzeitig, dass der Einfluss interaktiv genutzter Messdaten weitaus wichtiger ist als ei-

ne global optimierte Messkampagne. Eine einfache sequentielle Optimierung führte mehrfach

zu besseren Ergebnissen als eine global optimierte Kampagne auf der Basis des Anfangsmo-

dells.

Synergien: Eine abschließende Studie über die Synergieeffekte zwischen den drei anfäng-

lich separierten Ansätzen dieser Arbeit legt dar, wie diese erfolgreich kombiniert werden

können. Diese Synergien erlauben es problemspezifisch und gezielt den relativ hohen Rechen-

aufwand für die modell-gestützte Planung vonMesskampagnen soweit zu reduzieren, dass ei-

ne Planung und Optimierung von Messkampagnen ohne massive Parallelisierung in Echtzeit

ermöglicht wird. Gleichzeitig zeigt die Kombination approximierter Schätzer mit einer interak-

tiven Planungsstrategie die Tendenz verminderter Schätzfehler, wodurch das Gesamtergebnis

verbessert wird.

Fazit: Zusammenfassend erlauben die erarbeitetenMethoden und theoretischenGrundlagen

dieser Arbeit eine effizientere und schnellere Datenwertanalyse für komplexe Systeme unter

Berücksichtigung von nichtlinearen Zusammenhängen und beliebigen Arten von Unsicherhei-

ten. Die erreichte Beschleunigung der Datenwertanalyse erlaubt es, diese auf komplexere und

realistischere Problemstellungen anzuwenden. Zusätzlich führen die entwickelten interaktiven

Planungsverfahren zu einer beträchtlichen Steigerung des Informationsgewinns in Messkam-

pagnen.



1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Any resource use or technical application in the subsurface is hindered by limited knowledge

about the system. Especially the fact that the subsurface is hidden to sight, yet is known to be

spatially heterogeneous within its properties, will never allow a complete system description

[Oreskes et al., 1994]. Furthermore, data acquisition in the subsurface is usually expensive and

technically challenging. Therefore, it is most important to optimally design the acquisition of

measurement data tomaximize their output.Well-guided data acquisition can help tominimize

uncertainty in modeling, simulated predictions, planing and resource use. To improve methods

for guiding data acquisition is the focus of the present dissertation.

Human activities and exploitation in and on the subsurface have steadily increased over time,

and nowadays the subsurface is used for multiple purposes at the same time. These comprise,

among many others, waste deposition (waste disposal sites, CO2 sequestration [e.g., Kopp et al.,

2009; Walter et al., 2012], nuclear waste disposal [e.g., Olivella et al., 1994]), energy storage and

extraction [e.g.,Harlow and Pracht, 1972] and enhanced mining techniques, like oil shale extrac-

tion [e.g., Hu et al., 1999; Ogunsola and Berkowitz, 1995] and the often criticized fracking [e.g.,

Myers, 2012]. Furthermore, the amount of activities have reached a level at which the different

activities are affecting each other in an unforeseeable manner.

At the same time, the subsurface is the most important source of clean drinking water. Human

activities in and on the subsurface endanger the quality of this resource, which was former-

ly safely stored from harmful influences and naturally treated in the subsurface. Keeping the

subsurface as a reliable drinking water source and mitigating the negative effects of any ex-

ploitation requires proper risk assessment and effective monitoring. This includes identifying,

assessing and judging future impacts of all past, present and future human activities.

To this end, numerical models for simulating the relevant processes in the subsurface are re-

quired for predicting future system states and system responses. However, simulations of com-

plex and dynamic processes over large time scales remain challenging, even with state-of-the-

art models and todays computing power. For environmental systems, accurate predictions are

even more hindered by the inherent lack of knowledge about the system. Facing ubiquitous

uncertainty about environmental systems requires to extend deterministic models towards

stochastic modeling frameworks. Such analyses allow the modeler to quantify model uncer-

tainty in general and to supplement model predictions with error bounds and confidence in-

tervals [e.g., Christakos, 1992; Rubin, 2003]. They require a proper representation of the available

data by uncertain model parameters as well as methods to transfer this input uncertainty to the

uncertainty of the relevant model output.
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In the case that the analyzed uncertainty of an aspired model prediction is too large, addition-

al measurement data are required to revise the model. Hence, efficient methods for designing

expensive field campaigns are required for only collecting themost informative data. Such opti-

mal designs should consider all currently available data and knowledge about system process-

es, such that only the most important complementary information is collected. In fact, Design

of Experiments (DoE) [e.g., Ghosh, 1999; Pukelsheim, 2006; Plackett and Burman, 1946] is a frame-

work to rationally design arbitrary (scientific) experimentation tasks and can be applied for the

design of data acquisition campaigns. Such an optimized campaign design ensures the highest

possible benefits and thus leads to the best allocation of available resources towards reduced

model uncertainty, based on the present available data.

Potential data acquisition designs are rated based on their expected data impact, which is an

estimate how much relevant information the data will be able to provide related to a given

task. The data impact is estimated based on the current state of knowledge, before knowing the

resulting measurements values. The quality and complexity of this estimation strongly affects

the actual data impact of the selected (allegedly optimal) design and the overall computation

time for the optimization.With limited computational power and the requirement of evaluating

design trials in the order of hundreds of thousands and more, the majority of the studies in

the past used linearized approaches to estimate data impact. However, with increasing model

complexity, which often introduces nonlinear dependencies between parameters and model

predictions, linearized estimates become inadequate. Thus, there is a great need to make more

accurate and efficient DoEmethods available to environmental problems that involve nonlinear

relations within the corresponding models. In the following, the major shortcomings in the

state of the art will be identified.

1.2. State of the art

The design of groundwater sampling has been studied extensively in the past [e.g.,

Bogaert and Russo, 1999; Christakos and Killam, 1993; Loaiciga, 1989]. Originally, the DoE origi-

nated from regression-like problems [e.g., Box, 1982; Federov and Hackl, 1997; Pukelsheim, 2006],

was later extended towards the calibration of computer models [e.g.,Gates and Kisiel, 1974] and

was finally linked to the generic design-of-experiments theory [e.g., Federov and Hackl, 1997].

For environmental systems, the benefits of proper uncertainty assessment in modeling and de-

cision making is widely recognized [e.g., Pappenberger and Beven, 2006; Rubin, 2003].

Themajor source of uncertainty in sub-surface systems stems from the unknownhydraulic con-

ductivity field. It is the main parameter for flow and transport simulation and can vary over

several orders of magnitudes. The sparsely available point information is spatially extended by

modeling the conductivity field as a space random function (SRF) [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978].

SRFs include knowledge about the structural dependencies to extend point information and to

limit the allowed parameter space. Specialized designs to optimally estimate spatial parame-

ters or identify structural parameters of a geostatistical model are referred to as geostatistical

designs [Müller, 2007].

For a particular modeling prediction, general model improvement is unspecific and therefore
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rather inefficient in short-therm considerations. For a given task, it is more beneficial to fo-

cus directly on the related model prediction or model purpose. As such, data impact is not

related primarily to improvements of unknown model parameters, but directly to the model

prediction of concern. Shifting the focus in that way implicitly considers only those model pa-

rameters as important which are relevant for the improved model prediction [e.g.,Nowak et al.,

2009]. In the context of task-driven optimal design [e.g., Ben-Zvi et al., 1988; James and Gorelick,

1994; Nowak et al., 2009], a relevant output of the numerical model is defined, which is required

to be predicted with high accuracy. Prominent examples include remediation designs, which

are based on uncertain numerical models [e.g., Bear and Sun, 1998; Copty and Findikakis, 2000].

In such campaigns, only these measurement data are deemed valuable, which improve the

model related to the remediation task. Such a directed improvement of the model towards a

particular prediction task allows for more specific, reliable and therefore cheaper remediation

designs, without the need to acquire unrealistic amounts of data. In the literature, examples of

task-driven design utility can be found such as Value of Information Analysis [e.g., Howard,

1966; Yokota and Thompson, 2004], data worth analysis which roots back in water resources

to James and Gorelick [1994], and Bayesian decision analysis, mentioned in Feyen and Gorelick

[2005].

Engineering approaches often relate to information-theoretic quantities [e.g.,

Herrera and Pinder, 2005], but rarely apply them directly. It can be shown that almost any

measure of data impact can be related to a quantity called Mutual Information (MI) [e.g.,

Cover and Thomas, 2006]. Using MI allows to estimate how much information an observation

carries about an unknownmodel parameter or model prediction, while accurately considering

any order of dependencies. Information theory arose mainly within the field of computer

science over the past decades and was developed for the quantification of information and

compression efficiency. It offers a theoretical foundation that may help improving existing

engineering approaches by an accurate description of information. Nowak et al. [2009] showed

that linearized DoE analysis approaches like First-Order-Second Moment (FOSM) [e.g.,

Kunstmann et al., 2002; Cirpka and Nowak, 2004], adjoint-state sensitivities [e.g., Sykes et al.,

1985; Sun, 1994; Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2001] and the static Ensemble Kalman Filter [e.g.,

Herrera and Pinder, 2005] can be linked to Fisher information [e.g., Edgeworth, 1908] for linear

and multi-Gaussian systems. Unless when applied to strictly linear cases, linearized analyses

lose the link to information theory and designs optimized under linear assumptions are only

locally optimal [Federov and Hackl, 1997, p.100].

In environmental systems, linear dependencies are rather the exception than the rule, for rea-

sons that are highlighted in Sec. 3.3.2. That section provides an extensive list of mechanisms in

subsurface hydrology that lead to nonlinear system behavior. An increasing number of stud-

ies therefore focus on the nonlinear estimation of data impact. Nonlinear data impact analysis

requires expensive averaging over possible future observation values, because data impact de-

pends on the future (and hence unknown) measured value. Therefore, in the past, estimation

of nonlinear data impact imposed computational restrictions and only allowed tackling either

simple problems or reduced numerical systems.

Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that the model which suffers from high conceptual and

parametric uncertainty is employed and analyzed within the estimation of data impact. There-
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fore, the estimate of expected data impact can be seen as another prediction quantity of the

model that suffers from the same uncertainty. Optimization under uncertainty is a specific

challenge within DoE, trying to minimize the negative effects of the uncertainty in the utility

function. In hydrology, Criminisi et al. [1997] analyzed the robustness of a design facing model

uncertainty. Conditional Monte Carlo simulation within the optimization [e.g., Maxwell et al.,

1999; Copty and Findikakis, 2000] and chance constraints [e.g., Tung, 1986; Bear and Sun, 1998;

Freeze and Gorelick, 1999] are used to incorporate the uncertainty into optimization frame-

works. For this problem class, a specialized noisy genetic algorithm [Gopalakrishnan et al., 2003]

has been designed to effectively optimize an uncertain utility function in an expected sense.

There are even multi-objective approaches dealing with uncertainty in optimization [e.g.,

Gunawan and Azarm, 2005]. These include an additional objective to maximize robustness of

a design related to the uncertain parameters. All approaches basically assess design robustness

with respect to uncertainty and introduce additional safety margins, by sacrificing some of the

achievable expected data impact and therefore yield to less variation in the data impact predic-

tion. Therefore, it is a question of risk perception and risk tolerance to choose the design with

the highest expected data impact or one which is robust, but inferior in an expected sense.

1.3. Goals

The primary goal of this thesis is to develop new, effective and informed methods for the op-

timal design of data acquisition campaigns to overcome the shortcomings described in the

previous section. Thus, the developed methods should be generally applicable for any sys-

tem including all complexity levels and be able to face arbitrary sources of uncertainty and

arbitrary levels of nonlinearity. With arbitrary sources of uncertainty, parametric uncertainty,

structural model uncertainty (e.g., boundary conditions) and even uncertainty in model choice

are addressed. The three major goals, addressing the major shortcomings, are:

1. Accuracy: Improved accuracy for DoE methods mainly demands for a rigorous and

linearization-free estimation of data impact. It also requires lean and efficient implemen-

tations to allow for adequate statistical discretization at any level of complexity. Pursuing

the goal of accuracy requires to answer the following question:

Which available tools in the literature allow a flexible and accurate data impact esti-

mation, how can they be combined most effectively and how can they be improved?

2. Computation speed: The second goal of this thesis is to identify speed-uppotentialswith-

in nonlinear data impact estimation that do not rely on simplifications, do not sacrifice

some accuracy and do not require additional assumptions. Therefore, data impact estima-

tion is reviewedwithin an information-theoretic background to identify possible speedup

strategies and to address the following question:

Which theoretical potential can be identified to accelerate nonlinear data impact es-

timation without using further approximations and how well can it be exploited in

practice?

3. Robustness: Model-based data impact estimation in the face of omnipresent model un-

certainty is affected by model uncertainty just as any other model prediction. In fact, the
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prediction of the actual data impact is impossible, as this would require knowledge about

the future measurement values and hence perfect models with perfect model parameters.

Therefore, the uncertain model is as well applied to simulate future measurement values.

This additional usage introduces even stronger dependencies on the prior model. One

way to improve the robustness of the data impact is connecting acquisition design and

its execution interactively. When combining design and execution of data acquisition in-

teractively, I hypothesize that the model improves step by step due to newly available

data, which leads to more accurate and robust data impact analysis and therefore supe-

rior data acquisition designs. Considering such interactive schemes requires to answers

the following question:

What interactive mechanisms can be introduced to increase the robustness of nonlin-

ear data impact estimation related to the uncertain system model and howmuch is the

data impact improved by this interaction?

1.4. Approach

The approach taken in this thesis for achieving the the goals defined above can be divided into

three consecutive steps:

Step I - Accuracy: First, this thesis extends nonlinear inference techniques towards data impact

estimation in an optimal design framework. The chosen approach extends nonlinear inference

methods toward the estimation of data impact. This captures the full information content of

potential measurements and can consider arbitrary types of statistical dependence that may

be relevant for DoE. The implementation in a strict and brute-force Monte-Carlo framework

allows for the consideration of any type of data and arbitrary sources of uncertainty. For non-

linear inference problems, data impact depends on the actual (yet) unknown measured value.

Therefore the expected data impact is estimated by averaging over many possible future data

values. This implementation will serve as an accurate reference that allows the comparison of

estimation quality of other implementations and approximations developed later in this thesis

and to show the benefits versus linearized approaches.

Step II - Speed: The averaging over many potential conditional model states within nonlinear

estimates leads to high computation times and requires large computational resources. There-

fore, the second step focuses on concepts to minimize the computational costs of the nonlin-

ear data impact analysis. The information-theoretic background of data impact assessment is

reviewed to show that a certain symmetry in Bayes’ theorem allows an equivalent reverse for-

mulation of data impact. The key idea is to reverse the direction of information analysis, by

swapping the roles of observable data and model prediction in the analysis of statistical de-

pendency. This offers a drastic potential for the reduction of computational costs and, thus,

offer possibilities to develop faster implementation techniques. An extensive numerical study

will show the massively faster evaluation of nonlinear data impact without using additional

approximations. The study will show that the surveyed residuals between both formulations

(forward and reverse ) merely originate from different implementation techniques and a differ-
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ent statistical convergence behavior. In addition, I provide a alternative approximation of data

impact that originate from the reverse mindset, but is partly linearized.

Step III - Robustness: The last step in this thesis aims to maximize the robustness of data im-

pact measures in face of uncertainty. To do so, it is necessary to consider the influence of the

uncertain model on the current design process. State-of-the-art optimization frameworks un-

der uncertainty cannot overcome the fact that all uncertainty arises due to the yet unobserved

system states, and that only new observation data can fundamentally change the model confi-

dence level. Instead, I propose a conceptually different direction to improve the robustness of

estimating data impact. My approach is based on the interactive incorporation of data into the

design process. This sets aside the traditional separation of the design and execution of a field

campaign. The approach allows for dynamic design decisions, which react on newly available

data. I propose to generally split the initial design in consecutive sequences and to dynamically

adjust the data collection in each sequence based on currently available data. This will lead to

the earliest possible use of new data within the design process, decrease the dependency on the

prior model, and potentially increase the overall performance.

Synergies: In a last concluding study, the approaches of all three previous steps are combined

in a study to specially highlight the arising synergy effects. These effects were not foreseen in

advance, but lead to additional potentials to speed up DoE in combination with nonlinear data

impact analysis.

Expected benefits: Overall, the techniques for fully nonlinear, efficient and robust estimation

of data impact introduced in this thesis will make model-based planing/design of data acquisi-

tion accessible to larger, more complex and thus more realistic problems classes. This will help

to give reliable model-based decision support for complex practical applications. The increased

computation speed will further allow for optimization of field activities and decision support

in real time.

1.5. Structure of work

The remainder of this thesis is tightly structured to follow the three steps of the approach. At

first, Chaps. 2-3 will provide the necessary theoretical background upon which this thesis is

built. Chap. 2 includes the required physical equations from sub-surface hydrology, descrip-

tive and Bayesian statistics, basic principles of information theory and the resulting handling

of uncertainty in stochastic modeling. Chap. 3 separately introduces the optimal design theo-

ry and data impact estimation, which is mainly built on the theory from the previous chapter.

Chapters 4 to 6 are forming the core of this thesis and deal with the central steps of this the-

sis: Steps I- Nonlinear data impact estimation, Step II - Reverse data impact assessment and

Step III - Interactive campaign design. The following Chap. 7 additionally points out synergy

effects that manifest from the conclusions within Steps I-III. This integral evaluation is illus-

trated within a final numerical application. I will summarize and conclude my work in Chap. 8

and give an outlook on possible future work.



2. Basic methods and governing equations

This chapter establishes the fundamental theory and provides all basic methods that are used

throughout this thesis. First, I provide the governing equations for the numerical models that

are used for application example scenarios. This is followed by an overview of the statistical

background applied in this thesis, including descriptive and Bayesian statistics and informa-

tion theory. In the end, I introduce the Bayesian mindset and the corresponding approaches for

handling parametric and structural uncertainty within numerical models.

2.1. Governing physical equations

The majority of application examples in this work are taken from the field of groundwater

hydrology. The current section provides the background for numerical modeling of flow and

transport processes within the subsurface. One model type comprises flow and transport mod-

els for the saturated zone for simulating groundwater pollution processes. A second type of

numerical models are heuristic crop plant models that are coupled with a flow and transport

model in the unsaturated zone.

2.1.1. Groundwater flow and transport

For the groundwater applications, I consider single-phase flow through the subsurface, mod-

eled as a porous medium. The flow-relevant properties of the porous medium are described by

the hydraulic conductivity tensorKh [LT−1] (here assumed to be locally isotropic for simplici-

ty) and the porosity θ [-]. In the application scenarios used here, groundwater flow is generally

considered to be governed by the relations expressed in Darcy’s law and by the conservation

of mass. The resulting equation after Bear [1972] to describe flow in depth-averaged, isotropic

aquifers is

S
∂h

∂t
+∇· (T∇h)−Q = 0, (2.1)

where S [-] is the specific storage coefficient, h [L] is the hydraulic pressure, T [L2 T−1] is

vertically averaged transmissivity of the aquifer, Q [L/T ] is a volumetric depth-integrated

source/sink term and t [T ] is time. The transmissivity is the integral of the hydraulic con-

ductivity Kh [L T−1] over the aquifer thickness b [L]. The system border Γ requires boundary

conditions that are either defined as fixed values (Dirichlet) for h or fixed flow (Neumann)

conditions:
h = hdi on Γdi

−n · (T∇h) = qne on Γne,
(2.2)
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where Γdi and Γne refer to Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries at which fixed Dirichlet head

hdi [L] or the respective fixed Neumann fluxes qne [LT
−1] are imposed. In general, n is a vector

normal to the boundary Γ, pointing outwards. No-flow conditions are a special case of the

Neumann boundary condition with qne = 0.

For measurements of steady-state pumping tests, the drawdown s [L] for a constant pumping

rate is defined as:

d = h− hp (2.3)

where h is the head field without pumping, and hp is the head field affected by pumping at

steady state (t→ ∞).

The seepage velocity v [LT−1] is related to the Darcy velocity q [LT−1] through the porosity θ

of the subsurface medium and is calculated as

v =
q

θ
=

−Kh∇h
θ

. (2.4)

For modeling contaminant transport with groundwater flow, I only consider conservative and

non-reactive behavior. This allows to use the well-known advection-dispersion equation [e.g.,

Fetter and Fetter, 1999] to approximate the pore-scale transport processes on the REV scale by:

∂c

∂t
+∇· (vc −D∇c) = 0, (2.5)

in which c [M L−3] is the contaminant concentration and D [L T−1] is the dispersion tensor.

According to Scheidegger [1961], the entriesDij of the dispersion tensor are defined as:

Dij =
vivj
‖v‖ (αl − αt) + δij(αt‖v‖ +De), (2.6)

where vi is the i-th component of the seepage velocity, αl [L] and αt [L] are the longitudinal

and transverse dispersivities, respectively, δij is the Kronecker symbol andDe [] is the effective

porous medium diffusion coefficient. The required boundary conditions can again be defined

by either Dirichlet or Neumann conditions:

c = cdi on Γdi

vc−D∇c = ṁne on Γne,
(2.7)

where cdi is the fixed concentration value imposed at Dirichlet boundaries Γdi and ṁne is the

specified contaminant mass flux density at Neumann boundaries Γne. For steady-state flow

and transport, the equations above can be simplified by removing all time derivatives.

2.1.2. Vadoze zone

In Chap. 4 I will apply different crop growth models in a test case as an example for con-

ceptually different models. All models are implemented using the software package expert-N
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[Engel and Priesack, 1993] and are based on the same numerical model for vertical transport of

water, solute and heat in the unsaturated zone based on the Richards equation [Richards, 1931]:

∂S

∂t
=

∂

∂z

[

Kh(S)

(
∂h

∂z
+ 1

)]

(2.8)

where S [-] is the water content, z [L] is the elevation, Kh [LT−1] is the hydraulic conductivity

[-] and h [L] is the pressure head. The soil hydraulic functions are parametrized by theMualem

Van-Genuchten model [e.g., Simunek et al., 2005]. Details about the crop growth models can be

found in Wöhling et al. [2013].

2.2. Basic statistics

This section provides the required basic tools from statistics, probability theory and the Monte-

Carlo approach for the stochastic characterization of random events.

2.2.1. Descriptive statistics

Methods from descriptive statistics are used to describe, interpret and analyze observed data

sets using mathematical tools. Data sets are usually assumed to be observed outcomes of a

random variable or of a stochastic process. The goal of descriptive statistic is to describe the

general features of a random variable by summarizing characteristics (often called statistics of

the data) by e.g., the average value and the average spread. Such simple characteristics can

provide profound insights and reveal information that are otherwise hidden in the shear size

of large data sets.

Univariate statistics

For a given data sample u, the most basic summary statistic is its arithmetic mean µu, which

describes the central tendency of the data set by:

µu =
1

n

n∑

i=1

ui, (2.9)

where n is the total number of values ui in the data set. The average spread of the data sample

around the mean µ is quantified by the unbiased sample variance:

σ2 =
1

n− 1

n∑

i=1

(ui − µ)2. (2.10)

However, using squared differences changes the unit of variance and sometimesmakes a phys-

ical interpretation difficult. The standard deviation σ is expressed in the same unit as u and

therefore provides more meaningful values for physically-based quantities. It is the average

deviation from the mean, which is the square root of the variance: STD =
√
σ2.
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Multivariate statistics

For two or more variables, descriptive statistics additionally provide measures to quantify and

identify relationships or dependencies between variables. Let ui, vi with i = 1, .., n be two data

samples that are additionally described by their joint behavior and mutual dependency. One

popular measure of linear dependency is the sample covariance between variables, which is

defined as:

Cov[u, v] =
1

n− 1

n∑

i=1

(ui − µu)(vi − µv) (2.11)

A positive covariance Cov(X,Y ) value states that the variable u shows similar behavior, which

means that if u takes high values, v statistically tends to have a high value as well. An oppos-

ing behavior leads to negative covariance values. Linearly independent variables result in a

covariance value of zero.

For linear systems, the covariance is a complete description of dependency between variables,

but the covariance suffers from major deficits in nonlinear systems. The deficits of the covari-

ance as a measure of dependency is of great importance within this thesis and the estimation of

data impact in general. A more suitable measure of dependence is Mutual Information, which

will be introduced in Sec. 2.4.2.

2.2.2. Probability theory

Probability theory is a branch of mathematics used to describe random events and random

variables. The central idea is to describe events of one or several random variables by a proba-

bility functions. Probability distribution functions are more extensive and informative tools to

describe (sets of) random variables than the scalar summary statistics from the previous sec-

tion. In fact, while sample statistics are an incomplete description of samples, and samples from

a random variable represent the true random variable again only an incomplete manner, only

probability densities are exhaustive descriptions of a random variable.

Univariate case

The probability mass function (PMF) of a discrete random variable U defines the probability of

each possible value u:

PU (u) = P (U = u), (2.12)

and is denoted by PU (u). PMFs describe the distribution of a discrete variable and can be illus-

trated using a histogram (see Fig. 2.1(a)). The histogram is the common estimation technique

of distribution functions and is widely used. A cumulative mass function FU (u) is defined to

describe the probability that a random variable is below any given value u

FU (u) = P (U < u). (2.13)

The CMF values take ranges between zero and unity, since the sum of the probabilities of all

possible events is as well unity. Discrete variables often appear in the context of technical ap-

plication, e.g., discrete grid indices or decision variables.
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In contrast, parameters describing environmental quantities are rarely discrete, but rather con-

tinuous. Uncertain continuous quantities are described as continuous random variables. Let

X be a continuous random variable in R, then the number of possible values x of X is infi-

nite. Therefore, a description by a PMF is inadequate, as the probability mass of a single event

P (X = x) is zero for all x ∈ R [Weiss, 2006]. However, it is possible to define a probability mass

of an interval of values P (X ≤ x), which allows for the definition of the cumulative distribu-

tion function (cdf ), denoted as F . The cdf describes the probability of X being below a value

x

FX(x) = P (X ≤ x) (2.14)

The cdf aggregates the probability over the range ofX and therefore takes values in the interval

between zero and unity (see Fig. 2.1(b)), just like CMFs do. A probability density function pdf,

which is denoted by p(x), can be defined as a nonnegative function defined in R such that

FX(x) =

∫ x

−∞
p(x)dx (2.15)

Alternatively, the continuous pdf of x can be defined as the derivative of the cdf

p(x) =
d

dx
FX(x) (2.16)

for all values of x where p(x) is defined. Note that, in contrast to probabilities, probability

densities can exceed unity for narrow distributions. Similarly to PMF values, which sum up to

unity, the basic property of any pdf is that its integral over the entire domain is equal to one:

∫ ∞

−∞
p(x)dx = lim

x→∞
F (x) = 1. (2.17)
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Figure 2.1.: Examples for probability and cumulative distributions

The mean value µX of a random variable X with the pdf p(x) is defined by the expected value

E[X], which is the integral of all values of the random variable weighted by their occurrence

probability:

µX = EX [X] =

∫ ∞

−∞
x p(x) dx (2.18)
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For a given finite sample xi with i = 1, .., n, which is drawn from the theoretical distribution

p(X), the sample mean defined in Sec. 2.2.1 is an estimator for the theoretic mean of the distri-

bution.

The variance of a random variable VX [X] is as well defined via its pdf :

VX [X] =

∫

X
(x− µX)2 p(x) dx. (2.19)

Multivariate case

The joint pdf of multiple random variables can be defined in a similar fashion via the joint cdf.

Joint pdf s represent a complete description of all individual variables and their interdependen-

cies. The marginal (individual) pdf of each variable can be obtained by integration of the joint

pdf over the remaining variables. As an example, for two variables X,Y , integration over Y

leads to the marginal pdf of X as

p(x) =

∫

y
p(x, y)dy. (2.20)

The two variables X and Y are independent if the probability distribution of X does not de-

pend on the value of Y . In this case, the joint probability density is the product of their marginal

pdf s: p(x, y) = p(x)p(y).

Conditional pdf s p(x|y) and respectively p(y|x) give the distribution of one variable for the case

that the other variable is known. The conditional pdf shows directly how the observation of one

variable changes the pdf of the other. The conditional pdf s of independent variables are equal

to their marginal pdfs since they do not depend on the observed value.

The covariance betweenX,Y is defined as:

Cov[X,Y ] = EX [((x− µX)(y − µY )]

=

∫

Y

∫

X
(x− µX)(y − µY ) p(x, y) dx dy.

(2.21)

and describes how two variables interact with each other. The magnitude of the covariance is

dependent on the scale and therefore sometime hard to interpret. The correlation coefficient,

which is a normalized and therefore dimensionless version of the covariance, is calculated as

Corr[X,Y ] =
Cov(X,Y )
√

V [X] V [Y ]
. (2.22)

Because Cov(X,Y ) and Corr(X,Y ) are linear measures of dependency, one can only conclude

that if X and Y are independent then Cov(X,Y ) = Corr[X,Y ] = 0, but not vice versa. The

correlation takes values within the interval [−1 1].
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2.2.3. Density functions and their estimation

Previously, the pdf of some random variables was assumed to be known. In practical appli-

cations this is rarely the case. Instead, a distribution is often represented by a limited sample

in practice. Parametric density estimation replaces the sample by a sufficiently close theoretic

distribution function, by fitting the distribution parameters of a theoretical distribution to the

data, e.g., usingmaximum likelihoodmethods. This allows to evaluate the pdf analytically later

on. Many theoretical distribution functions are available, e.g., the Gaussian, log-normal, expo-

nential or beta distribution, which are the most common ones. The most often used theoretical

distribution function is the multivariate-Gaussian distribution that describes multiple correlat-

ed random variables that individually follow the Gaussian distribution. The multi-Gaussian

joint-pdf of a k-dimensional random vector x = (x1, .., xk) is given by

p(x) =
1

√

(2π)k|Cov(x)|
exp

(

−1

2
(x− µ)TCov(x)−1(x− µ)

)

, (2.23)

whereµ is the vector of mean values in k dimensions, and Cov(x) is the k×k covariance-matrix.

Parametric estimation is fast and usually requires only small sample sizes, since only a few

parameters for the most suitable pdf out of a set of candidate distributions needs to be fitted.

The decision for a certain theoretical function and therefore pre-defined shape lead to a simple

estimation process by parameter fitting, however is not applicable for arbitrary distribution

shapes.

In case that the sample resembles none of the available analytical distributions, it is possible

to estimate arbitrary distributions with non-parametric estimation techniques. This class of

estimators comprises a huge number of conceptually different approaches to approximate local

density estimates. The class of non-parametric density estimators is solely data-driven, without

any assumptions about the distribution shape. Therefore, non-parametric estimators are more

flexible, but demand more data and are computationally more demanding. Especially high-

dimensional density estimation is challenging and an ongoing research field. Selected non-

parametric estimators are discussed in the next sections.

Histogram-based estimation

A sample xi with i = 1, .., n values of a random variable X ∼ p(x) is given and represents a

density that is to be estimated. Density estimation via histogram is the simples approach for

density estimation, but is limited to low dimensions. The parameter space is partitioned into

(usually equally sized) classes. The density in each class is estimated by the number of samples

points within the class. However, in higher dimensions, classification approaches lead to bad

stochastic approximations, since only few samples are located in each class, which is illustrated

in the center of Fig. 2.2.3.
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Kernel density estimation

Within the group of non-parametric estimators, I found kernel-based density estimators (KDE)

to be themost suitable choice for arbitrary and possibly high-dimensional distributions. A good

overview of existing kernel-based techniques is provided by Scott [2008]. Kernel estimators are

based on the idea of expanding point information of a given data set (called source points xs in

the following) in space by using a kernel smoothing function K . The Kernel function depends

on the distance between target points xt,j and source points xs,i and a defined bandwidth

parameter. An illustration for a Kernel function applied to one source point is given in the left

part of Fig. 2.2.3. The sample density at a target location xt,j is estimated by the summed kernel

values of all source points at the target point location and is calculated as follows:

p̂KDE(xt,j) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

wijK(xt,j − xs,i). (2.24)

Above, K is the kernel function, which is often chosen to be Gaussian shaped. wij is an addi-

tional weighting matrix, which can be used to weight the source points in case a conditional

pdf is estimated; otherwise the weighting is uniform. An example for a kernel-based pdf esti-

mation is shown one the right side of Fig. 2.2.3. Comparing it to histogram-based estimation in

the middle of Fig. 2.2.3 shows how the spatial expansion of the point information produces a

smooth pdf, revealing more information than the noisy and oscillating histogram-based pdf.
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Figure 2.2.: Example for probability density estimation. The left plot shows a random sample

and one kernel function for a single point. The center plot shows the results of a

histogram-based density estimation for a 10× 10 grid. The right side illustrates the

pdf estimated using KDE techniques.

Using KDE techniques inherently leads to an additional smoothing of the pdf. To minimize this

artificial smoothing, the kernel width is usually chosen as small as possible. Too small kernel

widths, in contrast, do not allow to expand the point information sufficiently and thus lead
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to noisy pdf s. For this reason, there exist an optimal kernel width that merely introduce the

required (but no more than that) smoothing. Silverman [1986] suggested following relation that

approximates the optimal kernel bandwidth as:

k̂opt = 1.06σ̂in
−1/(nd+4)
p , (2.25)

where nd is the dimensionality, np is the sample size, and σ̂i is a sample-based estimate of the

i-th marginal standard deviation.

However, related to random variables that describe potential measurement values subject to

measurement errors, it is possible to exploit the artificial smoothing to account for the mea-

surement error. Generally, an observed quantity contains unknown measurement error that is

expressed through a variance σ2ǫ , which needs to be considered in the pdf estimation. Therefore,

the measurement error σ2ǫ is used to scale the width of kernel K . By doing so, this generates

the pdf of the observable data including the error from the error-free simulated sample. For

this special case, the obtained pdf in Eq. (2.24) is a non-smoothed representation of the pdf of

observable values that include the randommeasurement error:

p̂KDE(x) = p(x+ ex) with ex ∼ N (0, σ2ǫx). (2.26)

For the summation of Gaussian kernels, three possible implementations are introduced in Ap-

pendix A. They differ on the implementation level as well as by the used computer resources.

2.2.4. Monte-Carlo methods

This section introduces themethod ofMonte-Carlo (MC), which is a brute-force and very gener-

al computation algorithm to produce samples of a random variable. It was named by Nicholas

Metropolis and relies on repeated random experiments (simulated on computers). Conducting

many repeated random experiments typically allows a numerical approximation of a random

variable or process without analytical description. This approach is often used when closed-

form solutions forpdf s are not available or deterministic algorithms are to expensive. The law

of large numbers states that the Monte-Carlo approximation of any statistics converges to the

true value for an infinite number of evaluations.

Monte-Carlo integration

A classical application of Monte-Carlo methods is the computation/estimation for high-

dimensional integrals, when grid-based integration methods become too expensive. For ex-

ample, the expected value of an arbitrary function f(x) can be approximated as:

Ex[f(x)] =

∫

x
f(x)p(x) dx ≈

N∑

i=1

f(xi) xi ∼ p(x). (2.27)

In contrast to grid-based methods, the convergence rate of MC is independent of the dimen-

sionality of the integration. MC estimates generally converge at a rate of O(1/
√

(N)), where
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N is the number of evaluations [Lepage, 1980]. Only the initial uncertainty depends on the di-

mensionality and the shape of the distribution. Therefore, MC methods are often applied to

high-dimensional problems.

Monte-Carlo simulation

The idea of multiple random experiments within MC methods is especially valuable for step-

ping from deterministic models with known parameters to stochastic models that consider un-

certain parameters. Arbitrary sources of uncertainty are modeled as random input variables.

By drawing samples from the corresponding probability distribution, one obtains sets of input

variables for the correspondingmodel. Each set of input variables is treated as oneMonte-Carlo

experiment. The general idea is to generate multiple, equally likely random experiments that

resemble a sample of an unknown model output parameter. In post-processing, one can eval-

uate the statistics of that sample. Numerous Monte-Carlo methods exist, but mostly resemble

similar patterns:

1. Generate multiple input parameter sets according to a defined pdf or sampling rule.

2. Apply a deterministic calculation or run a numerical model for each of the drawn param-

eter sets.

3. Aggregate and analyze the resulting sample of the relevant model output

In uncertain quantification, MC simulation is often used to estimate the uncertainty of a model

output, specifically in the case of complex models where an analytical transfer from input un-

certainty to prediction uncertainty is impossible. This can generally be solved by conditional

Monte-Carlo simulations (see Sec. 2.3.5).

Since Monte-Carlo applies a series of (deterministic) experiments, it can be combined with any

kind of simulation tool. It does not require any adaptations in the underlying software and

therefore, is called non-intrusive. Such a non-intrusive stochastic framework can be applied to

any system model and allows to extend deterministic models for stochastic simulations pur-

poses. The general applicability is, however, paid by high computational costs, which limits

the application to computationally expensive simulations models.

2.3. Bayesian modeling framework

This section will provide the basic methods to properly treat different types of uncertainty

within numerical modeling of environmental systems.

2.3.1. Description of uncertainty

The lack of information is ubiquitous in environmental simulation problems, especially before

any intensive site investigation efforts. Given the general inability to fully describe the under-
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lying processes occurring in geosciences [Oreskes et al., 1994], the selection of a single geostatis-

tical, structural or conceptual model is often unjustifiable. Following this rationale, requires to

incorporate various sources of uncertainty, which can be distinguished as:

• Parametric uncertainty is related to the model input and characterizes the insufficient in-

formation about the primary model parameters. Themost important uncertain parameter

for subsurface flow and transport models is hydraulic conductivity. It is a spatially corre-

lated parameter, varying over several magnitudes, whose dependencies can be described

using spatial correlation models. In model-based geostatistics, such models describe the

spatial correlation using a set of structural parameters.

• Structural parameter uncertainty is a higher-order uncertainty description of incomplete

knowledge about the structure of parametric uncertainty. This arises from the fact that

the models used to describe parameter uncertainty are as well uncertain. For geostatis-

tics, this leads to the assumption that the structural parameters of geostatistical models

are uncertain as well. Kitanidis [1995] introduced the field of Bayesian geostatistics (see

Sec. 2.3.3) to deal with such uncertain structures and to infer parameters under such con-

ditions.

• Conceptual model uncertainty considers uncertainty in the appropriate choice of the

systemmodel. This includes different conceptual models (e.g. uncertain zonation, bound-

ary/initial conditions or model forcing) as well as different numerical modeling imple-

mentations (e.g. finite-element-based transport or random-walk particle tracking), also

including their numerical errors. Some parts of the literature list model input uncertain-

ty as a different category. Bayesian model averaging (BMA) is one potential way to deal

with model uncertainty and is introduced in Sec. 2.3.4.

• Measurement uncertainty accounts for the fact that observational data are inevitably

subject to measurement errors. Numerous sources of errors exist and are hard to quantify

even if the entire process of data acquisition is surveyed. Without specific information,

the general approach is to characterize observation errors as additive or multiplicative

error terms, which are often assumed to be Gaussian distributed and independent.

Any type of input uncertainty is propagated using the system model to delineate the resulting

output or predictive uncertainty. As mentioned above, uncertain and therefore random vari-

ables are mathematically described by probability theory. Yet, there exist two fundamentally

different views and interpretations of probability:

The frequentist probability defines probability based on occurrence of a possible outcome

of a repeated experiment, which is also called relative frequency. This calculative approach

is strictly objective and only based on the available data and does not allow for additional

assumptions and soft knowledge.Without any data available, no frequentist probability can be

evaluated and the approach is of limited usefulness.

The subjectivist probability is defined by the degree of belief about an occurrence probability.

The most popular subjective probability is the Bayesian probability, which allows inference

between probabilities extracted from data (e.g. samples from random experiments) and subjec-

tive prior probabilities, which result from possible expert knowledge.
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The concept of Bayesian probability is well-suited for the description of uncertain models. It

is especially useful for modeling based on little available data, where frequentist probabilities

cannot be computed. It allows for a more flexible description of the state of knowledge includ-

ing prior assumptions and expert knowledge, and therefore allows using all available types

of information. In the Bayesian sense, the initial belief state is represented by the prior distri-

bution. New information or evidence are incorporated via their likelihood to update the initial

belief. The updated belief after inclusion of the new data is represented by the posterior distri-

bution. The use of prior assumptions is always subject of discussion and needs to be justified

adequately.

2.3.2. Bayes’ theorem

The method to obtain the posterior distribution is called Bayesian inference, since the resulting

posterior is inferred from the data by merging the new information about the system with the

prior. The core of this inference is Bayes’ theorem, which was named after Thomas Bayes and

was further developed by Pierre-Simon Laplace [Laplace, 1820]. Let p(s) be the prior distribu-

tion of the model parameters s and y be a set of new observation data. To infer the posterior

(conditional) distribution of a parameter p(s|y), I apply Bayes’ theorem:

p(s|y) = p(s,y)

p(y)
=
p(s)p(y|s)
p(y)

, (2.28)

where p(y) =
∫

s
p(s)p(y|s)ds. A similar form of Bayes’ theorem involves omitting the factor

p(y), which does not depend on s and can thus be considered a constant for a given data set y.

This leads to an unnomalized posterior distribution that is proportional to the actual posterior:

p(s|y) ∝ p(s)p(y|s). (2.29)

This is useful because p(y) is often unknown and difficult to estimate. The fact that the integral

of a pdf is unity can be used to transform and re-normalize the unnomalized posterior from

Eq. (2.29). In fact, most conditional MC methods try to draw a sample from p(s|y) without the

need of approximating p(y).

2.3.3. Bayesian geostatistics

Let s be a ns × 1 vector of ns distributed and heterogeneous subsurface parameters like

hydraulic conductivity. Their spatial distribution is a result of natural processes like, e.g.,

sedimentation and therefore is not independent, but correlated between neighboring loca-

tions. The model-based geostatistical approach characterizes the spatial pattern of such pa-

rameters by a set of structural parameters θ. It uses space random functions (SRF) [e.g.,

Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Kitanidis, 1997; Rubin, 2003] as models of the spatial structures.

This approach can be used to simulate spatially dependent fields of uncertain hydraulic

conductivity. The main features can be characterized by the spatial mean µ(x) = Ex[s(x)],

the auto-variance σ2(x) = Ex[s(x) − µ(x)] and, most importantly, by the covariance matrix

Css = Cov(s(x), s(x′)) = Ex[(s(x)−µ(x))(s(x′)−µ(x′))]. Under the assumption of second-order
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stationarity, mean and auto-variance become independent of the location x and the covariance

function can be expressed as a functional of the separation distance r = ‖x − x′‖ alone, inde-

pendent of the individual locations.

Making assumptions about the correlation structure is powerful for two reasons: (1) it reduces

the allowed parameter space by assigning a meaningful structural model and (2) the point in-

formation from observation data can be interpolated spatially. This is done by the well-known

Kriging methodology [Krige, 1951]. Kriging is basically a geostatistical interpolation scheme

that honors the underlying correlation structure. Kriging strongly relates to the Best Linear

Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) [e.g., Müller, 2007] for intrinsic functions and solves the estimation

problem of a given set of structural parameters and a given set of observations. For a detailed

description of the different Kriging approaches, I refer to Kitanidis [1997]. In Sec. 2.3.5, I intro-

duce linear co-Kriging as an example of linear Bayesian inference, which is, however, only one

example from a broad spectrum of Kriging methods.

In conventional geostatistics, the structural model θ is usually fitted using classical variogram

analysis [e.g.,Matheron, 1971] ormaximum likelihood estimation [e.g.,Kitanidis, 1996; Schweppe,

1973]. Although classical kriging does not rely on that assumption, the joint distribution of all

values of s is often assumed to be multi-Gaussian: p(s) = N (µ(s), C(r)).

The most commonly chosen covariance model is the Gaussian model, which is defined as

CGauss(r) = σ2 exp

(

− r2

λ2

)

. (2.30)

The Gaussian covariance results a second-order stationary function with the highest possible

entropy in the correlation structure which is and often associated with the goal of making the

least amount of assumptions about a distributions shape. However, other differently shaped

covariance models are available such as, e.g., exponential, nugget or the power covariance

model. They differ, among others, in the asymptotic behavior of long-rang correlation and in

the smoothness of the described fields.

The Gaussian covariance, the multi-Gaussian model and two-point statistics in general receive

criticism for being too simple and inflexible to realistically describe real parameter distributions

in the subsurface. Notably for transport simulations, multi-Gaussian fields produce connected

path lines around the mean value and lead to unrealistic transport times, which is discussed

in Zinn and Harvey [2003]. There exists an extensive research field of multi-point statistics that

aims to overcome the simplifications of Gaussian approaches using, e.g., rank order statistics

[e.g., Journel and Deutsch, 1997], copulas [Bárdossy, 2006] or multi-point Geostatistics based on

training algorithms [e.g.,Mariethoz et al., 2010].

Besides the special criticism about two-point statistics, any specific selection of a correlation

structure is often hard to justify with limited available data. Therefore, Bayesian geostatistics

[e.g.,Diggle and Ribeiro, 2007; Kitanidis, 1997] are often used as an extension of geostatistics that

allows for uncertain structural parameters. Instead of choosing one set of structural model

parameters θ, the Bayesian approach allows for multiple or even distributions of structural

parameters modeled by a distribution p(θ). The parameter set θ thus becomes a set of random

variables of its own. The so-called Bayesian distribution is calculated by marginalization over

the structural parameters p(θ) [Kitanidis, 1986]:
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p̃(s) =

∫

θ

p(s|θ) d θ, (2.31)

which does not dependent on one given set of θ, but on the given distribution p(θ). Bayesian

geostatistics are closely related to Bayesian model averaging, which is introduced in the next

section.

2.3.4. Bayesian model averaging

Facing high and omnipresent uncertainty for sparsely investigated systemsmakes it difficult to

setup a single justifiable model. Any corresponding assumptions to restrict oneself to a unique

model selection are hard to defend prior to deeper site investigation. Instead, a selection or an

entire spectrum of models may be adequate, and considering several competing models can

help to reduce the subjectivity of the selection. Thus, one needs to admit a selection of model

alternatives and should weight them according to their credibility include subjectivity. The

simulation task is performed for all considered models, and posterior model credibilities are

assigned after comparison with available data. This procedure is called Bayesian model averaging

(BMA) [e.g., Hoeting et al., 1999; Neuman, 2003].

Let k be an indicator variable for identification of a set of nk different discrete models. BMA

evaluates the posterior distribution of a model prediction z, by assimilating the observation

data y in all considered modelsMk and by subsequently averaging over all models:

p(z|y) =
nk∑

k=1

p(z|Mk,y)p(Mk |y). (2.32)

This allows to infer averaged posterior statistics such as mean, variance or entropy. Bayes the-

orem is also used to infer the posterior model credibility by:

p(Mk|y) =
p(y|Mk)p(Mk)

∑nk

l=1 p(y|Mk)p(Mk)
(2.33)

after Hoeting et al. [1999]. The idea is that such an averaged response of a suite of models is

superior to each individual one.

A recent advancement of BMA shifts the problem of discrete model choice to a parametric

model selection. The novelty is that it allows for a continuous spectrum of model alternatives

[Feyen, 2003; Nowak et al., 2009; Murakami et al., 2010], which are parameterized as yet an other

random variable. For example, the authors parameterized the choice among different covari-

ance models via the Matérn family of covariance functions [Matérn, 1986] that allows different

correlation lengths as well as different shapes. It is defined as

C(l) =
σ

2κ−1Γ(κ)
(2
√
κl)κBκ(2

√
κl)

l =

√
√
√
√

nd∑

i

(
∆xi
λi

)2

, (2.34)
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where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and nd is the number of spatial dimensions. Bκ(·) is the

modified Bessel function of the third kind [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972]. The additional shape

parameter κ controls the shape of the covariance function and includes as well the conven-

tional covariance models, e.g., the exponential model with κ = 0.5 and the Gaussian mod-

el with κ = ∞. The benefits of the Matérn family have been discussed extensively by, e.g.,

Handcock and Stein [1993] and Diggle and Ribeiro [2002]. The relevance of the Matérn family

within Bayesian Geostatistics was pointed out by Nowak et al. [2009]. Continuous BMA is an

elegant extension to BMA, especially in MC frameworks, which handles the model choice pa-

rameter κ as just another random variable.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates how two discrete covariance models (Gausian and exponential) are included

in the general Matén family.
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Figure 2.3.: Example random fields of hydraulic conductivity with a correlation length of λx =

λy = 10m and different Matern parameter κ. The left plot shows a exponential

covariance function for κ = 0.5 and center plot shows second a Gaussian shape

with κ = 50. Both functions are plotted over the distance in correlation lengths on

the right plot.

We simply include κ in the vector of uncertain structural parameters θ. The Bayesian distribu-

tion of the parameter field is then obtained by marginalizing the classical geostatistical descrip-

tion over all unknown meta-parameters θ:

p̃(s) =

∫

(θ)
p(s|θ) d(θ) (2.35)

Bayesian inference used to infer posterior distributions of the model outcome or of the struc-

tural parameters is an essential part of BMA. The Bayesian geostatistical approach is equiva-

lent to the continuous BMA (see Eqs. (2.32)-(2.33)) and is included in the next section, which

describes in detain the entire inference process under consideration of all types of uncertainty.
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2.3.5. Bayesian inference, analytical solutions and boots trap filter

Bayesian inference is used to infer posterior distributions of parameters and predictions from

the prior distribution and the available observation data. In contrast to parameter calibration

or maximum likelihood estimates, Bayesian posterior distributions are combinations of prior

belief and observation, and they quantify the remaining uncertainty after considering the data.

The next section introduces in detail the general Bayesian update within an uncertain model

setup.

Prior Bayesian distribution

Modeling the prior model belief state p(s, ξ, k,θ) is often done by using the available data to

define an adequate individual prior distribution for the different meta parameters ξ, k,θ. As

mentioned, p(θ) reflects the prior structural model distribution, p(ξ) the uncertain boundary

and initial conditions and p(k) the conceptual model belief state. The geostatistical approach

allows to model the distribution of parameters p(s|θ) given the structural parameters θ. The

combined prior belief state is then represented by the joint distribution:

p(s, ξ, k,θ) = p(s|θ)p(ξ)p(k)p(θ), (2.36)

with p(s) =
∫

θ
p(s|θ)p(θ) d θ. It is of course possible to model the meta parameters as depen-

dent parameters with a joint distribution, in case that the available informations substantiate

this assumption.

Bayesian update

Assuming there is a ny × 1 vector of measurement values y related to the parameters (s, ξ, k,θ)

through a model y = fy(s, ξ, k,θ) + εy, where εy follows some distribution that accounts for

the (typically white-noise) measurement error and sometimes also model structure error. The

model response fy is the simulated true value according to the model. For a given realization

and all parameters (s, ξ, k,θ), the residuals betweenmeasurementsy and correspondingmodel

response fy(s, ξ, k,θ) are modeled as measurement and model error ǫy ∼ N (0, Rǫ). This allows

deriving the likelihood of any given parameter set. For instance, assuming a Gaussian error

distribution for εy (similar to Feyen [2003], or Christensen [2004]) yields the likelihood function

L(y|s, ξ, k,θ) = N (fy(s, ξ, k,θ),Rε), (2.37)

where fy(s, ξ, k) is the mean and Rε is the error covariance matrix. In particular, assuming

measurement errors and model structure errors to be Gaussian and independent is common

use in many fields of science and engineering, including data assimilation [e.g., Evensen, 2007]).

The conditional distribution of s given y and all meta parameters ξ, k,θ is determined by Bayes

theorem:

p (s|ξ, k,θ,y) ∝ L(y|s, ξ, k,θ) p(s|ξ, k,θ). (2.38)
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Of course, assuming known meta parameters ξ, k,θ cannot be justified prior to extensive da-

ta collection (see Sec. 2.3.4). The conditional marginal distribution of s given only y, called a

Bayesian distribution [Kitanidis, 1986], is given as:

p̃(s|y) ∝
∫

(ξ,k,θ)

p(s|ξ, k,θ,y) p(ξ, k,θ|y) d (ξ, k,θ) , (2.39)

where the tilde denotes the Bayesian probability. Note that the entire distribution p(s, ξ, k,θ)

has been jointly conditioned on y.

In general, the task of a model is to predict a dependent nz × 1 vector of nz predictions z

related to s, ξ, θ and k via a model z = fz(s, ξ, k,θ). Typically, z does not have an additional

independent stochastic component other than the ones discussed above. One could, however,

easily replace the set of noise-free predictions z by noisy predictions z′ using yet another error

εz with an appropriate distribution. In a hydro(geo)logical context, z might be a water level

connected with a free-surface flow model or a contaminant concentration, and fz might be a

flow and transport equation such as the ones in Sec. 2.1. The conditional prediction p̃(z|y) then
becomes

p̃(z|y) ∝
∫

(s,ξ,k,θ)

p(z|s, ξ, k) p(s|ξ, k,θ,y) p(ξ, k,θ|y) d (s, ξ, k,θ) , (2.40)

where p(z|s, ξ, k) is the raw distribution that reflects z = fz(s, ξ, k).

Within the focus of BMA, the posterior distribution of meta parameters conditional on the

available data is calculated as:

p(θ, ξ, k|y) = L(y|θ, ξ, k)p(θ, ξ, k)
p(y)

(2.41)

with

p(y) =

∫

(θ,ξ,k)

p(y|θ, ξ, k)p(θ, ξ, k) d(θ, ξ, k). (2.42)

Analytical solutions

For given meta parameters θ, ξ, k and linear model relations between data and parameters,

there exist analytical solutions for Bayesian updating, such as e.g., Kriging [Krige, 1951]. The

key approach is based on linear error propagation and the corresponding ns × ny sensitivi-

ty matrix (or Jacobian) H, which gives the sensitivity of all data values y with respect to all

parameter values s as y = fy(s) = Hs+ ǫy . The entries of the sensitivity matrix are given as:

Hij =
∂fyi(s)

∂sj
. (2.43)
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One needs to distinguish between two types of measurements: Direct measurements are relat-

ed to the model input parameters (e.g. conductivity, porosity) itself, whereas indirect mea-

surements are measurements of model output quantities (e.g. hydraulic head, drawdown,

concentrations). For direct measurements, the sensitivity matrix H is easy to compute and is

unity for the observed parameters and zero for all parameters. For indirect measurements,

the sensitivity matrix H can be derived through sensitivity analysis methods such as adjoint

state sensitivities [Sykes et al., 1985] or by straightforward numerical differentiation as in PEST

[Dougherty and Marryott, 1991]. Linear error propagation yields the covariance matrix between

observations and parametersQsy and the auto-covariance of the measurementsQyy:

Qsy = QssH
T

Qyy = HQssH
T +Rε

(2.44)

where Rǫ is the error covariance of the measurements and Qss is the covariance of the pa-

rameter field s. Using covariances that describe the linear dependencies allows to evaluate the

expected value of the posterior parameter distribution ŝ as:

ŝ = s̄+QsyQ
−1
yy(ȳ −H(s)), (2.45)

where s̄ = E[s] is the knownmean and ȳ = H s̄ is the linear response. This equation is identical

with the simple Kriging equations Krige [1951]. More complex Kriging principles is available

for, e.g., unknown and uncertain mean or parameter fields including a spatial trend.
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The advantage of linear models is that the posterior covariance is independent of the actual

measured value an can be estimated via:

Qss|y = Qss −QsyQ
−1
yyQys, (2.46)
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An example of linear updating by Kriging is given in Fig. 2.4. The conditional mean E(s(x))|y)
depends on the value of y, but the posterior field variance Var(s(x)|y) does not. The conditional
prediction ẑ is often computed via MC by generating parameter fieldswith the properties given

in Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46), respectively, via conditional simulation. If the model fz(s) is also sufficient-

ly linear, then Eqs. (2.44)-(2.46) can alternatively be applied directly to the prediction z for direct

linear error propagation, yielding the posterior prediction ẑ = Hz
ˆ̂s andQzz|y = HzQss|yH

T
z .

The Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) [Evensen, 1994] is a method that calculates covariances re-

quired for Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46) based on an available ensemble of MC realizations. Initially, the

Kalman filter and the related EnKF were designed for real-time updating in transient forecast-

ing problems when new data is available. Due to their popularity, they have been extended for

parameter estimation [e.g., Chen and Zhang, 2006; Nowak, 2009a; Schöninger et al., 2012] without

a time-dependent step.

For nonlinear cases, the equations provided above may be used in an approximated sense,

based on a linearization of the model. Then, however, the conditioning and estimated poste-

rior covariances will not be exact. Nonlinear dependencies can be approximated by e.g., it-

erative updating, because the linear sensitivity matrix H is only a local tangent to the mod-

el. Successful implementations of linearized updating to weakly nonlinear problems can be

found in, e.g., Kitanidis [1995]; Yeh et al. [1996]; Nowak [2009a]. Sequential updating schemes

[e.g., Vargas-Guzmán and Yeh, 2002] are applied first on direct data about parameter and sec-

ondly the indirect data, as the former usually pose linear problems and only the latter require

iteration. However, strong nonlinearities can pose challenges to such iterative approaches and

prevent a convergence to proper solutions or make the iteration costly. The major problem is

still that linear(ized) updating rules applied to nonlinear problems are only an approximations,

and this approximations are more or less crude, depending on the degree of nonlinearity.

Bootstrap filter

The bootstrap filer (BF) [Gordon et al., 1993], also known as particle filter or condensation, is a

nonlinear and ensemble-based updating scheme. It is basically a sequential importance sam-

pling algorithm, which is often combined with resampling strategies at the end. The basic

idea is to first draw equally likely realizations from the prior distribution and then apply a

realization-wise weighting that is proportional to their likelihood to match the observation da-

ta. The resulting weighted ensemble represents the posterior distribution.

Brute-force filtering on observation data captures any degree of nonlinearity and requires no

assumptions of the distribution shapes. In the limit of infinite sample size, the BF becomes an

accurate brute-force implementation of Bayesian updating. In contrast to analytical solutions, it

allows for uncertain structural parameters θ, ξ, k, which can therefore be included as additional

random variables. Hence, BMA can be implicitly included in the BF.

For n realizations of (s,θ, ξ, k) independently drawn from p(s,θ, ξ, k) and a (hypothetically

given) data set y0, the BF would evaluate an n× 1 normalized weight vectorw with

wi =
L((s,θ, ξ, k)i|y0)

∑n
j=1 L((s,θ, ξ, k)j |y0)

, (2.47)
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where L() denotes the likelihood function of the parameters for the given data.

The advantage of filtering techniques to capture nonlinear dependencies is paid by tremen-

dous computational costs, especially for high-dimensional filtering of large data sets. The en-

semble of generated prior realizations needs to be sufficiently large, otherwise only few fitting

realizations receive substantial weights. This is known as filter degeneration [e.g., Liu, 2008;

Snyder et al., 2008; Van Leeuwen, 2009], indicating that the weighted sample is not reliable for

statistical estimation anymore. In spite of a possibly large weighted ensemble, only few real-

izations contribute to the posterior. This is specifically problematic when normalizing of the

weights leads to artificially high weights of realizations, whose likelihood is still very small,

but they receive large weights, merely because they are the best available ones within an over-

all poor set. In addition, realizations with low weights remain in the ensemble and require

the same computational effort as large-weight realizations, but do not contribute significantly

to the results. These limitations, also called the curse of dimensionality, have been the scope of

many studies in the past [e.g., Liu, 2008; Snyder et al., 2008; Van Leeuwen, 2009].

One common way to avoid filter degeneracy is resampling [e.g. Snyder et al., 2008], where real-

izations with low weights are discarded and additional realizations are generated in order to

stabilize the posterior estimation. A suitable measure to survey the quality of a weighted sam-

ple is the effective sample size (ESS) [Liu, 2008], which is an empirical estimation of the number

of particles with substantial weights:

ESS =

(
n∑

i=1

(wi)
2

)−1

. (2.48)

The ESS assumes values in the interval of [0, n] and estimates how many samples effectively

contribute to the posterior ensemble.

Applying th weights to Eq. (2.47) to all realizations results in a weighted posterior ensemble

that can be used to extract any desired posterior statistics. Weighted averaging of n prediction

realizations zi = fz((s,θ, ξ, k)i), i = 1...n, would yield the posterior expectation

Ez|y0
[z] ≈ 1

v1

n∑

i=1

zi wi, (2.49)

with v1 =
∑n

i=1 wi. The variance of a weighted sample is computed as:

Vz|y
0
[z] ≈ v1

v21 − v2





n∑

i=1

z2i wi −
(

n∑

i=1

zi wi

)2


 , (2.50)

with v1 =
∑n

i=1wi and v2 =
∑n

i=1w
2
i . Ea[b] is the expected value of b over the distribution

of a and Va[b] = Ea[b
2] − Ea[b]

2 is the respective variance. Here both quantities are comput-

ed in a most efficient way after [Weiss, 2006, p. 355]. The corresponding correction factor in
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Eq. (2.50) resembles the well-known factor 1
n−1 for the non-weighted sample variance. This is

an unbiased estimator of the population variance even for small effective sample sizes.

I will discuss other statistics describing uncertainty in Sec. 2.4, which can also be estimated

from weighted ensembles.

2.4. Information theory

Information theory is the part of mathematics and computer science that describes and quanti-

fies information. It roots back to thework of Claude E. Shannon in the field of signal processing.

It provides fundamental measures of information and interdependency - e.g. Entropy, Relative

Entropy and Mutual Information, which are functionals of probability distribution functions. In

the field of experimental design, the Fisher information or Information matrix is widely used in

linear or linearized statistical models. These terms will be defined in the following.

2.4.1. Fisher information

Fisher information F [e.g., Edgeworth, 1908] defines a measure of how much information a set

of random variables Y possesses about a set of unknown or uncertain model parametersX:

F(X) = p(Y|X)

(
∂

∂X
log p(Y|X)

)(
∂

∂X
log p(Y|X)

)T

. (2.51)

Fisher information is a common measure for information in experimental design. For linear

(or linearized) models, the inverse of the posterior covariance matrix is the Fisher information

matrix. Therefore, the goal of minimizing the posterior variance corresponds to maximizing

the Fisher information. Maximizing or minimizing of matrix-valued quantities requires first to

map these matrices onto a scalar quantity (such as the trace or determinant), which is a non-

unique choice. This non-uniqueness leads to the alphabetic optimality criteria [Box, 1982].

Working with Fisher information is intrinsically connected to the variance as a measure of

uncertainty. Apart from linearized models, the Cramer-Rao inequality proves the inverse

Fisher matrix to be the lower bound of the conditional covariance matrix of the parameters. In

other words, the Fisher information is a measure of the theoretical estimation precision limit,

to which the model parameters X can be estimated. This means that the Fisher information is

only a true information measure for linear models .

2.4.2. Entropy

In Information theory, the basic measure for the uncertainty of random variables is Shannon

entropy. Similar to thermodynamics, the entropy of a set of continuous variables x and a set of
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discrete variables X, respectively, is a measure of disorder associated with the variables, and is

defined as:
H(X) =−

∑

X

P (X) log P (X) for discrete X

h(x) =−
∫

x

p(x) log x for continuous x,

(2.52)

where H is the discrete entropy and h is the differential entropy. The entropy of a binary vari-

able is a special case of discrete entropy, in which X takes only values of zero or unity.

It is a common convention that 0 log 0 = 0, which is necessary as log 0 is not defined. More

uncertain and therefore more broadly distributed variables with smaller density values lead

to higher entropies, whereas narrow distributions lead to small entropies. Differences in the

definition of discrete and differential entropy lead to some important aspects that need to be

considered. Firstly, when approaching perfect certainty about a random number, the discrete

entropy converges to zero, which is also its lower bound, whereas the differential entropy can

take negative values. Secondly, the pdf of a continuous random number does not always exist

(e.g., if the cdf is not differentiable), and in these cases a differential entropy does not exist

either.

Relative entropy hrel, also known as the Kullback-Leibler divergence [Kullback and Leibler, 1951],

can be used to measure the difference between the conditional distribution p(x|y) and the prior

distribution p(x). It quantifies the change in the distribution of x that is caused by conditioning

x on a given set of observation data values y0 (see Fig. 2.5). It is defined as:

hrel

(
x|y
x

)

=

∫

x

p(x|y0) log
p(x|y0)

p(x)
dx. (2.53)

The data y0 is affecting the investigated pdf s of x, and the relative entropy measures their

difference and, therefore, is related to the information value y0.

x

log p(x|y)
p(x)

x

p(x|y)

p(x)
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Figure 2.5.: Example of a prior and posterior distribution and the integrand of the relative en-

tropy or Kullback-Leibler distance.
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However, before y0 is actually measured within data acquisition, its actual value is unknown,

and thus is the case for any experimental design. Therefore, the relative entropy needs to

be evaluated in an expected sense. This is done by integrating hrel over the (possibly high-

dimensional) distribution of potential data values p(y).

2.4.3. Mutual Information

The expected value of relative entropy is also known as Mutual Information and is defined as:

MI(x,y) = Ey

[

hrel

(
x|y
x

)]

=

∫

y

p(y)

∫

x

p(x|y) log
[
p(x|y)
p(x)

]

dx dy. (2.54)

Mutual information is a general measure of the expected information which one random vari-

able provides about another. It requires no assumption about the random distributions and the

order of dependency. I therefore consider MI as the most accurate measure of expected infor-

mation content. Other measures of information, like Fisher information or linear sensitivities,

can be linked to MI under certain assumptions and simplifications.

MI can also be linked to conditional entropy, which is defined as:

h(x|y) =
∫

y

p(y)

∫

x

p(x|y) log [p(x|y)] dx dy. (2.55)

Thus, MI is alternatively defined as the difference between prior entropy h(x) and conditional

entropy h(x|y):
MI(x,y) = h(x) − h(x|y). (2.56)

This is graphically illustrated by the Venn diagram (see Fig. 2.6) from set theory that shows the

connection of entropy, relative entropy and mutual information.

h(x) h(y)

MI(x,y) h(y|x)h(x|y)

Figure 2.6.: Venn diagrams can be constructed for low numbers of random variables and illus-

trate the interaction between entropy, conditional entropy and mutual information.

Variance as information measure

The variance of a random variable is only an approximation of the uncertainty, but actual-

ly measures the spread of a distribution. Only for parametric distributions with fixed shapes,
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variance can be guaranteed to be monotonically related to entropy. Therefore, one can state

that applying variance as uncertainty measure implicitly assumes a fixed multi-Gaussian dis-

tribution shape. In such cases, the reduction of the variance within an inference from prior to

posterior is a suitable measure of information for the used measurement data. For distribution

shapes that are only close to the Gaussian, but otherwise free in their shape, the variance is only

an approximation. For arbitrary shapes (e.g., multi-modal distributions), the variance can lose

any connection to information at all.

Log-Gauss

h(x) = 1.4363
Var(x) = 2152.41

Double peak

h(x) = 1.435
Var(x) = 1.3029

Gaussian

h(x) = 1.4312
Var(x) = 1.0152
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Figure 2.7.: Example for the differences and deficits of variance as an uncertainty measure for

different distribution types.

Fig. 2.7 shows a comparison between variance and entropy for different shaped distributions.

All distributions are chosen to result in the same entropy. For the bimodal distribution, the

variance is slightly increased as the values (compared to the Gaussian distribution with the

same entropy) of the distributionmove away from themean. For the log-normal distribution on

the right side, the variance is increased by three orders of magnitude. This shows the deficits of

the variance to describe the uncertainty of a variable and its limitations to serve as a substitute

for true information measures.
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This chapter continues to introduce basic methods in the context of design of experiments (DoE)

in general and specifically for designing data acquisition. The methods of this chapter repre-

sent statistical analysis in the context of optimal design and are based on many previously

introduced methods from the last chapter. Sec. 3.1 defines the general DoE problem, its math-

ematical description and the parametrization of design decisions within data acquisition cam-

paigns. Of course, efficient search algorithms are indeed a key factor in effective DoE methods,

but are not the scope of this thesis. Therefore, I rely on state-of-the-art algorithms that are in-

troduced in Sec. 3.2. Sec. 3.3 introduces the concept of data impact and discusses the deficits of

linear data impact estimates in anticipation of the nonlinear estimates in Sec. 4.

3.1. General definition

The planing and design of data acquisition originated from linear and nonlinear regres-

sion models [e.g., Box, 1982; Pukelsheim, 2006], was later extended towards the calibration

of computer models [e.g., Gates and Kisiel, 1974] and finally treated as a DoE problem [e.g.,

Federov and Hackl, 1997]. In hydrogeology, this concept was extended to Geostatistical optimal

design [e.g., Cirpka et al., 2004; Herrera and Pinder, 2005; Müller, 2007] to infer spatially correlat-

ed parameters under the assumption of a known structural model (see Sec. 2.3.3). The field

of Bayesian experimental design (as reviewed in Chaloner and Verdinelli [1995]) considers multi-

ple competing models that can not be excluded at the current state of knowledge. It accounts

for uncertain model choice and provides the expected utility, averaged over all models (see

BMA in Sec. 2.3.4). Its extension in Geostatistics, namely Bayesian geostatistical optimal design

[e.g., Diggle and Lophaven, 2006; Nowak et al., 2009] avoids the undefendable assumption of one

selected structural model, by allowing a spectrum of concurrent structural models. Another

important development is the transition to task-driven DoE, which focuses on reducing the

uncertainty in the model output related to one specific engineering task (see Sec. 3.3.2), rather

than focusing on a generic reduction of parameter uncertainty.

Design and design space

The initial step, prior to any DoE endeavor, is a proper problem parameterization of the deci-

sion problem. Let d be a nd × 1 design vector of nd independent decision variables that specify

the available choices concerning the execution of the data acquisition. This may comprise of,

e.g., the number of measurements, their locations, the physical quantity to be measured and
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other system forcing conditions, which are related to the measurement acquisition. Each in-

dividual choice needs to be parameterized and the allowed range of values needs to be de-

termined. All allowed combinations of values in d span the nd-dimensional design space D of

allowable designs. Constrains that affect the allowable design space D might, e.g., consider

any financial and technical restrictions and apparently weak designs, as far as assessable be-

forehand.

Utility function

The next step in DoE is a proper description of the goal of the experimental design and how it

can be measured. This goal is defined as a mathematical function and is generally called utility

function or objective function Φ(d) [Fishburn, 1970; Pukelsheim, 2006], which is only dependent

on the design d. Specifically for data acquisition, the design utility is the anticipated value of

information arising from the data, collected according to the design.

In many applications it is useful to express the data impact in monetary terms, so-called data-

worth [e.g., James and Gorelick, 1994; Feyen and Gorelick, 2005]. For example Liu et al. [2012] de-

veloped a framework to assess the value of data within a subsurface remediation problem in

monetary terms to allow balancing with the costs of data collection. Within this thesis, data

impact is treated in a more general and not necessarily monetary way. If necessary, monetary

aspect could be considered similar as in Liu et al. [2012]. Therefore, I define data utility via sta-

tistical and information-theoretic measures from Sec. 2.4.

Properly defining the utility function is most important within DoE. Since the latter optimiza-

tion will blindly exploit any (even unreasonable) possibility to maximize the functional output,

any shortcoming in the formulation of the utility will mislead the resulting design. Thus, the

utility function must only depend on relevant decisions variables concerning the goals of data

acquisition, and evaluated the degree of goal attainment (e.g., gained information). Choosing

its numerical implementation or approximation also determines which degree of statistical de-

pendencies is considered and the stochastic approximation quality. It will be the core of this

entire thesis to introduce, develop and assess different concepts for utility functions, which

all differ with respect to accuracy, evaluation speed and robustness against uncertain prior as-

sumptions.

For certain utility functions is useful to distinguish between design utility Φ(d), which only

depends on d. In contrast data utility φ(d,y0) depend on the actual measurement values y0 and

can only be evaluated to a particular given one. Furthermore, all utility functions are dependent

on the current model state, which is normally the model state prior to data collection. Starting

from Chap. 6, the underlying model is changing and the dependency on the assumed model

will be additionally indicated as a functional dependency of the utility function Φ(d,M).

Optimization problem

The task of any DoEmethod is to determinewhich designd inside the design spaceD performs

best related to the defined goal. The utility function allows for comparison of different designs
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by a corresponding quality measure. Therefore, the DoE problem is formulated as a classical

mathematical optimization problem. The optimization goal is to find that very design, which

is superior to all other allowable designs. The so called optimal design dopt is indeed defined as

the design that maximizes the utility function:

dopt = argmax
d∈D

[Φ{d}]. (3.1)

The optimal design, of course, depends on the allowable design spaceD and on the formulation

of the utility function, i.e., on goal settings and restrictions in the data acquisition campaign.

Solving this classical optimization problem requires specialized algorithms, which are intro-

duced in the next section. For complex optimizations problems in high-dimensional design

spaces, it is extremely hard to identify the one global optimal design. Therefore, it is often suffi-

cient to evaluate so-called near-optimal designswhich provide a utility value close to the global

optimum. Such designs can be evaluated at much lower computational costs and provide an

adequate cost-benefit ratio.

3.2. Optimization algorithms

The search within the design space D is one of the main challenges in optimization problems.

In most cases, the space is extremely large, making it impossible to systematically evaluate all

possible combinations. Just to illustrate this challenging task, I compute the number of possible

designs of one used test case from Sec. 4.5.1 within this thesis. In this example, I consider a

spatial grid of 260 × 160 locations, where measurements may be collected. At each location,

two types of available data types my be collected, which leads to n = 8320 possible single

measurements. The total number of combinations for the placement of k = 10 measurements,

without two placing at the same place, is computed as:

N =

(
n

k

)

=
n!

(n− k)!k!
, (3.2)

which leaves us with approximately 4.3 × 1042 combinations. The search in such huge spaces

created an entirely new research field for the development of smart and efficient search algo-

rithms that aim to find the optimumby only evaluating a small fraction of the design space. The

‘No free lunch theorem‘ [Wolpert and Macready, 1997] states, that there is not one algorithm that

performs best in any class of search problems. In contrast, algorithms that exploit particular

properties of the specific problem, like e.g., convex-shaped or smooth utility functions, always

perform better than unspecific and generalized algorithms.

Available options are local (sequential) search algorithms such as Greedy Search (GS)

[Christakos, 1992, p. 411]. This reduce the number of evaluated designs by independently op-

timizing one design variable at a time. However, such localized search algorithms fail to find

the true global optimum. An extension to attenuate this deficit is called sequential exchange

algorithm (SE) and will be introduced in Sec. 3.2.1.

Global search algorithms, such like particle swarm optimization [e.g., Kennedy et al., 2001],

Monte-Carlo-based optimization [e.g., Haario et al., 2001] or simulated annealing [e.g., Cerny,
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1985; Kirkpatrick et al., 1983], use meta-heuristics to improve their search methods. The class

of evolutionary algorithms like Genetic Algorithms (GA) [e.g., Goldberg, 1989; Reed et al., 2000]

imitate the biological evolution process of gene pools. The driving force of evolution is that

the survival (and thus reproduction) of a design within a large population is dependent on its

fitness. The absence of any individual superior algorithm leads to the class of adaptive multi-

algorithm strategies such as AMALGAM-SO [Vrugt et al., 2008] or genetic algorithm with mul-

tiple adaptive evolution schemes.

Recently, the focus of optimization in DoE shifted to multi-objective optimization, where dif-

ferent and possibly competing utility functions are optimized without being aggregated to a

combined utility function. The result of such multi-objective problems are higher-dimensional

pareto fronts of so-called non-dominated solutions, which allows the user to choose the best

trade-off between concurring objectives. Some commonly used algorithms in this area are the

CMA-ES [Hansen and Kern, 2004], the ǫ-hBOA [Kollat et al., 2008] and the recent BORG algo-

rithm [Hadka and Reed, 2013; Reed et al., 2013]. BORG is an evolutionary multi-algorithm frame-

work that offers different evolution concepts, which are adaptively chosen with respect to their

effectiveness in solving the particular problem.

Although they are among the key factors for an efficient optimization, search algorithms are

not the scope of this study. Instead, I rely on state-of-the art algorithms. A sequential exchange

algorithm is introduced in Sec. 3.2.1 and a self-coded implementation of a GA is introduced in

Sec. 3.2.2. Since my findings will be mostly independent of the used optimization algorithms,

the algorithms are only introduced briefly. For more details, I refer to the respective cited

literature.

3.2.1. Sequential exchange

Sequential exchange [e.g., Christakos, 1992] is an improved greedy search (GS) algorithm [e.g.,

Cormen et al., 1990, p. 329]. Greedy algorithms simplify high-dimensional search problems by

following a simple locally (dimension-vice) optimization heuristic. Thus, multi-point-designs

are optimized by sequentially optimizing one sample point after the other. For the placement

of the n-th measurement location, each possible location in the entire domain is evaluated,

leaving all previously optimized n− 1 design points fixed. This results in so-called data impact

maps [Nowak et al., 2009, 2012; Leube et al., 2012] for each featured measurement type, which

are very suitable to illustrate and discuss the optimization results in a direct and physically

understandable fashion. However, greedy-like search algorithms are unable to find the true

optimum in most problem classes, because each dimension is optimized independently [e.g.,

Cormen et al., 1990].

After the multi-point design is optimized by greedy search, the sequential exchange algorithm

restarts the loop with the first dimension and re-evaluates the all alternative decision choic-

es, now in combination with the other fixed design choices. This can reveal a superior initial

design solution that replaces the old one. After fixing the newly found optimal decision the

same procedure is applied to the next dimension. This iterative loop is repeated until an entire

cycle did not lead to any changes, which is defined as convergence of the sequential exchange
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algorithm. The re-iteration reduces the dependency of previously taken decisions and leads to

better changes for finding solutions closer to global optimum.

3.2.2. Genetic algorithm

Genetic Algorithms [e.g., Goldberg, 1989] (GA) mimic biological evolution. The technical equiv-

alent of evolution replaces the survival fitness function by the utility function, and therefore the

population evolves towards the global optimum of the function. GAs are global search algo-

rithms to find sufficiently good near-optimal designs in high-dimensional design spaces. I use

a self-implemented GA for global optimization of high-dimensional (e.g., multi-measurement)

designs. It contains an elite survival scheme to preserve the superior design within the pop-

ulation. A tournament selection scheme [e.g., Brindle, 1981] is used for selecting the design to

generate a new generation. One part of the next generation is generated via different crossover

schemes:

• Sequence crossover,

• Multi-point crossover [Jong and Spears, 1991],

• Bitwise crossover,

• Differential evolution [Storn and Price, 1997] and

• Simulated binary crossover [Deb and Agrawal, 1994].

Which crossover functions are used is chosen adaptively based on their success rate, which is

monitored throughout the optimization. A second fraction of the new generation is evolved by

mutation schemes that alter the spatial coordinates of the measurement locations randomly:

• Local mutation,

• Global mutation and

• Poly mutation [Deb and Agrawal, 1994],

again selected adaptively with respect to their success rates. A small remaining fraction consists

of newly generated, fully random designs to diversify the population. The success rate of the

different evolution schemes are estimated based on an archive of the currently best obtained

solutions. Other generally used parameters for the adjustment of a genetic algorithm are given

in Tab. 3.1, together with the chosen values in this thesis.

3.3. Measures of data impact

This section will discuss various existing measures of data impact. It will also show that the

complexity of estimating the impact of data increases with the complexity of the involved nu-

merical model. Indirect observation quantities lead to the very challenging field of inverse

modeling. Especially for data that trigger nonlinear inverse problems, accurately estimating

their data impact poses large computationally challenges.
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Generational parameters

Population size 100

Number of generations 500

Archive size 300

Tournament size 2

Elite count 1

Evolution parameters

Crossover fraction 0.40

Mutation fraction 0.40

Randomly fraction 0.20

Table 3.1.: General parameter setup of the genetic algorithm within this thesis.

A variety of alternative terminologies exists for data impact assessment (DIA). This in-

cludes, among others, the Value of Information Analysis (VOIA) [e.g., Howard, 1966;

Yokota and Thompson, 2004], the data worth analysis, which originates in water resources

from James and Gorelick [1994], and Bayesian decision analysis mentioned by Feyen and Gorelick

[2005]. The VOIA methodology provides a useful set of relevant information measures related

to the information of data. Three basic quantities of information value are:

1. The Expected Value of Perfect Information (EVPI) is the upper bound of data impact, when

perfect and extensive observation data reduce all uncertainties to zero. Hence, it is al-

so an estimate of the loss, (e.g., in prediction quality or decision confidence) caused by

uncertainty.

2. Secondly, after data collection, the Value of Measured Information (VMI) can be evaluated,

which is the actual data impact. This is a posterior analysis in the Bayesian sense and can

only be done once the data values are known.

3. At the planning stage of data acquisition, any future data is yet unknown and only the

Expected Value of Measurement Information (EVMI) can be estimated. This is typically the

utility function Φ(d) in DoE of data acquisition.

The estimation process and the chosen measure of data impact Φ(d) are the core of this thesis,

because they are the key factors for accuracy, computational costs and robustness. The gener-

al goal of data acquisition is to identify model parameters p̃(s|y(d)) or reduce the uncertain-

ty in the model prediction p̃(z|y(d)). Extensive lists of utility measures are discussed, e.g., in

Federov and Hackl [1997]; Chaloner and Verdinelli [1995]; Müller [2007]; Nowak [2009b]. It remains

for the modeler to choose which measure and which approximation is most adequate for the

given optimization problem. This choice includes, among other things, the order of statistical

dependency between data and prediction goals that is considered. In a Bayesian sense, the esti-

mation of data impact is based on Bayesian inference or related numerical approximations (see

Sec. 2.3.5). Finally, one needs to decide which measure of information is adequate, for example,

measures based on variance or entropy. In the end, most information measures can be related

to either the Fisher or Mutual Information from information theory (see Sec. 2.4).
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3.3.1. Linear estimates and their limitations

This section introduces the most common linear data impact estimates that can be found in lit-

erature. For models and data that pose linear or weakly nonlinear inverse problems, it suffices

to measure the dependency between observation data, model parameters and eventually mod-

el predictionswith linear or linearized methods. This is closely related to taking the assumption

of multi-Gaussian dependency.

In general, the variance within model parameters is often used as a measure for the knowledge

about amodel. Therefore, the variance reduction by data can serve as a potential approximation

of data impact. The basis of linear(ized) approaches to estimate variance reduction and work

with a measure of sensitivity between potential observation data and inferred parameters or

the relevant model output, respectively. The approaches can be distinguished by their methods

to evaluate the dependencies between observation data and model parameters:

(1) One widely used category is the first-order second-moment (FOSM). The key advantage

of FOSM is the straightforward and computationally efficient first-order propagation of mean

and variance from parameters and data to predictions via sensitivity matricesH [e.g., Kitanidis,

1995] (see Sec. 2.3.5). The included sensitivity analysis is executed locally and measured by the

partial derivatives of model output of interest with respect to all model parameters at a prede-

fined value of the parameters, most commonly the mean value. By doing so, the covariance of

the measurements can be approximated as :

Qyy = HQssH
T (3.3)

Available codes like UCODE [Poeter and Hill, 1998] and PEST [Doherty, 2002] gained popular-

ity due to their easy implementation and perform the numerical differentiation within the

parameter space. This requires a large number of forward simulation for large parameter

spaces. Successful applications with regard to DoE of data acquisition are presented by, e.g.,

Kunstmann et al. [2002] and Cirpka and Nowak [2004]. Based on covariances, FOSM is limited to

linear and weakly nonlinear problems [e.g., Schweppe, 1973]. Within geostatistical applications,

the size of the involved auto-covariance matrix of parameters can pose difficulties for large-grid

models unless using spectral methods [e.g., Nowak et al., 2003; Fritz et al., 2009].

(2) In contrast to cumbersome forward differentiation codes, Adjoint state sensitivity analysis

[e.g., Sykes et al., 1985; Sun and Yeh, 1990; Sun, 1994; Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2001] uses an inverse

modeling approach to provides local sensitivities as well. Because the perturbations for evalu-

ating the sensitivities are conducted in the data space, it is particularly efficient for cases of

small data spaces compared to the parameter space. Adjoint states are subject to the same

physics as the original state, but with a reversal of causality or time. Such adjoint methods

are most efficient to obtain sensitivity matrices for various sources of uncertainty. However,

this requires intrusion into simulation codes and is often impossible for commercial software

tools. Cirpka and Nowak [2004] used first-order second-moment-based methods combined with

adjoint-state sensitivity analysis and Fast Fourier transform-based methods for geostatistical

inversion [Nowak et al., 2003; Nowak and Litvinenko, 2013].

(3) In contrast, a global sensitivity analysis provides the sensitivity over the entire range of

relevant parameter values, which is important in cases that the system is possibly weakly
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nonlinear. A strictly non-intrusive and straightforward method which avoids the handling

of vast auto-covariance matrices is the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [e.g., Evensen, 2007].

The EnKF has been extended towards geostatistical inversion and parameter estimation [e.g.,

Zhang et al., 2005; Nowak, 2009a; Schöninger et al., 2012]. Successful applications in OD can be

found in, e.g.,Herrera and Pinder [2005] and Zhang et al. [2005]. The main restriction of the EnKF

is that it is optimal only for multi-Gaussian dependence among all involved variables, therefore

Schöninger et al. [2012] transformed non-Gaussian shaped variables to attain optimal results.

The linear sensitivity matrix H allows updating any dependent variable by linear Bayesian

inference [Rouhani, 1985] as described in Sec. 2.3.5 and hence generate a posterior state. All lin-

earized approaches exploit the fact that posterior uncertainty is independent of the actual (yet

unknown) future measurement values within the linear view [e.g., Deutsch and Journel, 1997],

and thus depends only on the design. Therefore, the expected data impact can be estimated as

the reduction in variance within the parameters while only knowing the design specifications:

Φ(d)D = V (s)− V (s|y). (3.4)

Eq. (3.4) holds for a single scalar parameter. For multiple parameters s it is required to compute

a scalar measure from the reduction of a covariance. Two often applied possibilities to obtain

scalar measures are:

Φ(d)C = tr
[
Qss −Qss|y(d)

]
; C-criterion,

Φ(d)D = det
[
Qss −Qss|y(d)

]
; D-criterion,

(3.5)

where tr is the matrix trace and det is the determinant of the matrix. Other general scalar DoE

criteria can be found in Box [1982], which have been transferred to the geostatistical context by

Nowak [2009b].

3.3.2. Task-driven data impact formulation

In DoE, task-driven approaches [e.g., Ben-Zvi et al., 1988; Nowak, 2008; Neuman and Ye, 2009;

Nowak et al., 2009] are widespread. These doe not primarily focus on the identification of basic

model parameters s, but on the uncertainty reduction of a task-related model output z, e.g., the

c-criterion of OD [e.g., Sykes et al., 1985; LaVenue et al., 1995; Cirpka and Nowak, 2004] or environ-

mental performance metrics [e.g., de Barros et al., 2012]

By focusing on the model output quantity, only those input parameters which are relevant for

the model output are considered valuable for inference by new data [e.g., Nowak et al., 2009].

A prominent example is the design of a remediation process based on an uncertain numerical

model [e.g., Bear and Sun, 1998; Copty and Findikakis, 2000].

The task-driven formulation of linear data impact estimation requires a second sensitivity ma-

trix Hz of the model prediction with respect to the model parameters, which is defined as:

Hz = ∂z/∂s, (3.6)
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with this linearization, one can provide the estimated prediction variance by σ2z = HzQzzH
T
z .

Alternatively, the EnKF can directly compute the corresponding variance If one defines a re-

duction in prediction variance as overall goal, one obtains a task-driven DoE criterion.

Φ(d)C = σ2z −HT
z Qss|yHz. (3.7)

Hz mainly effects which parameters are valuable for calibration in order to obtain better esti-

mates of z. Such linear information estimates are only accurate for truly linear DoE problems

[e.g., Müller, 2007]. In other cases, designs optimized under linear information measures are

called locally optimal designs [Federov and Hackl, 1997, p.100].

3.3.3. Towards nonlinear data impact estimation

For a flexible and generally applicable optimization framework, the restriction to linear or

weakly nonlinear systems is not acceptable, especially in complex environmental systems. The

need to consider various sources of uncertainty, different model structures, several physical

processes and considering indirect measurement types introduces several components of non-

linearity. I will emphasize the most important sources that are relevant in the scope of sub-

surface systems:

1. The physical forward operators, relating the input parameters to the model outcome and to

possible observable quantities, may include nonlinear equations, such as in multi-phase

or unsaturated flow (see Richards equation in Sec. 2.1.2).

2. Inverse operators are generally nonlinear, even if the forward operators are linear partial

different equations (see Tarantola [2005]). This is the case, e.g., for the groundwater flow

equation and for the advection-dispersion equation (see Sec. 2.1.1).

3. Structural and model uncertainty as in Bayesian geostatistics [Kitanidis, 1995] introduce

nonlinear dependencies between possible data and the model parameters, even if the

particular individual models are linear. This nonlinearity requires special inversion tech-

niques as discussed in, e.g., Diggle and Lophaven [2006]; Nowak et al. [2009].

4. Higher-order geostatistics have been used to overcome the traditional multi-Gaussian de-

scription of natural correlation structures [e.g.,Gomez-Hernandez and Wen, 1998]. Such ap-

proaches as copula-based approaches [Bárdossy and Li, 2008], multi-point, multi-model

or transition probability models introduce higher-order multi-variate dependencies be-

tween parameters. In these cases, linear conditioning approaches have been proven inad-

equate [Kerrou et al., 2008].

5. Task-driven formulations in DoE introduce yet another possible source of nonlinearity. If

the sub-surface model is included in a modular model framework, its output might be in-

put for the next subsequent model, which may include other nonlinear operators. Exam-

ples are monetaristation frameworks as in James and Gorelick [1994], subsequent human

health risk assessments [e.g., de Barros et al., 2011] or prediction of exceedance probabili-

ties of critical values [e.g., Nowak et al., 2008; Neuman and Ye, 2009].
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The list above includes many new modeling frameworks that aim to overcome previously

used simplifications in sub-surface processes, dependencies and modeling. With these more

sophisticated methods finding their way in practical applications, linear inversion methods

and data impact measures pose a severe restriction for most design tasks. For nonlinear

systems, multi-Gaussian or linear approaches become inadequate. Therefore, consistent and

nonlinear estimation methods for data impact are urgently required.

I will focus on particular options for nonlinear data impact estimation in Sec. 4. From these, I

chose the most flexible and efficient approaches to develop an accurate and nonlinear estima-

tion framework in Sec. 4.2.



4. Nonlinear data impact assessment

The previous chapter pointed out the need for nonlinear schemes to assess data impact for sub-

surface systems. The current chapter is equivalent to Step (I) of my overall approach, i.e., to set

up an accurate, flexible and therefore widely applicable reference framework for nonlinear da-

ta impact. Such a reference framework will allow in later chapters to benchmark and evaluate

other, possibly approximated, estimates in terms of evaluation speed and estimation quality.

Parts of this chapter have been published in a similar form in Leube et al. [2012], introducing

this reference method, which was named Preposterior data impact assessor (PreDIA). It further-

more presents an application example from the field of contaminant hydrogeology. The second

application presented here features an example from crop plant modeling (Sec. 4.6) and was

published in Wöhling et al. [2013].

The new framework introduced in this chapter extends nonlinear Bayesian inference to es-

timate nonlinear data impact by marginalizing data impact over the distribution of yet un-

known data values. The approach in Sec. 4.2 is a strictly formal information processing scheme

and free of linearizations. It is an ensemble-based scheme that works with arbitrary simulation

tools, provides full flexibility concerning measurement types (linear, nonlinear, direct, indirect)

and allows for any desired task-driven formulation (see Sec. 3.3.2). Furthermore, it can account

for arbitrary sources of uncertainty (see Sec. 2.3.1) via Bayesian geostatistics (see Sec. 2.3.3) and

via Bayesian model averaging (see Sec. 2.3.4).

Existing methods fail to provide these crucial advantages all at once. The PreDIA method pre-

sented here achieves these advantages at relatively high computational costs (see Sec. 4.4.3). I

demonstrate the applicability and advantages over conventional linearized methods in a syn-

thetic example of subsurface transport in Sec. 4.5. The numerical example shows that informa-

tive data can be invisible for linearized methods that confuse zero correlation with statistical

independence. Finally, I extend the example to specifically highlight the consideration of con-

ceptual model uncertainty (see Sec. 4.5.3 ).

This is followed by a second application within the modeling of flow processes in the unsatu-

rated zone combined with crop growth models in Sec. 4.6. The application features four com-

peting models and shows how to re-evaluate a sampling campaign using a fully nonlinear data

impact measure. This measures the potential of the investigated data to discriminate different

conceptual models best.

4.1. Introduction

Linear versus nonlinear data impact analysis: The major difference of nonlinear data impact

estimation to linear estimates is that the impact is dependent on the future measured data val-
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ues. Since these are still unknownbefore data collection, only the expecteddata impact or EVMI

(see Sec. 3.3) can be estimated. As shown by James and Gorelick [1994], Feyen and Gorelick [2005]

and Diggle and Lophaven [2006], the EVMI or expected data impact can be evaluated by, e.g.,

Monte-Carlo-based averaging of posterior states over the anticipated statistical distributions

of the still unknown data values. Averaging over synthetic posterior states led to the general

term of preposterior analysis [e.g., Ben-Zvi et al., 1988; Freeze et al., 1992; Feyen and Gorelick, 2005]

and is the core of nonlinear data impact analyses [Ammar et al., 2011]. Several studies [e.g.,

James and Gorelick, 1994; Diggle and Lophaven, 2006; Feyen and Gorelick, 2005] used brute-force

Monte-Carlo approaches to account for nonlinear dependencies between observable quantities,

model parameters and model prediction, which are often present in complex environmental

design problems (see details in Chap. 3.3.3). Within this analysis, there exist multiple posterior

states, each one anticipating a set of measurement values and having the same probability to

be in accordance with the actual future posterior state. The problem gains further complexity

when consideringmodel structural uncertainty, which leads, amongst other possible approach-

es, to Bayesian model averaging [e.g., Hoeting et al., 1999].

Possible schemes for Bayesian inference: As a matter of principle, any sufficiently accu-

rate conditioning method or Bayesian inference scheme can be employed in nonlinear DoE.

This opens the path to all Monte-Carlo (MC) based methods. Most of the available MC-

based techniques, i.e., the Pilot Point method (PP) [e.g., RamaRao et al., 1995], the method of

anchored distributions (MAD) [e.g., Murakami et al., 2010], Sequential Self Calibration (SSC)

[e.g., Gómez-Hernández et al., 1997] or the quasi-linear geostatistical inversion approach [e.g.,

Kitanidis, 1995], iteratively correct individual model realizations until they meet the data.

All calibration methods, mentioned above, would need to solve an optimization problem for

many realizations, just in order to account for a single possible set of measurement values

from one single suggested sampling pattern. In addition, strong nonlinearities cause conver-

gence problems of such linearized approaches. This leads to an infeasible computational load,

because nonlinear data impact estimations requires repeating nonlinear inference for many

(100...10,000) possible sets of measurement values per individual sampling pattern. This com-

putational effort would again multiply with the number of different competing sampling pat-

terns tested during the search for the optimal design (typically 1,000...1,000,000).

Bootstrap filter An alternative to parameter calibration is filtering or weighting given sets

parameter. One flexible approach is the Bootstrap filter (BF) [Gordon et al., 1993], a nonlinear

and accurate conditioning method, that was introduced in Sec. 2.3.5. The BF does not invest

any effort to correct individual realizations for meeting a given data set. Instead, the BF selects

fitting realizations from the prior ensemble, where there goodness of fit is defined through their

likelihood values. The likelihoods are expressed as weights, leading to a representation of the

posterior by the weighted prior distribution. For conditioning on a different data set, only the

weights will change, but no further iteration is necessary.

This weighting procedure would be an expensive procedure for the generation of one posterior

state. However, the same prior can serve for different possible posterior states. So, the inference

of many statistically stable posterior states requires only one sufficiently large prior as a source

for fitting realizations. For this reason, repetition for (1) many possible sets of data values per
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given design and (2) many possible designs to be compared would be relatively cheap. There-

fore, this initially expensive filtering approach pays off combined with the need to average over

many potential data sets. Due to these advantages, I will use the BF as the inference method.

BFs are technically the same as the Bayesian Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimator

(Bayesian GLUE) by Beven and Binley [1992]; Beven and Freer [2001] when using the latter with

formal (e.g., Gaussian) likelihoods. However, from a philosophical perspective, BF and GLUE

pursue rather different paths, and the informal likelihoods commonly associated with GLUE

are often being disputed in the scientific community [e.g.,Mantovan and Todini, 2006].

4.2. Approach

This section introduces the extension of the Bootstrap Filter (BF) [Gordon et al., 1993] towards

estimation of data impact, i.e., for the optimal planning of data acquisition. Assuming that, for

the current information state, the prior model is the best available estimator for the system, this

framework uses one single ensemble for two MC approximation steps. The first step estimates

the distribution of possible data sets for future measurements. The second step is the nonlinear

inference by the BF, using the data likelihood leading to the conditional distribution p(s|yi(d)).

Instead of s, any other quantity of themodel can be conditioned on a set of measurement values

yi(d) ∼ p(y(d)). The distribution of measurements p(y(d)) is simulated by the current mod-

el and selected according to the proposed design d. The likelihood function may reflect both

measurement and model errors. Under the assumption that both error types are multivariate

Gaussian (typically uncorrelated), it is possible to analytically marginalize over possible mea-

surement and model errors (see Sec. 4.3). This additional smoothing acts like a Kernel smooth-

ing technique [e.g., Wand and Jones, 1995] and yields a substantial gain in computational time

for the optimal design problem. The Gaussian assumption, moreover, poses no limitation to

this methodological framework, since it can be replaced by any other preferred distribution.

The analytical marginalization shown in Sec. 4.3.2 is a simple convolution between two error

distributions that can be performed for many other combinations of parametric distributions

of measurement and model errors.

Due to the underlying strictly numerical MC framework, the method does not suffer from lin-

earity assumptions, and can handle all types of data in a similar fashion to Zhang et al. [2005]

and Murakami et al. [2010]. Also, it is not limited to multi-normality assumptions of parame-

ters like hydraulic conductivity, which are subject to increasing criticism [e.g., Fogg et al., 1998;

Gomez-Hernandez and Wen, 1998; Bárdossy and Li, 2008]. It opens the path to consider various

sources of uncertainty, e.g., heterogeneity, geostatistical assumptions, boundary conditions,

measurement values, model structure uncertainty or uncertain model choice, and model errors

with known parametric distributions. This helps to minimize the strength or even necessity

of possibly subjective prior assumptions on parameter distributions and modeling assump-

tions, which would be hard to defend prior to data collection [e.g., Chaloner and Verdinelli, 1995;

Diggle and Ribeiro, 2007; Nowak et al., 2009].

Depending on the task-specific context, the data utility φ(yi(d))may directly measure the ben-

efit of reduced parameter uncertainty in p̃(s|yi(d)), or include a prescribed prediction goal by
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic illustration of PreDIA (Pre-posterior Data Impact Assessor) enveloping

the BF (Bootstrap Filter). Both are nested together in the optimization procedure.

working on p̃(z|yi(d)) in a more complex manner. Without loss of generality and for reasons

discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, I will focus on the latter option. Finally, I average the data utility function

φ {p(z|yi(d))} (or analogously for the parameters) over the possible, yet unknown, measure-

ment values via p̃(y(d)) to evaluate the design utility:

Φ(d) ∝
∫

y(d)

φ(p̃(z|y(d)))p̃(y(d)) dy(d), (4.1)

where

p̃(y(d)) =

∫

s,ξ,k,θ

L(y(d)|s, ξ,k,θ) p(s, ξ,k,θ) d (s, ξ,k,θ) . (4.2)
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Each posterior state is a product of nonlinear Bayesian inference, with respect to a single antici-

pated set of data values. The number of considered posterior states needs to be sufficiently high

to approximate the joint distribution p(y) accurately, as the estimation quality for data impact

estimates will heavily depend on it. The potentially large number of inference steps therefore

requires very efficient concepts.

Eqs. (4.1)-(4.2) reveal that the prior distributions significantly influence the overall results. It

is also well-known in BMA that its results are directly conditional on the set of models con-

sidered in the analysis. Therefore, the selection of model choices k, structural parameters θ

and prior assumptions on all distributions should be as general as possible (least subjective),

to reflect the situation prior to the investigation. Lack of information could, for example, re-

sult in a flat (least subjective) prior or even improper priors [e.g., Kass and Wasserman, 1996].

Please note that improper or flat priors in conjunction with BMA may cause severe problems

[Hoeting et al., 1999]. Maximum Entropy [Jaynes, 1957] or Minimum relative Entropy approach-

es [e.g.,Woodbury and Ulrych, 1993; Hou and Rubin, 2005] can also be used to keep the prior de-

scription as general as possible. Another option is using reference priors [Kass and Wasserman,

1996]. The dependency on the prior and possibilities to reduce it will be the focus of Chap. 6.

Generally, the combination of the BF with a preposterior MC framework preserves any statis-

tical features of arbitrarily high order, provided that the Monte-Carlo sample is large enough.

However, it inherits the problem of high-dimensional filtering [e.g., Liu et al., 2012].

4.3. Implementation

4.3.1. Nonlinear inference

The basis of preposterior data impact estimation is nonlinear Bayesian inference, which is exe-

cuted using the bootstrap filter from Sec. 2.3.5. To simplify notation for this section, all individ-

ual parameter vectors s, ξ,θ,k are combined in the augmented vector S. Gaussian error models

are commonly used to simulate noisy data through yi(d) = fy(Si,d)+εi, where εi ∼ N (0,Rε)

with covariance matrix Rε. In order to compute the likelihood of a realization i and a given

data set y0, the BF would use the residual vector ∆0 = y0 − fy(Sj) and, for ny measurement

values, set:

L(Si|y0) =
1

((2π)ny detRε)
1/2

exp

[

−1

2
(∆0)

T
R−1

ε (∆0)

]

. (4.3)

Normalizing the likelihoods according to Bayes theorem yields the weight vector used in the

BF:

wi =
L(Sj |y0)

∑n
j=1 L(Sj |y0)

, (4.4)

which represents one posterior state based on the measurement data set y0.
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4.3.2. Preposterior data impact assessment

The posterior conditioning on a hypothetically given vector of measurement values y0 is now

extended towards the expected data impact of a given design d, where the actual vector of

measurement values is yet unknown. This situation reflects the utility evaluation of a single

proposed design candidate d during the planning phase of DoE, called the preposterior stage

[e.g., James and Gorelick, 1994]. The prior model is used to extractmmeasurement vectors yj(d),

which are drawn according to their prior distribution p̃(y(d)) as defined in Eq. (4.2). Expected

data impact is also knownunder the termExpectedValue ofMeasurement Information (EVMI),

which was previously introduced in Sec. 3.3.

Likelihood estimation: The evaluation of the preposterior state is computationally demanding

when no specific measures are taken (see Sec. 4.3.3). The generation of multiple potential data

values yj ,which simulate the distribution p(y(d)), uses as well the simulation model yj =

fy(Sj) + εj with an additional Gaussian error term εj ∼ N (0,Rε). This yields

L(Si|Sj , εj) =
1

((2π)ny detRε)
1/2

exp

[

−1

2
(∆j + εj)

T
R−1

ε (∆j + εj)

]

, (4.5)

with∆j = fy(Sj)− fy(Si). It is further possible to average over all potential measurement error

values of εj via the marginalization L(Si|Sj) =
∫ +∞
−∞ p(Si|Sj , εj) · p(εj) d εj .

Derivation of the weight matrices: For a vector ofm possible sets of measurement values, each

one leading to a n × 1 weight vector wj , this yields an n × m weight matrix W. A schematic

illustration of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4.1. Normalizing according to Bayes theorem

yields:

wij =
L(Si|Sj)

∑n
i=1 L(Si|Sj)

. (4.6)

Preposterior statistics: Now, weighted averaging over n realizations and m possible vectors

of measurement values yields the expected conditional prediction variance. The variance is

computed using the fast computing formula after [e.g.,Weiss, 2006, p. 355]:

Ey(d)

{
Vz|y(d) [z]

}
≈ 1

m

m∑

j=1

v1,j
v21,j − v2,j







n∑

i=1

z2i · wij −
(

n∑

i=1

zi · wij

)2





, (4.7)

which is significantly faster than other computation formula. This allows to compute the non-

linear utility function based on the variance as:

Φforw var(d) = Ey(d) {V [z]− V [z|y(d)]} . (4.8)

In a similar fashion, other utility functions that act on p(z|y(d)) can be defined as introduced in

later parts of this thesis. The alert reader may have noticed that Eq. (4.7) might consume large

CPU resources. This is caused by the need to average over the yet unknown measurement val-

ues. Hence, I suggest to keep the sample size for potential measurement valuesmmuch smaller

than for potential measurement simulations n, since an accurate expectation over p(y(d)) re-

quires less realizations than the conditional variance of z (also see Eq. (4.4)).
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4.3.3. Efficient implementation within PreDIA

The PreDIA framework employs two concepts to increase in efficiency of the data impact as-

sessment. Firstly, it is possible to use the statistical independence between εj and εi to analyti-

cally average over the two measurement errors, which results in:

L(Si|Sj) =
1

((2π)ny detR∗
ε)

1/2
exp

[

−1

2
(∆j)

T
R∗−1

ε (∆j)

]

, (4.9)

with ∆j = fy(Sj)− fy(Si) and R∗
ε = 2Rε. This is equivalent to using noise-free potential data,

but doublingRε in the likelihood analysis. This saves the numerical simulation of ǫj and leads

to a broader likelihood function, which partly attenuates filter degeneration.

The extension to model structure error can follow the same procedure like incorporating mea-

surement errors: Both synthetic and potential data are then simulated by yj = fy(Sj)+ εj + εmj
and yk = fy(Sk) + εk + εmk . Following the precisely identical procedure, and if εm is assumed

to be Gaussian with εm ∼ N (0,Rm
ε ) and model error covariance matrix Rm

ε , it can again be

absorbed into the error covariance matrix Rε. Therefore, it becomesR∗
ε = 2Rε + 2Rεm.

Secondly, as the model is the best available predictor for p(y), represented by an ensemble,

this ensemble is at the same time used to extract potential data sets fy(Sj) and the parameter

vector Si. In formal Bayesian updating, the likelihood Lij of parameter vector Si given the

synthetic noise-free ny×1 vector of measurement values fy(Sj) resembles a multivariate normal

distribution in ∆ = fy(Sj) − fy(Si) with mean zero and covariance matrix Rε
∗ = 2Rε, where

Rε is the covariance matrix of measurement errors. Hence:

Lij =
1

((2π)ny detR∗
ε)

1/2
exp

[

−1

2
(∆j)

T
R∗−1

ε (∆j)

]

∀ i 6= j, (4.10)

Lij = 0 ∀ i = j. (4.11)

Since, for i = j, Si and Sj would not be drawn independently, the evaluation is discarded i = j

and instead the likelihoodsLii are set to zero. This procedure remains the choice of the modeler

and has advantages and drawbacks.

4.4. Convergence

The convergence of PreDIA is composed of two (partly independent) converging dimensions:

The first considers the stochastic accuracy of the individual filtered posterior states. It is related

to the accurate approximation of the posterior statistics (e.g., variance) for a given hypothetical

data set y0. The second is related to the accurate stochastic representation of the distribution

of possible measurements p(y) and is therefore connected with the number of considered pos-

terior states and the resulting expected value Ey(·) of the applied uncertainty measure. I will

discuss both parts in this section.
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4.4.1. Filter convergence

In order to obtain robustMonte Carlo (MC) statistics, a sufficient amount of realizations is need-

ed. The convergence of the individual posterior states depends on the number of realizations

that represent the posterior, e.g., the number of weighted realizations that effectively remain

after filtering. Obviously, PreDIA inherits the curse of dimensionality from other filtering tech-

niques. However, the problem of filter degeneracy is mitigated in PreDIA to a substantial ex-

tent because of the analytical marginalization of the likelihood function over measurement and

model errors of predicted potential data values. This widens the likelihood, acts like a kernel

smoothing technique [e.g.,Wand and Jones, 1995], and so averages out statistical noise in condi-

tional variances. It is important to understand that this marginalization is not an assumption or

approximation that would artificially weaken the data or compromise the Bayesian framework.

It is merely an analytical step within an otherwise numerical framework that takes advantage

of the two Gaussian distributions. The kernel smoothing properties of this step are a crucial

aspect of PreDIA, because informative and low-error data sets are exactly what one desires to

have, and to optimize in applications.

In order to quantify the remaining degree of filter degeneracy of PreDIA, the Effective Sample

Size (see Sec. 2.3.5) is evaluated and averaged across all possible data values to obtain the

averaged effective sample size (AESS):

AESS =
1

m

m∑

j=1

(
n∑

i=1

(wij)
2

)−1

. (4.12)

The AESS is recorded it during the optimization procedure. Values that are too low indicate

that the current analysis requires a larger prior ensemble. Re-sampling strategies do not make

sense in the context of PreDIA, because resampling from all possible posterior distributions is

equivalent to enlarging the entire sample right from the start.

The AESS cannot effectively ensure that all individual ESS values exceed a required level. Al-

ternatively, a minimum required ESS value for all posterior states could be defined. However,

by doing so, data realization leading to the word individual filter degeneration would define

the required ensemble size for all realizations. For all other states, the minimum would be ex-

ceeded. Thus, only an adaptive approach to select the ensemble size individually in each state

would be equally efficient in all states. While this would increase the processing speed, yet the

minimum required ESS value would define the overall required number of simulated realiza-

tions.

4.4.2. Preposterior convergence

It remains to investigate how well the preposterior states and ther relevant averaged utility

value converges. Eq. (4.1) shows that averaging over potential preposterior states is basically

an integration over the joint distribution of measurements p(y). This is executed by a Monte-

Carlo integration and therefore the same convergence rate of MC integration as introduced

in Sec. 2.2.4 applies. The typical convergence rate is O(1/
√

(N)), where N is the sample size
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[e.g., Caflisch, 1998; Ballio and Guadagnini, 2004]. Therefore, the required number of considered

posterior states heavily depends on the variance and shape of the distribution of data impact

φ(y(d)) over the distribution φ(y(d)) and the desired accuracy. Diggle and Lophaven [2006] and

Neuman et al. [2012], for example, found empirically that their statistics stabilize at n = 100

or n = 200 sets of randomly drawn data sets for averaging conditional variances. Variance

reduction methods [e.g., Russell, 1986; Newman and Barkema, 1999; Guthke and Bárdossy, 2012;

Cheng, 1986] such as stratified sampling, importance sampling or antithetic sampling can help

to further improve the situation.

During this study, it was observed that the averaging over many preposterior states also has a

smoothing effect on the noise introduced in the filter due to small (A)ESS values. However, a

bias effects introduced by the filtering collapse are not mitigated. Thus, both parts of conver-

gence need to be ensured separately, but are not entirely independent.

4.4.3. Influence factors for convergence

The more freedom in model and parameter choice is admitted, the more complex the model

may become. As a general property of MC, this does not affect the convergence rate of MC

statistics, but the involved statistical distributions (e.g., heavy tails) and dimensionality affect

the initial uncertainty of the estimate. Therefore, the convergence properties of the BF and re-

lated methods may depend on the variance and higher moments of simulated data, but do not

generally depend on model complexity in a direct fashion. However, when looking at more

complex problems, two additional problems may arise through indirect mechanisms.

First, multivariate structure of possible data may become more complex under more complex

models. For example, when sampling only hydraulic conductivity or hydraulic heads in 3D

versus 2D, their spatial variations remain, in principle, the same. In such cases, the number of

required realizations forMC, BF or PreDIA does not increase. For concentration measurements,

however, the multivariate structure in 3D is much more complex than in 2D, because a trans-

ported solute plume has more spatial degrees of freedom in 3D. In such cases, the required

number of realizations may increase at a higher rate, as the number of considered measure-

ments increase.

Second, the design space increases when switching from 2D to 3D or when optimizing the

schedule of an experimental design for dynamic systems rather than static patterns. With more

potential measurement locations, the burden of the high-dimensional optimization problem in

Eq. (3.1) increases. This is, however, not an artifact of the proposed PreDIA method, but rather

a general problem shared by all OD methods. This problem will require more future research

on adequate optimization algorithms.

As for implicit BMA, it is important to stress that PreDIA can principally handle uncertain

discrete choice between structurally different model alternatives at no additional conceptional

costs within the data analysis (again see Sec. 2.3.4). The method merely requires convergence

of the overall (combined) sample statistics and not necessarily individual convergence for each

single considered model.
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4.5. Application for a groundwater scenario

To demonstrate the properties, advantages and relevance of nonlinear data impact estima-

tion as done by PreDIA, a synthetic application scenario was set up. The scenario is taken

from the area of groundwater contamination problems. I choose an example from subsurface

contaminant transport, since this allows to illustrate aspects of model choice and uncertain

boundary conditions, and because subsurface transport reveals strongly nonlinear and yet

well-researched dependencies between predictions and parameters.

4.5.1. Scenario definition and configuration
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Figure 4.2.: Spatial configuration of the synthetic test case involving a contaminant release

at (xS , yS) = (80m, 80m) with source width ls = 20m, prediction target at

(xtr, ytr) = (180m, 86m), and a possibly present hydraulic barrier due to a differ-

ent geological zonation (considered in application case 3). For further details, see

Tab. 4.1.

The synthetic scenario assumes a drinking water well or a similar sensitive location threat-

ened by a recent but continuous contaminant source located upstream. The goal is to find the

sampling pattern which optimally reduces the uncertainty of predicting the long-term (steady
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state) contaminant concentration to be expected at the sensitive location. For simplicity, but not

as a limitation of the methodology, the test case considers steady-state groundwater flow in a

2D depth-averaged heterogeneous aquifer as described in Sec. 2.1.1. Transport boundary con-

ditions are specified as Dirichlet boundaries with ĉ(x) = 0 at all outer boundaries and ĉ(x) = c0
at the source. For simplicity, the highest concentrations (at the source) are normalized to c0 = 1.

All known flow- and transport parameters and their values are summarized in Tab. 4.1. An

overview of the domain geometry including the source and the sensitive location is provided

in Fig. 4.2. The source location (xS , yS) = (80m, 80m) and its width ls = 20m are assumed to

be known. The sensitive location is at (xtr , ytr) = (180m, 86m). Within the geostatistical setup

provided below, this is about seven expected-integral scales downstream of the contaminant

source and about half an integral scale offset from the center line of the expected plume path.

Fig. 4.2 also depicts a possibly present hydraulic barrier (width = 10 m) due to uncertainty in

geological medium boundaries. To illustrate structural model uncertainty, I assume that local

hydrogeologists are uncertain about the extent of a narrow zone filled with a different geolog-

ical facies which might be present in that area. For simplicity, this is implement as a rectangle

with a different mean value of log-conductivity at T (x) = ln 10−7. The prior probability of this

alternative model is set to 30%. Please note that the possibly present barrier is only considered

in the last test case (Sec. 4.5.3).

In the example, the global transmissivity field is uncertain, following a geostatistical approach.

As an example for structural model uncertainty, the geostatistical model will be kept uncertain.

Bayesian geostatistics, as introduced in Sec. 2.3.3, open the path to amore general consideration

of uncertainty. Let θ = (σ2, λi, κ) contain uncertain structural parameters of the geostatistical

model, where σ2 accounts for the field variance, λi are the correlation length scales in spatial

directions xi and κ is the shape parameter of the Matérn covariance function (see Sec. 2.3.4).

Furthermore, I assume the flow boundary conditions to be uncertain as well. The values for the

Dirichlet conditions are determined by the uncertain angle ν which defines the regional head

gradient orientation relative to the northern/southern boundaries. All uncertain geostatistical

parameters θ, boundary parameters ξ and conceptual models k are drawn from their respective

distributions (see Tab. 4.2).

Concentrations c are considered to be not available as measurement data, because the spill just

happened and the plume has not evolved yet. Instead, hydraulic head and transmissivity data

shall be optimally collected in order to minimize the prediction variance associated with the

prediction. Hence, Eq. (4.8) is the utility function for this task. Measurements of transmissivi-

ty T and hydraulic head h are subject to measurement errors σr,T and σr,h, respectively, since

they are measurable only at the point scale and in an imprecise manner, e.g., by disturbed

core-samples and small monitoring wells. For instructive reasons, I decide not to sample trans-

missivity T at the same locations as hydraulic head h by default, since this will help to better

exhibit and discuss the underlying physics associated with the respective choice of location

and data type. Locations where T is informative may not be informative for h measurements,

because different physical flow and transport-related phenomena may co-ordinate the individ-

ual data types to different informative locations. However, the optimization framework could

easily handle constraints such that T and hmeasurement locations have to coincide.
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Numerical domain

Domain size [L1, L2] [m] [320, 220]

Grid spacing [∆1,∆2] [m] [0.25, 0.125]

Design domain

Domain size [L1, L2] [m] [260, 160]

Grid spacing [∆1,∆2] [m] [2, 2]

Transport parameters

Head gradient γ [-] 0.01

Effective porosity ne [-] 0.35

Local-scale dispersivities [αl, αt] [m] [0.5, 0.125]

Diffusion coefficient Dm [m2/s] 10−9

Transversal plume dimension ls [m] 20

Known geostatistical model parameters

Global mean β1 = lnT [-] ln 10−5

Trend in mean β2 [-] 0

Measurement error standard deviations

Hydraulic conductivity σr,T [-] 1.00

Hydraulic head σr,h [m] 0.01

Table 4.1.: Known parameters for the flow, transport and geostatistical model.

Uncertain structural parameters θ

Variance σ2T [-] N (µ = 2.0, σ = 0.3)

Integral scale λ [m] N (µ = 15, σ = 2.0)

Matérn Kappa κ [-] U(a = 5, b = 36)

Uncertain boundary parameters ξ

Deviation from center ν [◦] N (µ = 0.0, σ = 10)

Uncertain conceptual models k

Existence of hydraulic barrier - [-] B(p = 0.3)

Table 4.2.: Uncertain structural and boundary parameters and their assigned distributions.
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The implementation is done in the MATLAB environment. For generating geostatistical ran-

dom fields and simulating groundwater flow and solute transport, I use the same code already

used in Nowak et al. [2008] and Nowak et al. [2009]. A sample size of n = 70, 000 realizations has

been chosen to ensure that the discussion of the method and resulting designs is not compro-

mised by statistical noise. The sequential exchange algorithm (see Sec. 3.2.1) is used in order to

optimize the design, and the utility of each design candidate is evaluated with PreDIA, based

on Eq. (4.8) as the utility function.

4.5.2. Scenario variations

Two different scenario objectives are considered. Both serve to illustrate how arbitrary predic-

tion goals (regardless of their nonlinearity) can be handled within PreDIA and together with

the ability to include arbitrary task-driven formulations. A third scenario is then exclusively ad-

dressing the consideration of conceptual model uncertainty, i.e., via incorporating a hydraulic

barrier:

• Scenario 1: Minimum-variance prediction of contaminant concentration c at the sen-

sitive location. To emphasize the difference to conventional linear methods, I com-

pare the results of PreDIA to results from an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [e.g.,

Herrera and Pinder, 2005; Evensen, 2007]. Therefore, the first scenario (case 1a) employs

PreDIA for data impact estimation, whereas a scenario variation (case 1b) uses the EnKF

(case 1b).

• Scenario 2: Maximum-confidence prediction of whether a critical concentration thresh-

old will be exceeded at the sensitive location. This is equivalent to predicting an indicator

quantity z = I(c > ccrit), withE[I] = P (c > ccrit). Since the indicator is a discrete variable

that depends very nonlinearly on model parameters, it does not meet the requirements

under which EnKFs can be used for comparison. Instead, two threshold values are con-

sidered with PreDIA: ccrit = P15 (case 2a) and ccrit = P75 (case 2b), where P15 and P75 are

the c-values below which 15 % and 75 % of the c-values may be found according to the

used prior distribution, respectively.

• Scenario 1: Consideration of a hydraulic barrier and minimum-variance prediction of a

contaminant concentration c at the sensitive location (case 3).

The following sections present and discuss the sampling patterns resulting from the synthetic

test cases and their variations defined in the previous section.

Fig. 4.3 shows the variances of transmissivity T (top), hydraulic head h (middle) and concen-

tration c (bottom) prior to investigation and thence at the initial point for the considered DoE

effort.
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Figure 4.3.: Prior uncertainties (variance) associated with transmissivity (top), hydraulic head

(center) and concentration (bottom) based on the uncertain structural and bound-

ary parameters listed in Tabs. 4.1-4.2.

4.5.3. Results and discussion

Case 1a: Sampling patterns

Case 1a features optimal sampling for minimum-variance prediction of concentration at the

sensitive location. The resulting sampling pattern, obtained with PreDIA, is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 also includes the expected conditional variance of transmissivity (top), hydraulic head

(center) and predicted concentration (bottom) according to Eq. (4.7). The basic characteristics

of the design pattern mostly coincide with the results found in Nowak et al. [2009] who con-

sidered a similar scenario. However, there are important differences since they used the lin-

ear EnKF and I employ nonlinear estimation methods. With regard to the sampling pattern,

I separate two predominant groups: (1) measurements gathering around the source and (2)

measurements flanking the expected migration path of the plume.
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Figure 4.4.: PreDIA-based (left, case 1a) and EnKF-based (right, case 1b) sampling pattern opti-

mized for minimum prediction variance of concentration at the sensitive location.

Head measurements (crosses), transmissivity measurements (circles), source (box)

and target (diamond). Maps in the background are expected preposterior variances

for transmissivity (top), hydraulic head (center) and concentration (bottom).

Near-source measurements are exclusively occurring as transmissivity measurements. They

are highly informative since they provide information about the volumetric flow rate through

the source area. The flow rate through the source, in turn, is a dominant factor that dictates

the total contaminant mass flux, the expected width, and the dispersion characteristics of the

plume further downstream [de Barros and Nowak, 2010].

The measurements flanking the plume are head measurements which capture both the large-

scale drift of the plume (due to the uncertain regional head gradients) and the meso-scale me-

andering of the plume (caused by heterogeneity).
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Figure 4.5.: Scatter density plots depicting the relation between the sample of predicted concen-

trations and the sample of transmissivity values at a near-source location A (left)

and hydraulic head values at a near-boundary location B (right). The solid line il-

lustrates the relation via moving average.

Statistical dependencies

In principle, the prediction task leads to information needs mostly in those regions where the

statistical dependency between the measurable quantities (transmissivity or hydraulic head)

and the prediction goal is highest, while avoiding mutually too close measurements that would

merely convey to redundant information. Fig. 4.5 shows the statistical dependencies between

observable quantities at potential measurement locations and the prediction target for a near-

source transmissivity measurement location (A) in Fig. 4.4 and for a near-boundary head mea-

surement location (B) in Fig. 4.4. The statistical dependencies are obtained by plotting the sam-

ple of possible measurement values against the sample of predicted concentrations. I addition-

ally illustrate the nonlinear dependency in the scatter plot by a moving average line.

Location A: Obviously, transmissivity T at the near-source location (A) has a mostly linear

relation to the predicted concentration. The higher values of the transmissivity at the source

lead, on average, to higher source discharge and hence to a broader downstream plume after

leaving the source. Therefore, the plume is far more likely to maintain high concentrations even

over long travel distances, and is more likely to hit the target [de Barros and Nowak, 2010].

Location B: Opposed to that, headmeasurements h at the near-boundary location (B) exhibit

a nonlinear dependency to the prediction goal. Extreme angles of the regional flow gradient

divert the plume away from the target location, for both positive and negative values of the

angle. By contrast, regional flow in the straight uniform direction, most likely, drives the plume

through the target. The resulting dependency between hydraulic heads close to the boundary

and the predicted concentration has an almost purely quadratic behavior, and shows almost no

correlation in a linear sense, i.e. has almost zero covariance.
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Reduction of uncertainty

Fig. 4.6 (left) illustrates how the individual transmissivity or hydraulic head measurements

added during sequential design reduce the variance of the prediction goal and related phys-

ical quantities. The latter include the total solute mass flux through the source, the angle of

the boundary condition (causing a large-scale drift), the width of the plume at the target (lat-

eral spreading) and the lateral position of the plume’s centroid (also affected by meso-scale

meandering caused by heterogeneity).
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Figure 4.6.: Expected variance reduction (Eq. (4.7)) for PreDIA (left, case 1a) and EnKF (right,

case 1b) during initial placement of samples for different auxiliary quantities. The

sequential exchange phase is not shown in detail, but only indicated by the gray

lines. Hydraulic head measurements are denoted by cross marks and transmissiv-

ity measurements by circle marks. The right axis quantifies, for the PreDIA-based

optimization, the respective Averaged Effective Sample Size (AESS).

One clearly sees that transmissivity measurements located closely to the source greatly reduce

the prediction uncertainty of the total solute flux (also see Fig. 4.6) for this case, while the head

measurements along the flanks are almost uninformative to the total solute flux. Instead, the

uncertainty of the boundary condition (regional flow direction) is greatly reduced by the head

measurements, whereas the transmissivity measurements around the source contribute almost

no related information (also see Fig. 4.6). Likewise, the position of the plume center is revealed

almost solely by head measurements. The plume width at the prediction target is sensitive to
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both head and transmissivity measurements, where the first two transmissivity measurements

at the source are clearly the most valuable ones.

As discussed in Sec. 4.4, the Averaged Effective Sample Size (AESS) is one possible measure

to monitor and avoid filter degeneracy and is surveyed during the optimization procedure.

Fig. 4.6 (left) indicates the AESS (scale shown on the right axis) during the optimization scheme.

The AESS drops from initially 70,000 to about 500. This is fully sufficient in order to calculate

noise-free maps of the expected conditional variance (see Fig. 4.6) and evaluate the objective

function reliably.

Comparison to EnKF (Case 1b): Sampling patterns

The sampling pattern provided by the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) relies on exactly the

same geostatistical and boundary parameters used in case 1a, and hence uses the very same

sample data. For technical insights into the EnKF formalism, please refer to Herrera and Pinder

[2005] or Evensen [2007]. The resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 4.4 (right column). The underlaid

maps of expected conditional variance are evaluated by PreDIA, because the maps provided

by the EnKF are inaccurate and would not be comparable to those shown in the left part of

Fig. 4.4.

Compared to the PreDIA-based sampling pattern (case 1a), one can find again the group of

transmissivity samples in the source area. However, the number of measurements in this group

is much larger. The next fundamental difference to the PreDIA-based sampling pattern is that

the group of head measurements at the northern and southern domain boundary is smaller in

favor of head measurements in the corners of the design domain. Apparently, the relevance of

the variable boundary conditions that induce large-scale ambient flow deviation is also recog-

nized, but judged differently by the EnKF analysis scheme.

The EnKF assesses statistical dependencies only via covariances, which are a measure for lin-

ear dependence only. It is unable to capture even-order (e.g. quadratic) dependencies such

as between head measurements near the northern and southern boundary and the prediction

goal (see Fig. 4.5). Therefore, it simply ignores these head measurement locations as potential

sources of valuable information. Hence, crucial information about the meso-scale meandering

of the plume is neglected. However, four measurement locations were placed at the corners of

the allowable design locations. Apparently, their nonlinear dependency exhibits a sufficiently

large linear component due to the slight asymmetry of the setup.

Direct comparison of data impact

For the sequential placement of measurements, data impact maps for each addedmeasurement

can be compared individually. A data impact map plots the value of data impact for all possible

data points at their respective location. Fig. 4.8 compares the data impact maps for all steps of
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Figure 4.7.: PreDIA-based sampling pattern optimized for predicting the exceedance of a low

ccrit (left, case 2a) and high ccrit (right, case 2b). Head measurements (crosses),

transmissivity measurements (circles), source (box) and target (diamond). Maps in

the background are preposterior variances for transmissivity (top), hydraulic head

(center) and indicator variable (bottom). A selected near-source location is marked

by A, whereas a near-boundary location is marked by B.

the sequential designs. The scatter plot assigns the data worth evaluated by PreDIA on the y-

axis and the one evaluated by EnKF on the x-axis. For measurements of hydraulic conductivity

(blue points), the dominating linear dependency leads to comparable data impact estimates for

the first four plots. For later data points, the deviations of the linearized estimate indicate that

even hydraulic conductivity is nonlinearly dependent on other measurements. In contrast, the

hydraulic head measurements (red points) clearly show the nonlinear effects for all data point

places. The nonlinear dependency is not recognized by the EnKF and therefore the data impact

of these designs is underestimated by the EnKF. This is in accordance with my claim that linear

estimates possibly underestimate data impact for nonlinear systems.

Overall, this leads to a significantly worse performance in reducing the uncertainty associated

with the plume center, even though the EnKF captures the uncertain boundary condition rea-
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Figure 4.8.: Scatter plot comparing the data impact values obtained from data worth maps by

PreDIA and by the EnKF for the design size (dimension) one to ten (TC1). Red

points indicate measurements of hydraulic head, blue points indicate measure-

ments of hydraulic conductivity.

sonably well. This can be seen by comparing the expected conditional variance within Fig. 4.6

(left and right). With a higher relative emphasis on the mostly linear source transmissivity in-

formation, the plume width and total solute flux are determined comparably well. Still, the

overall prediction quality of concentration c is reduced by ignoring and misinterpreting non-

linear information, such that PreDIA clearly outmatches the EnKF. In this scenario, PreDIA

achieves 25 % more uncertainty reduction with the same number of sampling positions than

the EnKF.

Generalization:

In more general terms, EnKFs and all linear(ized) methods can only measure correlation, which

is an incomplete assessment of statistical dependence. For example, zero correlation between

a zero-mean variable and its square does not imply that a squared value is independent of its
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square root. Hence, the limitations of linear(ized) methods illustrated in the specific example

generalize to all nonlinear applications.

Sampling patterns optimized for predicting exceedance pro bability (Case 2a & 2b)

In this test case, it is the goal to maximize the prediction confidence, whether a critical concen-

tration value (e.g. imposed by a regulatory threshold) will be exceeded or not. The PreDIA-

based sampling patterns for cases 2a and 2b are shown in Fig. 4.7, again obtained from the

same sample.

Case 2a (ccrit = P15) exhibits a sampling pattern which is mainly based on head measure-

ments at near-boundary and towards-target locations. Transmissivity measurements exploring

the source region are practically absent. For predicting low threshold values, it is only impor-

tant (and therefore sufficient) to know that the plume misses the sensitive location. This in-

formation is obtained by head measurements flanking the plume, which can reveal transverse

gradients that could divert the plume from hitting the sensitive location.

Case 2b (ccrit = P85) shows an inverted behavior, where the source is sampled repeated-

ly using six transmissivity samples that are hardly distinguishable in Fig. 4.7. Two additional

transmissivity samples north of the source support the near-source samples by addressing the

contrast in transmissivity between the source and its surroundings. Instead, head measure-

ments closely flanking the plume are disregarded. This is a direct consequence of the different

information needs between case 2a & 2b. For high threshold values, it is necessary to know

whether the plume preserves its initial peak concentration over large travel distances up to

the sensitive location. Highly conductive sources favor this behavior, and can be identified by

increasing the source sampling density. In addition, highly conductive sources statistically im-

ply an increased downstream plume width. With the plume sufficiently wide, the chances of

bypassing the sensitive location by meso-scale meandering decrease and only a globally ro-

tated mean flow direction can prevent the plume from hitting the sensitive location. That is

the reason why (1) transverse gradients and the related head measurements are not closely

flanking the plume, and (2) there are more remote head samples at the northern and southern

boundaries that help to infer the global flow direction.

Comparison of goal oriented performance

In order to emphasize the task-specific character of the individual design patterns towards their

respective prediction goal, I applied each design pattern to the prediction goals of all other test

cases. This yields the performance indices summarized in Tab. 4.3.

The performance indices show that the PreDIA-based design pattern (1a) clearly outmatches

the EnKF (1b) for all three prediction goals. The EnKF-based design pattern is even surpassed

in its own objective by the PreDIA-based sampling patterns designed for cases 2a (low thresh-

old) & 2b (high threshold). The worst performance was found for pattern 2a (low threshold)
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Pattern 1a Pattern 1b Pattern 2a Pattern 2b

Case 1a/b 100.00 % 75.14 % 79.10 % 95.99 %

Case 2a 81.41 % 76.03 % 100.00 % 69.01 %

Case 2b 90.43 % 38.79 % 27.54 % 100.00 %

Table 4.3.: Performance indices for every sampling design when applying on different predic-

tion goals.

when applied to the objective of case 2b (high threshold). This can be explained by the fact that

these two patterns lay their focus on opposed features in their respective design objectives, i.e.

on meso-scale meandering versus source conductivity. The opposite case (applying pattern 2b

to case 2a) performs better. Obviously, in the specific examples, many source conductivity mea-

surements are more generic all-purpose information than head measurements populating the

boundaries.

Sampling patterns accounting for conceptual model uncerta inty (Case 3)

Sampling pattern

The optimized sampling pattern for case 3 is shown in Fig. 4.9. Opposed to the previous cas-

es, case 3 also considers conceptual model uncertainty, represented by a possibly present hy-

draulic barrier. If present, the barrier causes a flow regime which forces the plume to swerve

northwards and so increases the chance that the plume hits the sensitive location. The strong

dependence of the predicted concentration on the presence of the hydraulic barrier requires an

adequate model choice. Therefore, the sampling pattern reacts to this additional uncertainty.

Compared to case 1a, three transmissivity measurements are placed in the area of the possibly

present barrier, while most other design features are preserved.

Support of model choice

Although model choice is not implemented as a utility function for the design (the importance

of model choice is only implicit via its role in the chosen prediction goal), the reliability of cor-

rect model choice is improved by the adapted sampling pattern provided by PreDIA. This is a

secondary affect of minimizing prediction confidence, as model choice has its own contribution

to predictive uncertainty (compare e.g., Eq. (2.32)). This effect can be illustrated best by com-

puting the preposterior weights of the two different hypothesized models: Among all possible

data sets generated with the barrier, the model with barrier obtains (on average over all those

data sets) a weight of 98%. Among all possible data sets generatedwithout the barrier, the mod-

el without the barrier receives an average weight of 50%. Weighting both preposterior cases by

their prior probabilities to occur (i.e. 70% and 30% respectively) yields an expected reliability

of 85% to choose the correct model. This is a significantly increased reliability compared to the

prior stage, where the reliability lies at 58%.
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Figure 4.9.: Sampling pattern (case 3) when considering conceptual model uncertainty exem-

plary represented by a hydraulic barrier.

PreDIA allows one to perform such a full BMA analysis, because all these statistics are avail-

able. As for the computational costs and convergence issues, the AESS drops in scenario 3 from

500 (cases 1 and 2) to about 200. This is due to the increased variability and uncertainty in

hydraulic conductivity introduced by the possibly present hydraulic barrier.

4.6. Application for a plant model scenario

This section presents an application featuring discrete BMA for soil plant model selection and

was partly published in Wöhling et al. [2013].

Objectively selecting appropriate models for realistic simulations of coupled soil-plant process-

es is a challenging task since the processes are complex, not fully understood at larger scales

and highly nonlinear. Also, comprehensive data sets are scarce, and measurements are uncer-

tain. In the past decades, a variety of different models have been developed that exhibit a wide
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range of complexity regarding their approximation of processes in the coupled model com-

partments [Priesack and Gayler, 2009]. Therefore, it would be extremely valuable to know even

before field experiments have started, which data should be acquired at which frequency to

ensure maximum confidence model selection and a minimum predictive error variance, yet at

small experimental costs.

The optimal identification of the best model structure from among a suite of plausible models

is an example for implicit Bayesian Model Averaging (Sec. 2.3.4) within the PreDIA method.

It allows to monitor how BMA weights react to conditioning on possible data sets from dif-

ferent proposed sampling campaigns. In this case, I selected four different plant growth mod-

els that are coupled to a common soil water flow model. The plant growth models utilized

herein are CERES [Ritchie et al., 1985], SUCROS [Goudriaan and Laar, 1994], SPASS [Wang, 1997;

Gayler et al., 2002], and GECROS [Chapman, 2008]. These four disparate models are all incorpo-

rated in the model system Expert-N [Engel and Priesack, 1993; Biernath et al., 2011]. These simul-

taneously describe evapotranspiration, root water and solute uptake, soil heat fluxes, and plant

growth processes at different levels of detail and abstraction. Priesack et al. [2007] used CERES,

SPASS and the SUCROS model to investigate the impact of crop growth model choice on sim-

ulated water and nitrogen balances. They found only subtle differences among the different

models in their simulation of the water balance, but comparatively large differences in their

performance to predict C and N turnover. More recently, Biernath et al. [2011] used the CERES,

SPASS, SUCROS, and GECROS models to evaluate their ability to predict different environ-

mental impacts on spring wheat grown in open-top chambers. The most adequate simulation

results were obtained by SUCROS, followed by the SPASS, GECROS and CERES models re-

spectively. It was concluded that the more mechanistic plant growth models, GECROS and

SPASS, do not necessarily exhibit better predictive performance.

Using these four crop models, the main aims of this study are

• (i) to show the potential of PreDIA for the purpose of optimal identification of model

structure within the BMA context,

• (ii) to investigate how BMAweights react on different available data types, such as evap-

otranspiration, leaf-area-index, and soil moisture data and

• (iii) to analyze the different structural deficits of the four models, by calibration on differ-

ent combinations of the available data.

For a detailed description of the plant models, I refer to Wöhling et al. [2013] and to the above

model-specific citations. Soil water flow is modeled with the Richards equation implemented

in the HYDRUS-1D software [Simunek et al., 2005] (see Sec. 2.1.2).

The van-GenuchtenMualemmodel [Genuchten, 1980] is used to parameterize the soil hydraulic

functions. In all simulations, two horizontal soil layers are assumed with depth ranges from

0 − 0.12m and 0.12 − 0.21m. Five common soil hydraulic parameters are selected for each of

the two soil layers (totaling ten soil hydraulic parameters) and four specific crop model pa-

rameters as uncertain parameters in the modeling scheme. These parameters appeared most

sensitive to the model predictions and little knowledge was available a priori. The uncertain

soil parameters are the van-Genuchten parameters for the saturatedwater content, θs[M
3M−3],
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the shape parameters of the water retention function, α and n, the saturated hydraulic conduc-

tivity, Ks[−]) and the pore-connectivity parameter l[−].

4.6.1. Test case

I consider three different data types within the data impact analysis: evapotranspiration (ETA),

leaf area index (LAI), and soil moisture. Individual data packages and combinations thereof

are used to condition ensembles containing random realizations of the four soil-plant models.

Combining these data types in different groups results in eight different data packages, corre-

sponding to the eight different Bayesian model update runs listed in Tab. 4.4.

Data package yn 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LAI x x x x

ETA x x x x

θ (5 cm) x x x x

θ (5 cm) x x x x

Table 4.4.: Definition of the different investigated data packages. The xmarks which data types

are includes within the data package 1-7, represented each as a column.

4.6.2. Results and discussions

Data impact analysis for model choice

In the very first step, I compare the performance of the four single crop growth models to the

performance of the BMAmean when conditioned on all data (run 7).

To do so, I calculated the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) for LAI, ETA, and

soil moisture data and aggregated it to a single sum-of-squared-error performance criterion.

This criterion attained values of 26.3, 25.6, 24.7, and 27.2 for the CERES, SUCROS, SPASS, and

GECROS models, respectively. The BMA mean slightly outperformed all individual models

with NRMSE = 24.1. The posterior weight distribution of the corresponding BMA run is de-

picted in Fig. 4.10 (run 7, rightmost bar). Approximately 48% of the weights are associated to

the CERES model (red), 30% to the SPASSmodel (blue) and 21% to the SUCROSmodel (green).

The contribution of the GECROS model (yellow) in the posterior weight distribution is negli-

gible (< 1%).

Considering further the posterior weight distributions of the BMA runs with the different data

packages, it can be observed that GECROS also attains very low weight contributions for most

of the other runs. The only exception is run 1, where the ensemble is conditioned only on soil

moisture data. Here, GECROS gathers about 31% of the weights (Fig. 4.10). These findings,

however, should not be used as a justification to remove GECROS from model ensembles in

general. GECROS performed superior to other models at a different experimental site with a
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deep loess soil [2, 19]. Potential reasons for the poor performance at the site investigated here

could be a poor parameterization of the interplay between root water uptake in the shallow

soil and the evapotranspiration processes.
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Figure 4.10.: Model weights for the four different crop models evaluated by the nonlinear in-

ference within the PreDIA method for different data packages.

The resulting posterior distribution of BMA weights from the various runs with different da-

ta packages (runs 1 - 6) differ widely from the fully conditioned distribution (run 7). Hence,

different data types (and combinations thereof) support different crop growth models. CERES

obtains large weights in most cases when LAI and/or ETA is used (64% in run 6). SPASS obtains

large weights for runs with ETA and θ (55% in run 3) and in cases where LAI is not present.

This is an indication that SPASS performs better than the other models for processes linking

soil water transport, root water uptake and evapotranspiration. This is due to its more detailed

representation of root dynamics. SUCROS obtains generally smaller weights than CERES and

SPASS with the exception of run 5 (44%), where LAI and θ was used. The posterior weight

distribution that most closely resembles the distribution of the fully conditioned run is run 2,

where only ETA was used (Tab. 4.4 and Fig. 4.10). In that sense, ETA has the largest individual

data worth for finding the final model weighting achieved in this study with all data at once.

Model ensemble performance

It is challenging and expensive to measure evapotranspiration (ETA) in the field for larger ar-

eas. The installation of an eddy covariance station requires a high level of skill and experience.

Also, the high-frequency data have to undergo several aggregation and post-processing steps

that may introduce errors. In addition, the footprint of eddy-covariance measurements is site-

specific and difficult to estimate. All this taken together can result inmeasurement uncertainties

of ±20% of absolute daily values and larger. Yet it is important to correctly simulate ETA since

it is a boundary flux that couples land-surface-atmosphere processes and their feedbacks.
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Figure 4.11.: Prior and posterior simulation of ETA: The BMA prediction is depicted in gray,

whereas the individual models are printed in color. The expected value is aug-

mented by the 0.1 and 0.9 confidence intervals. The real measurements values are

plotted in black with the assumed errors.

To investigate the performance of the individual models for simulating weekly averages of

daily ETA in more detail, consider Fig. 4.11 which depicts the prior and posterior confidence
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intervals of ETA predictions for the individual models. The posterior distributions are calcu-

lated using all available data types (run 7). The grey shades depict the 80% prior/posterior

confidence intervals of the full ensemble with all four crop growth models in BMA, whereas

the colored shades indicate the confidence intervals of the individual models. The prior uncer-

tainty bounds of the CERES and SUCROS models are very large and partly exceed the corre-

sponding uncertainty bounds of the entire ensemble. This indicates that the ETA predictions

with these models are highly uncertain prior to calibration, but the uncertainty bounds cov-

er the corresponding ETA observations. In contrast, the prior uncertainty bounds of the more

complex SPASS and GECROS models are smaller, but cover less of the observations. Interest-

ingly, the prior uncertainty of the ETA value in week 8 (GECROS, SPASS) as well as in weeks

10 and 11 (SPASS) is very small compared to other weeks (Fig. 4.11). This is also the case for

the posterior uncertainty bounds that are generally smaller as expected. Solar radiation and

potential evapotranspiration was low in week 8 compared to the other time intervals which

could explain the higher confidence of the models, but this was not observed in weeks 10 and

11.

The uncertainty of the individual models generally increases with plant aging. GECROS is the

only model that is unable to predict the ETA peaks in weeks 12 and 13 although it exhibits

increased uncertainty bounds for these dates, which explains why this model obtained little

weight in the BMA run with all data.

4.7. Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, I introduced a nonlinear method for information processing, called PreDIA. It

assesses the expected data utility of proposed sampling designs, such as the expected impact

of data on prediction confidence, in an optimal design framework. The method operates via a

purely numerical Monte-Carlo implementation of Bayes theorem and Bayesian model averag-

ing, combined with an analytical marginalization over measurement and model errors. Since

the actual measurement values at the individual planned measurement locations are unknown

during the planing stage of optimal design, PreDIA averages the utility of designs over all

possible measurement values that a given sampling design could produce. The method can be

seen as an extension of nonlinear inference by using the Bootstrap Filter (BF). Due to its full

numerical character, PreDIA allows one to incorporate various sources of uncertainty and is

able to manage highly nonlinear dependencies between data, parameters and predictions with

ease.

I applied themethod to a DoE problem taken from contaminant hydrogeology,where I illustrat-

ed its applicability to different sources of uncertainty, various prediction tasks and task-driven

utility functions.Within a groundwater quality example, I considered non-co-located hydraulic

head and transmissivity measurements. In order to show the limitations of linearized methods,

I compared the optimal design patterns obtained via PreDIA to those from an EnKF. The fol-

lowing conclusions are most important:

1. PreDIA outmatches linearized methods (such as EnKFs) because linear methods fail to

recognize relevant nonlinear relations between potential measurement locations and the
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prediction goal. Hence, linear methods oversample locations considered to be most infor-

mative from the limited viewpoint of linearized analysis.

2. PreDIA can handle arbitrary task-driven formulations of optimal design. I demonstrate

this in a scenario variation that involves predicting the exceedance of a regulatory thresh-

old value, which is important for risk management [e.g., de Barros et al., 2009]. The sam-

pling pattern for the task-driven prediction strongly depends on the level of the thresh-

old value, because different information needs are triggered by the underlying flow and

transport physics. Neither this difference nor such classes of task-driven formulations

could be handled by linearized methods.

3. The number of Monte-Carlo realizations needed by PreDIA for convergence rises with

the number of planned sampling points and their measurement accuracy. This is inher-

ited from the applied filtering techniques in general. The averaged effective sample size

(AESS) serves as an appropriate measure to monitor statistical convergence. Averaging

analytically over measurement and model-structural error and over the yet unknown da-

ta values drastically improves convergence. However, the problem of filter degeneracy is

still a challenge when planning extensive sampling campaigns. An extension of PreDIA

towards more efficient stochastic methods would help to further increase the affordable

sampling size. Here, linear methods are superior as they benefit from fast analytical solu-

tions.

4. Bayesian model averaging is implicit in PreDIA at no additional conceptual costs, and

allows to reduce the subjectivity of prior assumptions on, e.g. geostatistical parameters,

boundary parameters or physical/conceptual model alternatives (like hydraulic barri-

ers). Introducing more variability to models might increase the computational costs or

lead to a decrease in the AESS.

5. The specific illustrative example showed that the uncertain direction of a regional

groundwater flow has a significant impact on the uncertainty of predicting contamina-

tions, and should hence not be neglected. This additional uncertainty can be quickly re-

duced by hydraulic head measurements at large distances.

6. In the specific case, the optimal design predominantly addressed uncertainty in head

boundary conditions and contaminant source hydraulics, rather than structural uncer-

tainty in the geostatistical model. This will change according to the relative importance

of individual sources of uncertainty, and the availability of data types that are adequate

to address these individual uncertainties.

7. The plant growth example showed the flexibility of PreDIA to be used within arbitrary

model contexts and also within a BMA framework to specifically identify those data that

have the highest potential to discriminate different structural models. Thereby, the in-

dividual BMA weights of each model are easily extracted from the PreDIA weighting

matrix at no additional costs .

This completes Step I, which was the introduction of a flexible and accurate reference method

for data impact estimation. It will be used in the upcoming chapters as a reference method for

comparison with faster and possibly approximated estimators.
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This chapter conforms to Step II within this thesis. It focuses on concepts to speed up the

expensive nonlinear data impact estimation that was introduced in the last chapter. I will revise

the nonlinear estimation process of the last chapter with regard to an information-theoretic

background. Thus, I will focus on entropy as an uncertainty measure instead of the variance.

This formulates the utility function of DoE of data acquisition as a measure of information that

data offer for the prediction target quantity.

Based on Bayes’ Theorem, the theoretic evaluation of information is symmetric with regard

to its direction. Based on this symmetry, one can measure the information that hypothetical

knowledge of the prediction quantity offers on potential data and use the results as a measure

for data impact. Therefore, the DoE problem is re-stated as the search for those data packages

about which the prediction quantity offers the most information.

This theoretically equivalent assessment of data impact will allow dramatically faster evalua-

tion times. I will introduce this theoretical potential in Sec. 5.2 and will investigate how much

of this potential can be exploited in a practical implementation in Sec. 5.3. The implementation

is finally compared with the reference methodology from the previous chapter in a synthetic

study in Sec. 5.6 in terms of accuracy and evaluation speed.

5.1. Introduction

Apart from efficient search algorithms to solve the optimization problem, the computer time

for a single call to the utility function is a key factor for the overall computational costs within

DoE, and can pose enormous challenges even in high-performance computing [e.g., Reed et al.,

2013]. Therefore, I focus in this chapter on the time for evaluating the utility function or, more

precisely, for evaluating the underlying data impact assessment (DIA) per trialled design.

The last chapter coupled a high-dimensional DoE problem with a fully nonlinear and non-

parametric Bayesian DIA. It used an efficient Bayesian framework based on the bootstrap filter

to reduce the computational time required for preposterior data impact analysis. Still, I found

that the substantial advantage of nonlinear DIA compared to linear approximations is paid by a

tremendous increase in evaluation time. In the current section, I will show that the preposterior

analysis in combination with entropy as uncertainty measure is a direct evaluation of Mutual

Information (see Sec. 2.4). This will form the basis for the speedup potential exploited in the

current chapter.
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Reverse mindset The reverse mindset in DIA is new. It is opposed to the intuitive nature

of models as directed input-output relation, and also to the intuition that measurement data

offer information about the prediction. The reverse idea is that hypothetical knowledge of the

prediction quantity offers information about potential data and that this information is the very

same quantity as the traditional forward-related information. Because the reverse mindset in

new, I want to illustrate the general idea within a fictive example and show the differences

between the forward and reverse mindsets.

For this illustration, I use a simple and empirical rain prediction model, which has solely il-

lustrative purposes and no scientific value, but is intuitive to understand. I consider three ob-

servable input parameters (y): the perceived temperature (T ), the current cloud coverage of

the sky (C) and the perceived humidity of air (H). The model prediction (z) is rain (R). All

four quantities can take three values each: high (↑), medium (→) and low (↓). Our model to

forecast rain consists of ten simple rules that are provided in Tab. 5.1. They are derived from

typical experiences of weather conditions. The prediction of rain is evaluated according to the

matching rules per parameter realization. If multiple rules apply, the prediction is the average

output of all rules, rounded to the nearest discrete value. The prediction remains fully random

in case that no rule applies to a parameter set.

Temp. Cloud Humidity Rain Rule

coverage of air

- ↓ - ↓ sunny day

- ↑ ↑ ↑ cloudy day

↓ - ↓ ↓ dry cold day

↑ ↑ - ↑ summer storm

- → ↑ ↑ wet autumn day

- ↑ ↑ → foggy day

→ → - → spring day

↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ hot day

↓ ↑ - ↑ raining day

- ↑ ↓ → spring day

Table 5.1.: Ten applied weather system rules. Prediction and parameter values (high, medium,

low) are indicated by ↑, → and ↓. The − indicates that a data type is not used by the

rule.

As prior analysis, the parameters are sampled from their prior distribution (here: independent

and uniform) in a Monte-Carlo analysis. The outcome of the Monte-Carlo analysis (here: n =

1000 realizations) is depicted in the first row of Fig. 5.1, where the lines in the parallel-axis

plot connect the input parameter values (T,C,H) and the model output values (R) for each

realization. In the first row on the right side, the prior distribution of the rain prediction is

shown in a histogram, showing roughly uniform probabilities.

For rating the importance of different parameters considered as potential data to collect, con-

ventional data impact analysis evaluates which parameter one needs to observe in order to gain

the most additional knowledge about future rainfall. The forward DIA requires to go through
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Figure 5.1.: Comparison of the forward vs. the reverse analysis in the weather illustrative exam-

ple. The first row shows unconditional realizations of the model, one highlighted in

red (applying rule three and nine), in a parallel axis plot. Rows two to four demon-

strate the forward analysis by repeated conditioning on each possible value of each

possible observation type. The conditioning is visualized as coloring all lines that

pass through a possible value with one color (here: red, medium-gray, low black).

The last row illustrates that one conditioning step in the reverse analysis suffices to

evaluate the same dependencies. The histograms show the obtained corresponding

conditional probabilities.
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all possible values (high, medium, low) for each individual observable parameter. For exam-

ple, when observing that cloud coverage is low, I know for sure that there will be no rain. In

Fig. 5.1, this means to pick only those realizations that correspond to low cloud coverage (col-

ored in black in the C-row in Fig. 5.1), and then to recognize that they only lead to low rain and

thus to absolute certainty (see also the conditional histogram on the right side). This is an exam-

ple for a high data impact. However, observing a medium cloud coverage does not allow any

specific conclusion on rain (see gray lines and histogram bars in the C-row of Fig. 5.1), which

is an example for a poor data impact. Observing high coverage is again more informative, as

a clear trend can be observed in the corresponding conditional histogram. The process to con-

dition on all possible values (one by one) of a considered data type to obtain a distribution of

conditional distributions is called preposterior analysis [e.g., James and Gorelick, 1994].

The expected data impact for the data type of cloud coverage is obtained by averaging the data

impact of cloud coverage over all its possible observable values multiplied by the respective

occurrence probabilities. Next, one compares this result to the results from the same analysis re-

peated for temperature and humidity. From that comparison, one can learn that cloud coverage

is the parameter with the largest individual predictive power, i.e., with the highest data impact.

Overall, this requires conditioning the ensemble repeatedly for each possible data value of each

possible data type.

The reverse DIA, in contrast, only requires conditioning on the possible values of the prediction

(rain). In Fig. 5.1 (R-row), one only needs to color the ensemble according to the predicted rain

level and then one can see whether this sorting also leads to a good color sorting for any of the

observable parameters. At one glance, one can see that this is the case for cloud coverage, which

is qualitatively equivalent to the findings of the forward analysis. Thus, coloring (resembling

the evaluation of the conditional distribution) is only required once and becomes therefore

a preprocessing step outside the loop that searches for the best data type among the three

available ones. The gained speedup factor is, in this example, a factor of three. I will revisit this

example in Sec. 5.5 and demonstrate the exact quantitative equivalence.

While this very simplified example illustrates the general idea, the revealed advantages of the

reverse analysis become much more obvious for complex systems, which differ from the cur-

rent example in the following ways:

• The list of possible data types at different locations is in the order of thousands or more.

Therefore, swapping the conditioning exercise between data and model output is drasti-

cally more rewarding.

• Possible observation and prediction values are continuous rather than discrete (here:

high, medium, low), making the averaging over all possible values and the condition-

ing computationally more expensive.

• Estimation of joint data impact for multiple measurements to be taken simultaneously

requires averaging the data impact for all possible combinations of data values by their

joint pdf. Also, the individual data impact per possible data set is obtained by a multi-

variate conditioning problem. In this setting, however, the reverse analysis still includes

only conditioning the prediction target, which remains a univariate conditioning exercise.
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These differences lead to challenges for both the forward and the reverse analysis, which re-

quire specific solutions and numerical implementation (see Sec. 5.4.2).

5.2. Reverse approach

The goal of this section is to provide a mathematical foundation for the reverse methodology in

nonlinear data impact analysis. The key idea is to reverse the direction of information analysis

for assessing data impact, by swapping the roles of observable data and model prediction in

the analysis of statistical dependency. Please note that, in the field of linear sensitivity analysis,

reverse approaches have a successful history. Examples are adjoint-state sensitivity analyses

(see Sec. 3.3.1), where the adjoint states are subject to the same physics as the original state, but

with a reversal of causality or time. Similar derivations led to the reverse formulation for linear

transport in steady-state flow fields [e.g., Neupauer and Wilson, 2001].

In contrast to these existing techniques, this approach reverses the direction for analyzing non-

linear statistical dependency, rather than reversing time or causality in a differential equation

for linear(ized) sensitivity analysis. Nevertheless, the expected benefits are the same, i.e., to

speed up a problem solution by choosing the smallest possible dimension to solve an expen-

sive problem.

Symmetry: For for each design candidate d proposed during optimization, nonlinear data

impact analysis requires to simulate multiple future values of the potential measurement data

sets yd (see details in Chap. 4). These are used for Bayesian inference to evaluate their data im-

pact per data realization related to a pre-defined model prediction target z. The conventional

forward data impact analysis follows the natural understanding to investigate how the uncer-

tainty in the relevant prediction quantity z would decrease when conditioning on a vector of

possible future observation data yd. The relevant probability density functions (pdfs) for as-

sessing statistical dependency are therefore the prior pdf p(z) and the conditional pdf p(z|yd)

of the prediction. A rearrangement of Bayes’ Theorem, which has been introduced in Sec. 2.3.2,

shows that the direction in which statistical dependency is assessed does not matter in data

impact analysis, regardless of the involved systemmodels:

p(z|yd) =
p(yd|z)p(z)
p(yd)

⇒ p(z|yd)

p(z)
=
p(yd|z)
p(yd)

. (5.1)

The pdf -ratio p(z|yd)/p(z) on the left side of Eq. (5.1) relates the posterior state p(z|yd) to the

prior state p(z) as in the conventional (forward) data impact analysis. The equivalent right side

of Eq. (5.1) is the foundation of the new reverse analysis direction of nonlinear DIA, as it relates

the posterior state of p(yd|z) (conditioned on a model prediction) to the prior state of p(yd).

Thus, any utility function Φ to measure data impact that is based on the pdf -ratio on the left

side of Eq. (5.1) can also be applied to the ratios on the right side of Eq. (5.1):
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Φforw
!
= Φ

(
p(z|yd)

p(z)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

forward

= Φ

(
p(yd|z)
p(yd)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

reverse

!
= Φrev, (5.2)

and will result in equivalent estimates of data impact. The left side of Eq. (5.2) introduces the

forward utility function Φforw(d), whereas the right side depicts the newly introduced reverse

utility function Φrev(d). The equality in Eq. (5.2) shows that the optimization of both utility

formulations will necessarily lead to the same optimal design:

argmax
d∈D

[

Φforw(d)
]

= argmax
d∈D

[

Φrev(d)
]

. (5.3)

This equality is the foundation of the reverse approach, which analyses how the possible ob-

servation data yd are influenced by hypothetical knowledge of the predicted quantity z. The

approach is potentially faster than the classical forward approach for two reasons:

(1) The conditioning on possible values of the model prediction z is independent of the chosen

design d, and moves outside of the optimization loop.

(2) The model prediction of interest in the context of DoE is often low-dimensional if not even

univariate (the reasoning for this is provided below), making the conditioning exercise much

easier to achieve. This avoids the expensive conventional preposterior analysis that requires

conditioning the model on a possibly long data vector as in Chap. 4.

These advantages will materialize in the mathematical formulation in Sec. 5.3 and in the avail-

able implementation choices in Sec. 5.4.

Applicability of the approach: Onemight be skeptical about the challenge to compute p(yd)

for any given design and possible corresponding data sets y0, which is a well known challenge

in Bayesian updating. In fact, Markov Chain Monte-Carlo methods have been developed to

avoid explicit evaluation of p(y0). The necessity to approximate p(yd) for many possible data

sets per trialled design is indeed one of the challenges in the suggested approach. However,

the provided test cases will demonstrate that the advantages prevail.

An idea that is slightly related to the one introduced here can be found in the area of fully linear

and multi-Gaussian geostatistical optimal design. Under these conditions, the ratio of prior to

posterior entropy of the random field can be computed much faster by looking at the much

smaller data space instead of looking at the high-dimensional parameter space [Nowak, 2009b;

Abellan and Noetinger, 2010]. The reverse approach uses similar principles, but applies them to

a nonlinear, non-parametric and non-multi-Gaussian analysis, looking at an even smaller (one-

dimensional) model prediction space.

The reverse analysis used here focuses on evaluating the decrease in model uncertainty for

the model output itself, not in terms of related monetary benefits. However, all monetary-

based utility or decision frameworks relate to the model output more or less directly. As

Feyen and Gorelick [2005] stated, it is often sufficient to evaluate the monetary cost-efficiency
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only once for the optimal design, as inferior designs perform even worse. The reasoning be-

hind this statement is that the models with the smallest output uncertainty also lead to the

smallest engineering or management costs for providing safety margins. By agreeing on that,

monetary-based utility functions can be excluded from the DoE framework and can be applied

later only once for the optimal design.

As mentioned above, I proceed from the assumption that the dimension of the prediction space

is relatively small or unity, i.e. the featured model prediction z is a single number. Of course,

the model output of a transient contaminant transport simulation might be a 4-dimensional

contaminant plume in time and space. However, decision-relevant quantities tend to be global

aggregates of the model [e.g., Saltelli et al., 2008], such as total contaminant mass fluxes, maxi-

mum concentration levels at selected compliance points or planes, peak pressures endangering

a system, peak flood levels, and so forth. Thus, amodel-based decision frameworkwouldmere-

ly use a 4-dimensional output as intermediate information to extract the relevant information

z. In many cases, several such scalar model outputs are decision relevant. In such cases, multi-

objective optimization frameworks can be applied for DoE, and the approach presented here

can serve to speed up the evaluation of each individual objective:

Φi = f

(
p(yd|zi)
p(yd)

)

, i = 1, .., n (5.4)

Apart from that, the prediction z can be any aggregated quantity such as the average or maxi-

mal concentration in a area of concern, the highest water level in a river stage time series or the

longest time periods below a critical water level in irrigation scenario.

5.3. Methodology: Forward-reverse equivalence of mutual
information and entropy

In Sec. 5.2, the general reversibility of the theory has been derived with a yet unspecified mea-

sure Φ for data impact. The only specification was that Φ has to be a function acting on the

pdf -ratio that appears in Eq. (5.2). In this section, I will demonstrate that Mutual Information

(see Sec. 2.4) is a suitable measure that fulfills this requirement and is therefore symmetric in

the direction of information processing [e.g., Cover and Thomas, 2006, p.251].

In this context, Eq. (2.54) can serve as forward utility function Φforw:

MI(z;y) = Ey

[

hrel

(
z|y
z

)]

=

∫

y

p(y)

∫

z

p(z|y) log
[
p(z|y)
p(z)

]

dz dy. (5.5)

To obtain the reverse formulation of Eq. (2.54), Bayes’ Theorem can be used to exchange

p(z|yd)/p(z)with p(yd|z)/p(yd) (see Eq. (5.1)). At the same time, the joint pdf p(z,yd) expressed

in Eq. (2.54) as p(z,yd) = p(z|yd)p(yd) is replaced by p(z,yd) = p(yd|z)p(z). Finally, flipping
the order of integration leads to the following equality:
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Eyd

[

hrel

(
z|yd

z

)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

φforw

=

∫

yd

p(yd)

∫

z
p(z|yd) log

[
p(z|yd)

p(z)

]

dz dyd

=

∫

z
p(z)

∫

yd

p(yd|z) log
[
p(yd|z)
p(yd)

]

dyd dz

= Ez

[

hrel

(
yd|z
yd

)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

φrev

.

(5.6)

This equation states the forward-reverse equivalence of MI. It corresponds directly to the well-

known symmetry of MI [e.g., Cover and Thomas, 2006] in its input arguments (here: z and yd),

which is a well-known property of MI in the field of information theory:

MI(z;yd) ≡ Eyd

[

hrel

(
z|yd

z

)]

= Ez

[

hrel

(
yd|z
yd

)]

≡ MI(yd; z)

(5.7)

This symmetry basically states that the random variable z offers about the random variables

yd the same information that yd offers about z. This allows choosing between conditioning the

model prediction z on possible data yd or conditioning yd on possible values of z within the

evaluation of MI.

Relation to entropy-based approaches: Furthermore, is possible to show that other utility

functions based on entropies are reversible as well. MI can be re-written as:

MI(z;yd) = h(z) − h(z|yd)

= h(yd)− h(yd|z)
(5.8)

where h(·) generally denotes the entropy of a (set of) random variables. As h(z) remains con-

stant during the optimization of d, the following equalities can be applied:

argmin
d∈D

[

h(z|yd)
]

= argmax
d∈D

[

MI(z;yd)
]

= argmax
d∈D

[

MI(yd; z)
] (5.9)

and it follows that minimizing h(z|yd) leads to identical designs as when maximizing MI.

This includes, e.g., the well-known D-criterion for optimal design [Box, 1982], for which the

reversibility has unintentionally been shown through linear algebra relations in linear design

problems by Nowak [2009a] and later also by Abellan and Noetinger [2010]. Please note that max-

imizing h(yd|z) does not yield equivalent designs, because the prior entropy h(yd) varies for

different designs and, therefore, (Eq. (5.9)) would not apply.
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5.4. Numerical implementation

This section offers a detailed description of possible numerical implementations for the for-

ward formulation of MI (see Sec. 5.4.2) and for the reverse formulation of MI (seeSec. 5.4.3).

The forward implementation is based on the first line of Eq. (5.6), while the reverse analysis

is based on the second line. The two versions are theoretically equivalent (Sec. 5.3), but use

different evaluation orders and implementation strategies that lead to the expected difference

in evaluation speed.

5.4.1. Preprocessing of the ensemble

In the following, I will provide the individual techniques for conditioning, density estimation

and preposterior expectation (all involved in Eq. (5.6)) for both approaches. The common start-

ing point for both analyses is a sufficiently large ensemble {θi, ξi, ki, si, zi,yi} that serves to

represent all required multi-variate pdf s. This ensemble is generated by MC simulation with

random input parameter sets {θi, ξi, ki, si}, a prediction model zi = fz(si,θi, ξi) + ǫz , a data

model yi = fy(si,θi, ξi) + ǫz and distribution assumptions for the data and model errors as

represented by ǫz and ǫy. Because both the forward and the reverse formulation require only

the joint distributions p(y, z), only the ensemble {yi, zi}will be stored.

The structural parameters θ, ξ, ki are not directly part of the utility function and therefore are

hidden parameters in the data utility assessment. However, the aspect of model structural un-

certainty is an explicit part of generating the ensemble {si, zi,yi}. Thus, the obtained ensem-

ble {yi, zi} represents the corresponding Bayesian distribution [Kitanidis, 1986] obtained by

marginalizing over p(θ, ξ, k) (see Sec. 2.3.4).

All required realizations {si,θi, ki, zi,yi} are generated before the entire analysis, and are re-

cycled for all steps including the outer optimization loop. Generating the ensemble is thus a

one-time off-line computational effort that does not influence the speed of the optimization or

data impact analysis. In the following, all steps are demonstrated for a given design d as it may

appear within the optimization procedure.

5.4.2. Forward analysis using mutual information

Conditioning: Evaluating any posterior state of the model prediction p(z|yd) in the first line

of Eq. (5.6) requires numerical conditioning of the model prediction z on a given measure-

ment vector yd. The conditioning step is equivalent to the PreDIA method from the previous

chapter (Sec. 4.2), which is based on the bootstrap filter. For Gaussian error models, comput-

ing many (high-) dimensional likelihoods requires the repeated evaluation and summation of

(high-) dimensional Gaussian likelihood functions, based on the measurement error ǫy . This

task can be outsourced using three different code libraries, which are introduced in Appendix

A. The choice between these libraries will be specified in the individual test cases introduced

in Sec. 5.6.
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Density Estimation: The density p(z|yd) required in the first line of Eq. (5.6) is estimated us-

ing kernel density estimation techniques, which were introduced in Sec. 2.2.3. The weighting

matrix W as used in the PreDIA framework (see Sec. 4.3.2) contains the conditioning informa-

tion and is used to weight the realization for the conditional density estimation. Similarly as in

the conditioning, an error model for the prediction quantity z needs to be applied consistently

in both the forward and reverse approach. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.3, the standard deviation

of the measurement error ǫz is used as the kernel bandwidth in the KDE to directly estimate

conditional prediction pdfs p̂(ze|yd,j) with ze = z + N (0, ǫz). The approximated density is on-

ly evaluated at a set of discrete target points zt for the numerical integration in the entropy

estimation (see below).

Entropy: The conditional entropy ĥ(ze|yd,j) for the individual realizations of measurement

data sets yd,j is estimated via the integral

ĥ(ze|yd,j) =

∫

ze

p̂(ze|yd,j) log
[

p̂(ze|yd,j)
]

dze ; yd,j ∼ p(yd). (5.10)

This conforms with the inner integral in the first line of Eq. (5.6). The integral is approximated

numerically with the trapezoidal rule, which is sufficiently accurate in one dimension. There-

fore, equally spaced integration points zt are used over the physical range of ze. Other examples

of one-dimensional integration rules (Gauss quadrature, trapezoidal rule in the rank space of

ze) would also be possible. The prior entropy ĥ(ze) is estimated similarly, using the prior dis-

tribution p̂(ze) represented by the ensemble {zi} together with the prediction error model.

Preposterior expectation: The final step is the preposterior expectation that conforms to the

outer integral
∫

y
[· ] p(yd)dy in the first line of Eq. (5.6). Each preposterior state j = 1...m results

in a different conditional entropy for the corresponding realization yd,j of the potential data

sets. MC integration [Lepage, 1980] is used to approximate the expectation over p(y):

∫

y

ĥ(ze|yd,j) p̂(yd,j)dy =
1

m

m∑

j=1

ĥj(ze|yd,j) ; yd,j ∼ p(yd) (5.11)

where yd,j is drawn from the prior distribution p(yd). For an accurate preposterior expectation,

m needs to be sufficiently large to achieve an accurate sample representation of p(yd). The final

estimate of the MI is the expected entropy reduction from the prior to the preposterior:

φforw(d) = ĥ(ze)−
1

m

m∑

j=1

ĥj(ze|yd,j). (5.12)

This is the forward formulation of MI and can be used as a utility function within DoE.

5.4.3. Reverse analysis using mutual information

Conditioning: The second Line of Eq. (5.6) is asking for conditional distributions p(yd|z) of
possibly observable data sets yd under the proposed design d, conditional on hypothetical
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observed values of the predicted quantities z. The conditioning step simplifies tremendous-

ly compared to the forward problem, because the model prediction z is a one-dimensional

quantity. Thus, high-dimensional filtering techniques such as the BF are not necessary. Instead,

conditioning is performed by splitting the ensemble into q subsets Zj = {Z1 , .., Zq}, which

corresponds to histogram-like bins with equal rank spacing, i.e., with an equal number of real-

izations per subset and hencewith equal statistical probability Pj(ze ∈ Zj) = 1/q ∀ j. Random
values of the model/prediction error ǫz are added before the classification ze = z + ǫz , to con-

sistently account for the same measurement error in the predicted quantity as in the forward

analysis:

p(yd|ze ∈ Zj) ≈ p(yd|z + ǫzinZj). (5.13)

Equally probable classes ensure most accurate results for both density and entropy estimation.

The subsets Zj are defined based on the prior pdf p(ze), which does not change during the op-

timization. The subsets Zj are thus independent of the currently investigated design d. This

allows an efficient implementation in which the subsets are only defined once as a preprocess-

ing step.

Density Estimation: The challenge in the reverse analysis is to estimate the conditional joint

pdf p(yd|ze ∈ Zj) for each subset Zj . Density estimation can be based on different techniques

(see Sec. 2.2.3). Their choice mainly affects the speed of the reverse formulation, since high-

dimensional density estimation requires the most computation time in the reverse analysis.

However, the relatively low required number of subsets Zj , conditioning by classification and

the resulting absence of weighting substantially speed up the procedure.

Entropy: Evaluating the conditional entropy ĥ(yd|ze ∈ Zj) in the reverse analysis (see second

line of Eq. (5.6)) requires a high-dimensional integration over p(yd|ze ∈ Zj). The inner integral

and its MC approximation is then:

ĥ(yd|ze ∈ Zj) =

∫

yd

p̂(yd|ze) log p̂(yd|ze) d yd

≈ 1

n/q

n/q
∑

i=1

log(p(yd,i)) ; yd,i ∼ p(yd|ze ∈ Zj),

(5.14)

where n/q is the number of Monte-Carlo realizations in the subset Zj , and the numerical inte-

gration points yd,i are samples drawn from the conditional sample or subset yd|ze ∈ Zj . This

leads to the different conditional entropy estimates for each of the classes Z1...j. The uncondi-

tional entropy of ĥ(yd) is calculated in the same fashion using the full (unclassified) ensemble

of ze.

Pre-posterior expectation: The final step is the preposterior expectation that conforms to the

outer one-dimensional integral
∫

ze
[·] p(ze)dze in the second line of Eq. (5.6). As the pdf of ze is

discretized using the same classes as defined in the conditioning step with the class probabili-

ties p(Zj) = 1/q, the integral over ze is trivially approximated as:
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∫

ze

h(yd|ze ∈ Zj) p(Zj)dze ≈
q
∑

j=1

Pj ĥj(yd|ze ∈ Zj)

=
1

q

q
∑

j=1

ĥj(yd|ze ∈ Zj).

(5.15)

Altogether, this yields the final utility measure based on the reverse analysis:

ΦMI
rev (d) = h(yd)−

∫

ze

h(yd|ze ∈ Zj)dze,

≈ ĥ(yd)−
1

q

q
∑

j=1

1

n/m

n/m
∑

t=1

log p̂(yt(d)|ze ∈ Zj) ; yt ∼ p(yd|ze ∈ Zj).

(5.16)

5.5. Application to the rainfall example

In this section, I will briefly re-visit the illustrative example of rainfall prediction from Sec. 5.1. I

will numerically evaluate theMI between individual observable parameters and the prediction,

using both analysis directions.

Cloud coverage

R
ai
n

P (R;C) lo me hi Pm(R)

lo 0.316 0.086 0.010 0.412

me 0 0.158 0.097 0.255

hi 0 0.097 0.247 0.333

Pm(C) 0.316 0.369 0.354 1.000

Table 5.2.: Joint probability distribution P (C,R) with both marginal distributions Pm(R) and

Pm(C) for the rainfall example

The joint and marginal probabilities given in Tab. 5.2 allow for the calculation of the respec-

tive conditional distributions P (R|C) and P (C|R). The discrete character of the rainfall exam-

ple entirely avoids both the conditioning and the density estimation steps that would be are

necessary for continuous variables. In the forward analysis, the discrete entropy H(R|C) =

−∑R P (R|C) log(P (R|C)) is evaluated by a summation over all discrete states of C . The re-

sulting Kullback-Leibler divergences or relative entropyHrel(R;C) = (H(R)−H(R|C))/H(R)

equal to [1, 0.025, 0.345] for the three values of C, respectively. This numbers illustrate how da-

ta worth depends on the yet unknown measurements values in nonlinear problems. Here, the

information of low cloud coverage reduces the prediction uncertainty of rain to zero, whereas

a medium cloud coverage only reduces the rain prediction uncertainty by about 2.5%. The pre-

posterior averaging by the probabilities of rain P (R) provides the final forward data impact

MIrel(R;C) =
∑

C Hrel(R;C)P (C) = 0.4468.
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The respective reverse analysis results in the relative entropy values of hrel(C;R) =

[0.425, 0.384, 0.473] for the three possible states of rain. Despite of the different relative en-

tropy values, the expected data impact MIrel(C;R) =
∑

R MIrel(C;R)P (R) = 0.4468 is exactly

equal to the result in the forward analysis.

5.6. Application to a groundwater contaminant scenario

To illustrate my theoretical findings, to test the accuracy of the chosen implementation and to

assess the promised speedup of the reverse framework, I perform three numerical test cases

from the field of hydro(geo)logy.

80 m 180 m

86 m

Numerical Domain: 320m x 220m

Design Domain: 260m x 160m

Target80 m

0

Source

Dirichlet

D
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h
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Figure 5.2.: Hydrological numerical example, including the location of the boundary condi-

tions, contaminant source location and the target location for the concentration

prediction. The design area contains all possible measurement locations that are

discretized on a regular grid with two meter spacing.

The featured system in the three hydrogeological test cases is a depth-averaged heterogeneous

groundwater aquifer with a long-term contaminant spill at a known location. The source width

is 20 m. The system geometry is sketched in Fig. 5.2. The contaminant spreads by advective-

dispersive transport. Downstream of the spill there is a point of compliance (e.g., a drinking

water well or an ecologically sensitive location). At this point, different model tasks could be

defined. To keep the example simple, I assume that the task is to predict the contaminant con-

centration at that location in the large-time (steady-state) limit.

Since a-priori prediction quality is not sufficient, it is required to collect new data. Possible data

types considered here are hydraulic pressure and the hydraulic conductivity. Measurement

errors for both measurement types and also for concentration values at the point of compliance

are given in Tab. 5.3. The latter measurement error would apply when taking measurements of

concentration in the future to validate the model prediction. Alternatively, one could interpret

this as prediction model error.
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The flow and transport realizations are generated with the same tools and code as described

in Nowak et al. [2008] and Schwede et al. [2008]. The detailed specification of the scenario and

known parameters are listed in Tab. 5.3. The parameters and their assumed prior distributions

are listed in Tab. 5.4. It contains the three structural parameters θ to define a geostatistical

model for the conductivity field. The fourth uncertain structural parameter is the deviation

of the mean ambient groundwater water flow direction from the x1 direction, defined by the

angle ν. The Dirichlet boundary conditions on all sides are set to match the corresponding

randomized ambient flow direction in each realization. The numerical domain is extended in

each direction by two average correlation lengths to avoid artificial influence of the boundaries

on the statistical distribution of potential measurement values.

Numerical domain

Domain size [L1, L2] [m] [320, 220]

Grid spacing [∆1,∆2] [m] [0.25, 0.125]

Design domain

Domain size [L1, L2] [m] [260, 160]

Grid spacing [∆1,∆2] [m] [2, 2]

Transport parameters

Head gradient γ [-] 0.01

Effective porosity ne [-] 0.35

Local-scale dispersivities [αl, αt] [m] [0.5, 0.125]

Diffusion coefficient Dm [m2/s] 10−9

Transversal source dimension ls [m] 20

Known geostatistical model parameters

Global mean β1 = lnT [-] ln 10−5

Trend in mean β2 [-] 0

Measurement error standard deviations

Hydraulic conductivity σr,T [-] 1.00

Hydraulic head σr,h [m] 0.01

Contaminant concentration σr,z [-] 0.07

Table 5.3.: Known parameters for the flow, transport and geostatistical model in the hydrologi-

cal example

Geostatistical parameters

Variance σ2T [-] N (µ = 4.0, σ = 0.3)

Integral scale λ [m] N (µ = 15, σ = 2.0)

Matérn Kappa κ [-] U(a = 5, b = 36)

Boundary parameters

Ambient flow deviation ν [◦] N (µ = 0.0, σ = 15)

Table 5.4.: Uncertain structural and boundary parameters and their assigned prior distributions

for the hydrological example
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Test case 1 (TC1): point-wise equivalence The aim of the first test case is to demonstrate in

the hydrological application example the equivalence of the numerically evaluated data impact

for both analysis directions. For this comparison, an excessively large ensemble of n = 5× 105

realizations is chosen to minimize the statistical noise in both implementations. The forward

implementation requires to approximate the expectation over p(yd), which is done by a number

ofm = 5×103 preposterior states. In the reverse implementation, q = 10 subsetsZj sufficiently

approximate the expectation over the distribution p(z) and guarantees accurate preposterior

statistics. Bothm and q were assessed in preliminary convergence tests, whereas higher values

for m lead to better approximation of p(yd), but q cannot be increased alike. High values of q

lead to a better approximation of p(z), but since the ensemble is split q-times, the conditional

distributions are approximated with less accuracy. Thus, this trait-off between approximating

p(yd) and p(yd|z) lead to the best combined approximation for relatively low value ofm. Using

the greedy algorithm (see Sec. 3.2.1) allows to compare both implementations for individual

design propositions with rising dimensionality. The equivalence is illustrated as a sequence

of data impact maps resulting from both formulations, Φforw and Φrev and their point-wise

comparison.

Test case 2 (TC2): global optimization The second test case compares the optimal designs

achieved from both utility functions, Φforw and Φrev. The optima are found in a global opti-

mization problem using the genetic algorithm as introduced in Sec. 3.2.2. The task is to find

the most informative design containing ten measurements. The focus thus shifts to the equality

of both implementations for near-optimal design solutions. This analysis is repeated 20 times

for both implementations to average over any stochastic noise and over the varying perfor-

mance of the genetic algorithm that does not guarantee to find the global optimum. To keep

the evaluation times within acceptable limits, each run is based on an reduced ensemble with

n = 1 × 105 realizations. The best, worst and average design utility out of all optimizations

are then compared between the two analyses. For a fair comparison of computational time, the

same number of utility function evaluations were used in all optimization runs, by fixing the

number of evaluated generations to 500 for the GA.

For comparing the quality, the resulting 20 near-optimal designs were re-evaluated using the

forward analysis with an ensemble size of 5× 105 realizations. This single costly evaluation of

data impact for the 20 resulting optimal design serves as a reference value to benchmark the

convergence of the involved MC simulations. This reference value is used as a performance

measure for comparing the data impact values of the different formulations.

Test case 3 (TC3): Evaluation time To assess the success of the reverse approach, the evalu-

ation times are compared. Therefore, the fastest forward approach is used and competes with

different implementations of the reverse approach. The different implementations use different

conceptual approaches to estimate the conditional entropy. The evaluation times are compared

for design taken from TC2 with differing number of measurements and ensemble size.
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5.6.1. Results and discussion

The measures of uncertainty and information in this section are entropy [nats] and Mutual

Information [nats], which are based on the natural logarithm. To provide a more intuitive mea-

sure for data impact, all following results will be provided as the relative uncertainty reduction,

i.e., as Mutual InformationMIrel [-] normalized by the prior entropy of the prediction variable:

MIrel =
MI(y; z)

hz
. (5.17)

TC1: Point-wise equivalence

Fig. 5.3 (left) shows the relevant part of data impact maps from both analysis directions for

the third measurement placed by the greedy search algorithm. The top row shows the data

impact maps obtained with the forward analysis and the lower row shows the results of the

reverse analysis. The two sampling locations already fixed by greedy search are indicated in

black. The data worth map for the hydraulic conductivity shows the highest expected data im-

pact in the vicinity of the source region, although the source region has already been sampled.

This repeated sampling reflects the importance of sampling the contaminant source conditions

for far-field predictions of contaminant transport, which has been derived and indicated by

de Barros and Nowak [2010] and experimentally validated by Gueting and Englert [2013].

However, a hydraulic head measurement placed at the lower boundary (marked by the red

cross) has the overall highest data impact. This measurement addresses the uncertainty in the

angle of the regional groundwater flow direction (see Tab. 5.4), and helps to infer whether the

contaminant plume will bypass or hit the featured point of compliance (indicated by the white

diamond).

The right side of Fig. 5.3 shows the data impact maps for the eighth placement sequence with-

in the greedy search. All four maps reveal an increased level of noise. This noise is caused

by the degeneration of the bootstrap filter in the forward case (upper row) and by the high-

dimensional pdf estimation in the reverse case (lower row). Furthermore, one can observe a

bias against each other in the overall values of data impact between the two implementations

(note the different color scaling), increasing with the extent of the considered sampling cam-

paign.

The main reason for this increasing bias is the different behavior of the two implementations,

when the ensemble size becomes insufficient given the growing dimensionality of the under-

lying filtering or pdf estimation task. The forward implementation has a tendency to overes-

timate the data impact, because too few realizations remain after conditioning due to filter

degeneration, representing an artificially low level of uncertainty. In the reverse case, the high-

dimensional pdf estimation with a given number of realizations leads to a phenomenon known

as concentration ofmeasure [Ledoux, 2001]: The space is sampled too sparsely, so that no density

differences can be determined numerically. This phenomenon leads to an artificial convergence

of the conditional distribution towards the uniform distribution, which has the highest possible
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Figure 5.3.: Comparison of data impact maps for the forward (upper row) and the reverse (low-

er row) analysis, measured as normalized Mutual Information (MI). The plots on

the left show the data impact maps for placing the third measurement in the greedy

search. The maps reveal the highest data impact for a measurement of hydraulic

head at the location indicated by the red cross. The corresponding plots on the right

side show the data impact maps for the eighth measurement placement, again re-

sulting in an additional hydraulic head measurement. The black circle (hydraulic

conductivity) and crosses (hydraulic head) indicate the previously fixed measure-

ment locations. The white rectangle marks the source location and the white dia-

mond marks the target location (compare Fig. 5.2).
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entropy. Therefore, the reverse analysis tends to underestimate data impact for critically small

ensemble sizes.
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Figure 5.4.: Scatter plot comparing the data impact values obtained from data worth maps in

the reverse and in the forward analyses for the design size (dimension) one to ten

(TC1). Red points indicate measurements of hydraulic head, blue points indicate

measurements of hydraulic conductivity.

Despite the convergence-based bias, the maps show the same characteristics and features: The

bias does not significantly change the spatial structure of the data worth maps. Hence, the bias

does not change the ranking of designs by the utility function, and the search for the optimum

remains unaffected.

To assess whether the ranking in fact remains the same, Fig. 5.4 shows scatter plots comparing

forward-reverse pairs of data impact taken from data worth maps at the same location in the

domain. Both hydraulic conductivity data (blue points) and hydraulic pressure head data (red

points) are shown. The regression coefficient R between both analyses is given for each design

size. With growing dimensionality of the design problem, increasing noise between the two im-

plementations can be seen. The reason is the decreasing statistical approximation quality with

increasing dimensionality when using a constant ensemble size. The different slopes (visible

in the different scales for the X-axis versus the Y-axis) are caused by the bias characteristics
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described above.

Overall, the numerical evidence shown here supports the theoretically derived equality also for

the two different numerical approximations. In specific, the ranking of data impact is mostly

unaffected by the different types of occurring statistical discretization effects. Thus, the main

features of the data impact maps are equal for the two analysis directions, which is crucial to

reach almost identical near-optimal solutions in both implementations.

TC2: Global optimization

Tab. 5.5 the shows results from a global optimization for a set of tenmeasurements in TC2 using

the genetic algorithm (GA) described in Sec. 3.2.2. The table contains, for both analyses, the

highest (best), average (mean) and lowest (worst) re-computed data impact out of the twenty

runs. In brackets, I also provide the values expressed as a percentage relative to the highest

data impact found altogether.

The optimization of the ten-poin design provided the following results. The forward analysis

leads to a best optimal design (out of 20 repetitions) with a data impact of 0.2084. The highest

achieved data impact provided by the reverse formulation is 0.2033, which is very close (97.5%)

to the forward result. The same proximity can be observed in the averaged values (over 20

optimization runs) of data impact as well. The worst case in the forward formulation provides

only 81.9% and is an outlier, for which I assume that it is a non-behaving optimization result of

the GA. Omitting the outlier would result in a newworst case of 91.1%. These results show that

the uncertainty in a global search algorithm and the differences between both implementations

are comparable each other. Also, it shows that the reverse analysis performs well and produces

near-optimal solutions just like the forward one.

Forward Reverse

best 0.2084 (100%) 0.2033 (97.5%)

mean 0.2024 (97.0%) 0.1951 (93.6%)

worst 0.1708 (81.9%) 0.1894 (90.9 %)

Table 5.5.: Ten-point design data impact expressed as relative MI and as percentage compared

to the best value (TC2).

TC3: Evaluation time

This section focuses on the computing times for both implementations. Achieving a substantial

speedup was the primary purpose of introducing the reverse formulation. The computation

time is dependent on the number of measurements, and I therefore analyze the speedup be-

havior over design sizes from one to ten (Fig. 5.5). Designs are taken from TC2 to measure

the average evaluation time for a data impact assessment (one call of the utility function) with

both implementations. I also consider different possible numerical techniques for density esti-

mation, as introduced in Sec. 2.2.3. Below, I will discuss how the observable speed-up is related
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to the specific advantages and challenges of the two analyses. The used CPU and GPU archi-

tecture and hardware for the speed test is given in Appendix B.

Fig. 5.5 shows the different evaluation times for an ensemble size of 5×105 (upper part) as used

in TC1 and 1×105 (lower part) as used in TC2. The forward analysis is shown as blue lines and

the reverse analysis as red lines.
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Figure 5.5.: Average evaluation times for the forward implementation (red line) using the

fastest implementation and reverse implementations (red lines) of mutual infor-

mation. The reverse implementations differ by their applied pdf estimator. The dia-

monds (♦) indicate the estimation based on the Figtree library, the circles (◦) repre-
sent the use of the GPUML library and the start show the times by using the KNN

approach. The left figure shows the evaluation times for an ensemble size of 5×105,

the right part for a size of 1× 105.

The main computational task in the forward analysis is the high-dimensional conditioning on

the measurements, which needs to be repeated over a large number of possible, yet uncollected

measurement values. The red line marked with crosses shows the evaluation times when using

the CPU-based implementation for KDE-based pdf estimation and the weights are evaluated

according to (Appendix A(i)).

For the reverse formulation, the blue line marked with the diamonds (♦) shows the evalua-

tion times based on the KDE-based pdf estimation. The used implementation is based on the

FigTree library by Morariu et al. [2008] (also see Appendix A(ii)). The blue line marked with

the circles indicates the evaluation times for a GPU-based implementation of KDE using the
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GPUML library provided by Srinivasan and Duraiswami [2010] (also see Appendix A(iii)). The

blue line highlighted by the stars (*) shows the evaluation times when the k-th nearest neighbor

(KNN) method is used for estimating the entropy [Singh et al., 2003]. In contrast to the previous

ones, this technique directly evaluates entropy for the neighboring distance, without explicitly

evaluating the pdf.

Among all tested implementations of the reverse implementation, the GPU-based implemen-

tation outperforms all other implementations in almost any case. Its use, however, requires

a graphical processing unit that is configured to execute mathematical calculations. For this

available architecture, the reverse formulation is in any case faster by an order of magnitude

and can reach up to two orders of magnitude for small designs.

In case that only a CPU is available, the KNN estimation of entropy still leads to a speedup

compared to the fastest available implementation of the forward formulation between one and

two orders of magnitude. However, less speedup is achieved compared to the GPU-based eval-

uation, especially for higher dimensions. The KDE-based implementation does outperform the

forward formulation only for small design sizes, but performs best for the data impact estima-

tions of a single measurement. Overall, this shows the advantages of the reverse formulation

to improve the evaluation speed for the estimation of data impact.

5.7. Reverse approximated measures of data impact

So far, I showed how the reverse mindset allows evaluating a fully equivalent alternative calcu-

lation of Mutual Information. Despite the theoretical potentials of the reverse framework, the

involved multivariate entropy estimation for p(y|z) may pose a challenging numerical prob-

lem. This holds especially true when p(y) is high-dimensional, i.e., when many data points

are optimized at once and the dimension of p(y|z) is correspondingly large. However, there

are systems and problem classes in which approximated measures may be sufficiently accurate

or where time pressure makes their use mandatory. For that reason, this section introduces ap-

proximated measures that evolve from this mindset. The key component of such approximated

reverse formulations is an efficient approximation of conditional entropy.

5.7.1. Parametric density and entropy estimation

The key idea followed here is to obtain conditional entropies and corresponding MI values

without numerical pdf estimation. Parametric density estimation is a common approach to

avoid the numerical estimation process, but leads to inaccuracies in cases that the real shape of

the pdf does not match the assumption.

Under the assumption that conditional distribution of the observation quantities p(y|z) shows a

multi-Gaussian dependency, the exact value of the conditional entropy can be calculated based

on the covariance matrix Q of the distribution. This approximated entropy is called Gaussian

Entropy hG in the following and is calculated according to Cover and Thomas [2006] in the fol-

lowing way:

hG(Nnd
(µ,Q)) =

1

2
ln(2πe)nd detQ, (5.18)
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where det denotes the determinant applied on the covariance matrixQ and nd is the number of

dimensions. For a single measurement, the variance itself is a scalar quantity that can be used

as an objective function.

Replacing the (conditional) entropy in the reverse formulation by a Gaussian Entropy approx-

imation leads to a reverse approximation of Mutual Information MIG. The conditioning is

applied exactly as in Sec. 5.4.3. Only the density estimation step is simplified by an analyti-

cal estimate based on the covariance. The conditional (co-)variances Qyy|z are evaluated for

each subsample z ∈ Zn. The analytical Eq. (5.18) for Gaussian entropy leads to the conditional

entropy of each subsample j:

ĥG,j(y(d)|z ∈ Zn) =
1

2
log((2πe)nd |Qyy|z +Ry|) (5.19)

where Ry is the covariance of the measurement errors ǫy. The prior Gaussian entropy is eval-

uated accordingly. Like in Sec. 5.4.3, the evaluation of the preposterior expectation is averaged

over all subsets of Zq, which leads to the following approximation of data impact:

φ̂MIG
rev (d) = ĥG(y(d)) −

1

q

q
∑

j=1

ĥG,j(y(d)|z ∈ Zj) (5.20)

Using this parametric entropy estimate simplifies the numerical effort tremendously, as a nu-

merical density estimation is no longer required. Instead, the underlying assumption is that

each conditional joint distribution of measurements p(y|z) is multi-Gaussian and therefore the

entropy estimation requires only their covarianceQyy|z . In addition to this much easier estima-

tion process, the required sample size to estimate a stable covariance is much smaller than the

one required for pdf estimation.

5.7.2. Numerical test case

In this section, I apply the parametric reverse estimation of MI via MIG(see Eq. (5.16)) to the

test case from Sec. 5.6 and assess the loss of estimation quality compared to the fully nonlinear

evaluation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.6 and indicates that the approximation performs well

in lower dimensions. The reason is that, in this particular system, the nonlinear dependencies

mainly arise within the model relation for the prediction z, while the multi-Gaussian assump-

tion betweenmeasurements is adequate. For higher dimensions, increasingly strong errors can

be found especially for head measurements.

Fig. 5.7 shows the same analysis for the EnKF-based data impact estimation (as introduced in

Sec. 3.3.1) for a direct comparison. The EnKF additionally approximates the relation the con-

ditioning procedure based on data-prediction covariances Qyz , while reverse approximated

MI performs accurate conditioning. The comparison to the full nonlinear Mutual Information

shows the inaccuracy of this approximation. Starting from the first dimensions, head measure-

ments are systematically underestimated, as the nonlinearity is partly invisible to linearized

approaches. These results are in accordance with the comparison in Fig. 4.8.

The direct comparison of Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 shows clear evidence, how the partly nonlinear

assessment of the reverse approach shows much better approximation quality. Apparently, the
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assumption of conditional multi-Gaussian distributed data is less severe than the underlying

unconditional Gaussian assumptions for fully-linear data impact estimates (see Sec. 3.3.1).
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Figure 5.6.: Scatter plot comparing MI (Eq. 5.16) and the reverse covariance-based approxima-

tion (Eq. 5.20) for the design size (dimension) one to ten within TC1. Red points:

hydraulic head; blue points: hydraulic conductivity.

Finally, the same test case allows to assess the reduced computational time achieved by the

approximation. Fig. 5.8 compares the evaluation times of the covariance-based approximation

of MI to the times for the reverse evaluation of full MI (compare Fig. 5.5). The evaluation times

achieved with the reverse approximated entropy are again one order magnitude smaller than

the fastest non-parametric and accurate implementation of reverse MI.

The main reason is, as already mentioned, the absence of the need to estimate a high-

dimensional pdf. Since the GPU architecture is specifically powerful for the fast evaluation of

pdf s, the possibility to outsource the covariance approximation to the GPUwas not considered.
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Figure 5.7.: Scatter plot comparing MI (Eq. 5.16) and the EnKF-based approximation (Eq. 3.5)

for the design size (dimension) one to ten (TC1). Red points: hydraulic head; blue

points: hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 5.8.: Computation times of the parametric approximation of reverse Mutual Informa-

tion. Without the need of numerical pdf estimation, this approximation is much

faster, but potentially inaccurate.

5.8. Summary and conclusion

Summary: In this chapter, I developed a reverse mindset and methods for data impact anal-

ysis that can be shown to theoretically yield fully identical optimal designs. In addition, I il-

lustrated this equality in a discrete example. Further, I highlighted the numerical challenges in

both conventional and reverse analyses and derived a high speed-up potential for the reverse

analysis. In the second part of this chapter, I developed an actual implementation of the re-

verse analysis and compared it to the forward implementation in terms of quality and speed. In

Sec. 5.7, I developed a parametric and thus partly approximated measure for data impact with-

in the reverse mindset. This is based on the analytical evaluation of entropy for multi-Gaussian

distributions. The implementation provides significantly better results compared to fully linear

measures as the one based on the EnKF at comparable evaluations times. This concludes Step

II within this thesis.

Overview of data impact estimates The purpose of this section is to give the reader a quick

overview of the data impact estimates within this thesis. The methods are listed in Tab. 5.6,

starting with the simplest method based on the FOSM approach on the left and listing in-

creasingly more complex methods towards the right. The table lists the used analysis type for

statistical dependency, the type of Bayesian update, the applied uncertainty measure and the

required assumptions for each approach.

In addition, the individual implementations within this thesis are listed. Except of the FOSM-

based approach, all mentioned methods are ensemble-based and therefore rely on converged
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ensemble statistics. The list is organized so that the severeness of assumptions is increasing

towards the left. This coincides with an obvious reduction in the computational costs.

EnKF-basedData impact
estimation

Reverse
variance-based

Forward
Variance-based

Foward / Reverse
MI

Compuational costs

Required
assumptions:

multi-Gaussian
distribution

p(y,z)

conditional
multi-Gaussian

distribution
p(y|z)

section: 3.3.1 section: 4.3

section: 5.3

Assumptions

FOSM-based

Evaluation of
statistical

dependence

local 
sensitivity

global 
sensitivity

Uncertainty 
measure

second order 
variance

second order 
variance

Gaussian 
entropy

conditional
pdf

conditional
pdf

conditional
pdf

Bayesian
update linear linear nonlinear nonlinear nonlinear

entropysecond order 
variance

multi-Gaussian
distribution

p(y,s,z)

Implement-
ation

within this 
thesis

section: 5.7.1

- -

section: 5.3
-

Table 5.6.: Summary of applied data impact estimates within this thesis. The linearization with-

in the estimation raises to the left side, whereas the estimation complexity is higher

to the right.

This list of methods for data impact analysis leaves the modeler with the choice which level of

complexity is adequate for the currently investigated system. This choice needs to be adequate

for the underlying systemmodel to prevent severe approximation errors.

Conclusions: From this combined theoretical and numerical investigation, I conclude the

following:

(1) The reverse formulation for nonlinear data impact assessment is theoretically identical

to the classical forward analysis. The numerical implementation of the reverse approach

provides design quality values that are comparable to those of the forward formulation.

(2) The theoretical speedup potential leads to a practical speedup in most numerical test cas-

es. The fastest implementation showed at least a speed-up of one order of magnitude and
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up to two orders of magnitude for small ensemble sizes and low numbers of measure-

ments

(3) The choice of the numerical technique for high-dimensional pdf -estimation is essential to

optimally exploit the speedup promised by the theoretical considerations. In this context,

GPU-based kernel density estimators performed best. The KNN-based entropy estima-

tion performed best among the CPU-based estimators.

(4) In general, the new reverse approach allows modelers to apply nonlinear estimation of

data impact within DoE for larger and more complex, realistic problems.

(5) The approximation of the data as multi-Gaussian yields tremendously shorter evaluation

times and a much lower required number of realizations. Simultaneously, it showed in

general a significantly higher design quality compared to the fully linear approach based

on the EnKF. This is the case because the reverse approximation is able to assess parts of

the nonlinear dependencies of the system.





6. Interactive design of experiments

This chapter resembles Step IIIwithin this thesis and approaches a fundamental problemwith-

in simulation-based DoE of data acquisition. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, any optimized decision

strategy is based on the current (available) model, which is considered to suffer from unac-

ceptably large uncertainty. Otherwise, one would not desire to acquire more data and to opti-

mize their acquisition. Yet, this uncertain model is the basis of data impact estimation and is

employed multiple times within the estimation and optimization of data impact. In fact, one

can regard the suggested optimal data acquisition design as yet another uncertain prediction

output of the inaccurate model. As long as DoE is considered to be a time-consuming and com-

putationally expensive process and executed before the data collection, this dependence on the

current knowledge state is inevitable. However, the fast implementation achieved in Step II

allows to consider a conceptually new approach to improve the robustness against surprises

brought by new data. A sufficiently fast design process would allow interactive integration

of the design process within the process of data acquisition and model updating. Conceptual

considerations and two actual interactive approaches are introduced in following sections.

6.1. Introduction

DoE of data acquisition for model calibration relies on a model-based utility function, which

is evaluated as an output of an uncertain system model. The prior model represents the cur-

rent belief about the modeled system and is therefore subject to structural, parametric and

conceptional uncertainty. The utility function based on this model represents its correspond-

ing information needs, but at the same time suffers from the very uncertainty that poses these

information needs. Despite the accurate incorporation of all sources of uncertainty to avoid

making wrong claims of knowledge, the model (and hence also the model-based optimal de-

signs) may still be subject to possibly erroneous and wrong assumptions. Hence, the actual

measurement and data impact values of the unknown reality will probably be included in the

model as a low-probability event, if at all. In other words: Through setting up a model inten-

tionally equipped with uncertainty (and for good reasons), one just admitted explicitly that the

model needs improvement and that any model-based quantity (including any found optimal

design) needs improvement as well.

Nevertheless, the uncertain model is the currently best prediction model and is therefore used

for the estimation of future data impact. The dependence of decisions concerning data collec-

tion on an initially unsatisfying model is the key motivation in the current chapter, and will be

discussed next (Sec. 6.1.1), followed by a review of the currently sparse state of the art in this

field (Sec. 6.1.2).
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6.1.1. Prior model dependency

As shown in previous chapters, dealing with complex and nonlinear models requires adequate-

ly complex estimates of data impact. This leads to an extensive analysis of the prior model (see

Chap. 4) as the most appropriate representation of the current belief system. It introduces a

high dependency of the obtained estimates and related design decisions on the current pri-

or. Specifically, there are four aspects to be recognized as to how the prior model is used in

nonlinear data impact estimation:

• The prior model is used to encode the general initial state of knowledge and uncertain-

ties in describing the system via prior assumptions and distributions using uncertainty

quantification methods.

• Parameter uncertainty is propagated via the prior model to relevant to prediction quanti-

ty, which is relevant to define information deficits and needs for task-driven approaches.

• The prior model is currently the best representation of the system, and therefore the most

reliable available source of future data. It is therefore used to anticipate the distribution

of the (yet uncollected) data values p(yd).

• For each anticipated potential set of data, the prior model is used in an inverse mode to

assess the (nonlinear) impact of proposed designs, based on Bayesian inference.

It needs to be stressed again that , if properly set up, the prior model is the best available rep-

resentation of the system, given all a-priori available information. For this reason, it is difficult

to argue against its usefulness within the estimation of data impact. However, the prior model

is subject to several uncertainties that are perceived as being to large; otherwise one would not

plan to collect additional data. These uncertainties are described in Sec. 2.3.1) and contain:

• parametric uncertainty,

• structural uncertainty,

• conceptual uncertainty (e.g., initial and boundary conditions or model choice),

• observation uncertainty and

• uncertainty in the simulation of future values of measurement data.

So, in summary, the model-based utility function is a useful (and best available) estimate of

data impact, but is subject to the same uncertainty as any other model output. This reveals an

inherent vicious cycle for model-based DoE. The less one knows and the more one needs addi-

tional information, the less the current knowledge is useful to aid in identifying and collecting

the required information.

6.1.2. State of the art

There exist only few approaches that directly address this problematic dependency of DoE

on the prior. One general approach for dealing with uncertain utility functions is optimiza-

tion under uncertainty, which is reviewed by Sahinidis [2004]. Examples are Conditional Monte-

Carlo simulation [e.g., Maxwell et al., 1999; Copty and Findikakis, 2000] and chance constraints
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[e.g., Tung, 1986; Bear and Sun, 1998; Freeze and Gorelick, 1999]. The noisy genetic algorithm

[Gopalakrishnan et al., 2003] is an adapted genetic algorithm, which is designed specifically to ef-

fectively optimize uncertain utility functions in an expected sense. In addition, multi-objective

frameworks, like robust optimization [e.g., Zang et al., 2005] introduce robustness against uncer-

tain parameters as a second utility function. Multi-objective search algorithms like, e.g., the

BORG algorithm [Hadka and Reed, 2013] could be used to find the so-called pareto optima that

offer trade-off solutions between highest expected utility and least sensitivity to uncertainty.

All approaches in the field of robust design trade some of the achievable expected data im-

pact for more robust and reliable performance is less favorable cases. This means that expected

performance loss is the price to pay for being robust against uncertainties. Furthermore, all

approaches are only able to consider robustness against parametric and structural uncertain-

ties encoded in the prior. The methods, however, fail to consider the possibility of changing

priors and surprising (low-probability) measurement data, which cannot be modeled easily.

Therefore, the approach in this chapter follows a conceptually different approach.

6.2. Approach

The key idea in this chapter is to interactively include the data collection andmodel updating in

the design process within DoE. The approach uses the prior model to optimize data collection,

then collects and uses a small fraction of these data , updates (and thus improve) the model ,

and then re-iterates the optimization for the remainder of data collection in small successive

steps. This idea allows for two, fundamentally different, potentials to improve the overall ben-

efits of the data collection and to make it more robust against uncertainty in the the initial prior

model:

(a) Retrospective potential is the potential of working with a successively improved model

in the DoE. The interactive coupling leverages the earliest possible use of data subsets,

such that the model and the remaining design process improve progressively with the

newly available data. Later stages of the interactive designs become more specific to the

updated and hence changing information needs. This reduces the dependency on the pri-

or model assumptions. Overall, the model improves successively, which leads to superior

and more specific field acquisition designs.

(b) Prospective potential is the potential that is generated by specifically constructing de-

signs by anticipating future retrospective potentials. This requires the utility function to

include the effects of model updating on later design stages. However, anticipating such

effects requires heavily nested optimization loops and inference, which would require

enormous computational resources. The arising type of optimization is similar to recur-

sive stochastic decision problems [e.g., Shapiro and Homem-de Mello, 1998; Shapiro et al.,

2009]. For example, introducing only two interactive sequences would require evaluat-

ing a nested second-stage DoE problem for each combination of design and possible data

value outcome (preposterior state) in the first sequence. In the literature, only stochastic

programing [Shapiro, 2008] follows similar principles, however on a drastically simpli-

fied level: It assumes that the uncertainty in the utility function reduces over time inde-
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pendent of design decisions. Usually, at most two stages [e.g., Shapiro, 2008] and only

linear(ized) models are considered feasible. This would also affect the initial sequence

to potentially increase the learning within the following design process, in contrast to

retrospective learning.

In nonlinear DoE problems (for which one single optimization lasts from hours to days), nest-

ed optimization procedures seem infeasible. Therefore, I concentrate on retrospective learning

approaches, which can be accomplished relatively fast. In the following, I will show two ap-

proaches: Sequential DoE in Sec. 6.2.1 and Adaptive DoE in Sec. 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Sequential design of experiments

As the easiest approach, I suggest using sequential design of experiments (SeqDoE) [e.g.,

Federov and Hackl, 1997; Ford and Titterington, 1989;Hu, 1998; Feyen and Gorelick, 2005] as one ap-

proach to introduce the most simple approach for interaction between design and acquisition

phase. Instead of optimizing all measurements jointly, only a sub-design of a fixed size is opti-

mized in the first sequence. Then, the data according to that sub-design are collected and used

to update the model for each following sequence. SeqDoE was mainly introduced to overcome

the complex combinatorial problem [e.g., Haber et al., 2008] of optimizing many measurements

jointly. In SeqDoE, each subsequence is optimized independently, which tremendously simpli-

fies the design optimization problem. Similar to Greedy search algorithms, the statistical inter-

dependency betweenmeasurements of the current sequence to those of future sequences is not

considered anymore. This potentially decreases the overall performance, because earlier design

sequences do not consider their possible redundancy with later design sequences. Hence, the

overall global character of optimization is lost. The loss of globality becomes obvious in the

extreme case that each sequence contains only one measurement. In that case, SeqDoE in fact

reduces to greedy search, but wit the differences that data are collected and used immediately,

one by one.

Fig. 6.1 (left) depicts how the global aspect of search gets lost with increasing number of small-

er and smaller subsequences. However, the earlier incorporation of data leads to more robust

and more efficient designs through retrospective potentials. By using independent design se-

quences, it is not possible to maximize the feedback from early data without losing the global

character of optimization. Which one of the those two effects (retrospective learning potential

or loss of globality) prevails will remain to be seen later in this chapter.

6.2.2. Adaptive design of experiments

Secondly, I developed a second interaction strategy, to which I refer as adaptive design of ex-

periments (AdpDoE). This adapted scheme aims to benefit from the same interactive use of

data during the optimization, similar to SeqDoE. However, it will try to consider all statistical

interdependencies between measurements of all subsequences. To do so, at first the full de-

sign is optimized as in a non-interactive case. The globally optimized full design provides the

best estimate of expected data utility, based on the given (prior) state of knowledge and all its
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deficits. In contrast to the classical non-interactive design, however, not all data is collected, but

only themost informative sub-design is identified from the full design. Similar to SeqDoE, after

the subset is identified, the data is collected and the current model is updated. This resulting

intermediate posterior model replaces the current prior model and is then used to adapt or re-

optimize the remaining part of the full design in the next loop. This interactive data collection

and adaptation is continued until all measurements are collected. By doing so, the AdpDoE

approach is able to increase the retrospective potential without losing the global character of

the optimization, which is depicted on the right side of Fig. 6.1.

Number of subsequences

RetrospectiveGlobality of

Sequential DoE

Number of subsequences

Adaptive DoE

the optimizaton potential

(smaller subdesigns) (smaller subdesigns)

RetrospectiveGlobality of
the optimizaton potential

Figure 6.1.: Illustration of the opposing effects of increased retrospective potential through larg-

er feedback frequency for SeqDoE and for AdpDoE.

The mathematical formulations of both adaptive schemes, SeqDoE and AdpDoE, will be pro-

vided in detail in Sec. 6.3. The numerical implementations required for the study to investigate

the new interactive methodologies are discussed in Sec. 6.4. The synthetic numerical study is

introduced in Sec. 6.5 with the goal of comparing the different interaction strategies. I will also

address the question of which interaction frequency (number of subsequences) leads to the best

overall performance. The results are discussed and compared in Sec. 6.6.

6.3. Mathematic formulation of the interaction methodolog ies

In this section, I introduce in detail three different strategies, which differ in their interaction

level between campaign design and acquisition. All strategies are applied for a DoE problem

to optimally design a set of n measurements. A utility function Φ as defined in Sec. 6.4.2 is

applied as a common goal of the data collection. This goal (expressed as a function) is also

used as a measure of the final success to compare the different methodologies. As discussed,

the utility function is dependent on the current model beliefMi, which is now changing during

the design process. Therefore, I formally introduce the new functional dependence of the utility

function as:

Φ = f(di,Mi), (6.1)
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where Mi ∼ p(s,θ, ξ|y0, ..., yi−1) resembles the current model belief at the design stage i, de-

fined by the distribution of the uncertain parameters conditioned on the already available mea-

surements. In the interactive context, the actual measurement values y(di) from of the data

acquisition executed according to the design stage di is shortly denoted as yi.

Three different schemes are introduced in the next sections, and are also illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
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M3
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C Data collection D Design phase S Sub design selection Model update

Figure 6.2.: Three interaction methodologies: (1) On the left Static DoE, where the whole design

is globally optimized under the prior model Mo and then data is collected. (2) The

center figure depicts Sequential DoE, which uses data from previous sequences for

a better design of the following sequences. (3) Adaptive DoE on the right side is

also using previously collected data to adapt later sequences, but in contrast to

Sequential DoE, in each sequence the full design is optimized jointly to in a global

fashion and only a most suitable subset is collected at each stage.

6.3.1. Non-interactive/static design of experiments (StD oE)

The non-interactive DoE (shortly referred to as Static DoE, StDoE) is introduced as the state-of-

the-art reference, which does not benefit from any interaction. The design problem in the full

design space D is globally solved once to get the optimal design dSt
opt according to:

dSt
opt = argmax

d∈D

[

φ(d,M0)

]

, (6.2)

whereM0 is the prior model and D is the design space of nmeasurements. This setup is iden-

tical with the general design problem as defined in Sec. 3.1. After that, the data acquisition is

executed according to dSt
opt and the resulting data values are used for one single model update.

In this setup, the optimization and data acquisition is clearly separated and the final quality

depends highly on the prior modelM0. The left side of Fig. 6.2 provides the schematic of static

DoE for an example with a total of ten measurements.
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6.3.2. Sequential design of experiments (SeqDoE)

SeqDoE splits the full (nd×1) design d inm independent design sequences di. Each sub design

problem di creates smaller design spaces D
Sq
i . In each sequence, the DoE problem is solved

independently, by maximizing the design utility.

d
Sq
opt,i = arg max

di∈DSq

[

φ(d,Mi−1)

]

i = 1, ...,m, (6.3)

The optimization is followed by collection of field data according to d
Sq
opt,i and the actual mea-

surement values yi are used to update the model Mi−1 by Bayesian inference of the uncertain

parameters (s,θ, ξ). This leads to a new model beliefMi, which is defined as:

Mi ∼ pMi(s,θ, ξ) = p(s,θ, ξ|yi, ..,yi), (6.4)

where yk = y(dSqk ) are the data sets collected under the previous design stages k = 0, .., i − 1.

Compared to static optimal design (StDoE), this sequential structure has twomajor advantages.

First, it has the possibility to exploit the retrospective potential by incorporating newly avail-

able data, by updating the distribution p(s), p(z) and p(yd). Second, the sub-designs contain a

lower number of measurements, which reduces the dimensionality of the design space in each

sequence by a factor of m. Therefore, the search problem as well as the statistical and numer-

ical approximation of the parameter dependencies simplify drastically, leading to much faster

optimization. This simplification of the optimization problem was one of the main intentions

for the use of SeqDoE in literature [e.g., Guest and Curtis, 2009], but simultaneously leads to the

loss of the globality of the optimization.

6.3.3. Adaptive design of experiments (AdpDoE)

Adaptive design of experiments (AdpDoE) is set up to benefit from the same retrospective

feedback potential as SeqDoE, without suffering from the loss of global optimization. This is

accomplished by applying the following steps in each of them sequences, which are similar to

those introduced for SeqDoE. The first step in each sequence i is to optimize the full remaining

design problem in a global fashion, which is defined by the design space D
Adp
i . This space

comprises all remaining measurements. Therefore, initially the full design problem is solved,

exactly as in the non-interactive case illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The adaptive design problem for

sequence i is generally described as:

d
Adp
i∗ = arg max

d∈DAdp
i

[

φ(d,Mi−1)

]

i = 1, ...,m (6.5)

The second step in each stage is to select a subset sized n/m of the (remaining) full design.

Different selection criteria are possible, depending upon if themodelerwishes to direct or assist

the design process by, for instance, focusing on the identification of structural parameters in

early sequences. If that is not the case, the intuitive choice is to use the subset that promises
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the individually highest (current) expected data impact, measured by φ(d,Mi). The selection

of the sub-design in the adaptive sequence of the i-th sequence is therefore formulated as:

d
Adp
opt,i = arg max

d⊂d
Adp
i∗

[

φ(d,Mi−1)

]

i = 1, ...,m, (6.6)

which then is carried out in the field to collect the data accordingly. The data y(dAdp
opt,i) are

subsequently incorporated by Bayesian inference, resulting in an updated model Mi and the

respective distributions pMi(s), pMi(z) and pMi(yd).

The restriction that, in each sequence, the actual design is a subset of the globally optimized

design d
Apt
i∗ has the intended purpose to ensure the global character of the optimization. It

prohibits the isolation of each design sequence from the remaining optimization, especially for

a high number of interaction sequencesm.

6.4. Implementation

6.4.1. Ensemble-based Bayesian update

This section describes the implementation of Bayesian updating (as described in Sec. 2.3.5) of

the current model after each data acquisition sequence in the interactive strategies. The used

updating algorithm needs to be fast and efficient, since real-time capabilities for the interactive

coupling with data collection are desired. Similar to the approach in Chap. 4, a single prior

ensemble of sufficient size is generated so that it is able to provide a sufficiently large posterior

ensemble at each design sequence. Thus, I choose a simple rejection sampling scheme to extract

the individual posterior ensemble after each design sequence out of the ensemble that repre-

sents the preceding sequences. This avoids the cumbersome generation of new realizations.

For the rejection sampling after sampling data yi in sequence i, a rejection factor ψ needs to be

computed, which is:

ψ = max
j=1...nMC

L((s,θ, ξ)j|yi, ..,yi)

L((s,θ, ξ)j)
, (6.7)

where nMC is the size of the preceding ensemble. This factor represents the maximal likelihood

found within the current prior ensemble. The acceptance probability of realization j to become

member of the next posterior is computed as:

pacc,j = Pr
(

uj <
L((s,θ, ξ)j |yi)

L((s,θ, ξ)j) ψ

)

; uj ∼ U [0, 1] (6.8)

The Bayesian update by rejection sampling simply eliminates all realizations according to their

likelihood to not comply with the latest collected data. In the result, this is equivalent to work-

ing with a likelihood-weighted version of the prior ensemble as in the bootstrap filter. Howev-

er, rejection sampling reduces the ensemble size and avoids weighted statistics. Therefore, it is

much faster than using weighted ensembles based on the BF. This comes, of course, at the cost

of slightly reduced accuracy by increased numerical noise. This tradeoff is gladly accepted in

the current real-time context.
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6.4.2. Utility function

As discussed in the previous chapters, the choice of the utility function to estimate data impact

fundamentally influences the computational times to solve the DoE problem. Therefore, inter-

active DoE strategies can only consider data impact measures that allow fast implementation

techniques of data impact estimates. Despite of being the potentially fastest choice, at the time

of this thesis, the reverse approaches from Chap. 5 had not been published. Therefore, I chose

the forward data impact measure based on variance from Sec. 4.3. The nonlinearly assessed

conditional variance has an additional advantage in this context that it requires a smaller pos-

terior sample size compared to the fully accurate evaluation of MI. The implementation of the

utility function used in the case study is given in Eq. (4.7). Other choices of utility functions

and their impact on the interactive performance will be investigated in the following chapter

Chap. 7.

6.5. Application and test

To compare the different DoE/DA interaction strategies, I choose a contaminant transport sce-

nario in a heterogeneous aquifer, similar to the one featured in Chaps. 4-5. In addition to mea-

surements of hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic head, this scenario also considers a mea-

surements of a steady state pumping test. The physical properties of the scenario are described

in detail in Sec. 6.5.1. The different test cases, which are considered to evaluate and compare

the performance of the different DoE/DA strategies, are introduced in Sec. 6.5.2.

6.5.1. Scenario setup

The featured system is a depth-averaged heterogeneous aquifer with a recent (but from then on

continuous) contaminant spill at a known location. The system geometry is sketched in Fig. 6.3,

including the location of the source(xs, ys) = (80m, 80m), a prediction target and the location

of the boundary conditions. The uncertain structural parameters of the uncertain transmissi-

tivity field T(x) of the heterogeneous aquifer are given in Tab. 6.1. Furthermore, the general

flow direction is assumed to deviate from the centerline of the system by an unknown angle

ν. Flow boundary conditions are implemented as Dirichlet boundaries to match the random-

ly drawn values of ν per realization. The transport boundary conditions are set to zero for the

domain boundaries and to themaximum concentration c0 in the source area. All known param-

eter values and prior distributions for unknown parameters (geostatistical and flow transport

parameter) are given in Tab. 6.1.

The prior model setup as described above is used to generate a prior model ensemble that

contains structural and parametric uncertainty. This prior model is used to generate 50 random

synthetic realities for testing purposes and a prior ensemble of five million realizations for the

optimal design of data acquisition (see Sec. 2.3.1).

I consider three different measurements types: hydraulic conductivity T , hydraulic head h and

drawdowndata d from the pumping test. The drawdowndata are from a steady-state pumping
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80 m

18
0
m

86 m

Simulation Area: 320m x 220m

Design Area: 260m x 160m

Prediction80 m
0

Source

Dirichlet BC

Pumping well

Dirichlet BC

target

Figure 6.3.: Numerical example, including the location of the boundary conditions, contami-

nant source location and the target location for the concentration prediction. The

design area contains all possible measurement locations that are discretized on a

regular grid with two meter spacing.
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Transport parameters

Head gradient γ [-] 0.01

Effective porosity ne [-] 0.35

Local-scale dispersivities [αl, αt] [m] [0.5, 0.125]

Diffusion coefficient Dm [m2/s] 10−9

Contamination width ls [m] 20

Geostatistical model parameters θ

Global mean β1 = lnT [-] ln 10−5

Trend in mean β2 [-] 0

*Variance σ2T [-] N (µ = 2.0, σ = 0.3)

*Integral scale λ [m] N (µ = 15, σ = 2.0)

*Matérn Kappa κ [-] U(a = 5, b = 36)

Boundary parameters

*Deviation from center ν [◦] N (µ = 0.0, σ = 10)

Measurement error standard deviations

Hydraulic conductivity σr,T [-] 1.00

Hydraulic head σr,h [m] 0.01

Drawdown σr,d [m] 0.02

Table 6.1.: Known and unknown model parameters for the flow, transport and geostatistical

mode,l and assumed measurement errors

test with the pumping location being at (xp, yp) = (160m, 86m). The considered measurement

errors for each type are given at the bottom of Tab. 6.1.

6.5.2. Test case setup

Each strategy is applied to optimally design a total number of ten measurements. Each DoE

problem is solved using the genetic algorithm introduced in Sec. 3.2.2. Three test cases with

some variations each are performed and summarized in Tab. 6.2:

Test case A1 to A2 is the non-interactive reference without any data feedback, according to

Sec. 6.3.1. Therefore, the result of TC-A is only one single optimal design, which is based on

the prior model. For testing and comparison, this design is finally applied for data acquisition

in each of the 50 synthetic realities and the corresponding 50 actual data impact values are

calculated. Both a local GS and a global GA are applied as search algorithms.

Test cases B1 to B3 employ the sequential DoE/DA strategy accordingly to Sec. 6.3.2. The

three variants consider two, five and ten sub-sequences, to investigate the influence of interac-
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tion frequency (retrospective potential) versus the loss in globality of the optimization. After

the initial design, each synthetic reality provides different measurement values yR(di), which

lead to different optimal designs in later sequences. This will provide 50 different optimal de-

signs, for which the actual data impact is calculated after the final updating step. The use of

the GS algorithm in TC-B3, does not effect the globality of the design, since the GS performs a

global search for a single measurement.

Test cases C1 to C3 apply the adaptive DoE/DA strategy according to Sec. 6.3.3. Again, dif-

ferent numbers of sub-sequences are considered. Apart from the different DoE/DA strategies,

the test cases are evaluated in the same fashion as TC-B1-B3.

6.6. Results

In this section, I will discuss the results from the application example. After revisiting the base-

case TC-A of non-interactive design in Sec. 6.6.1, I will first point out in Sec. 6.6.2 how feed-

back from data (i.e., the retrospective potential) is influencing the consecutive design process.

Sec. 6.6.3 focuses on the differences between the adaptive and the sequential scheme that arise

from the reduced optimization complexity within the sequential approach. It will become clear

that dropping measurement interdependencies between measurements leads to a focus on in-

dividually strong measurements. In Sec. 6.6.4, I will illustrate the overall performance of the

different schemes with respect to the optimization task, using the average performance over all

50 synthetic realities as metric for comparison.

6.6.1. Base case: non-interactive design (TC-A1 - A2)

Before focusing on the feedback effects, it is required to briefly introduce the results of the non-

interactive design (StDoE) applied in test case TC-A. StDoE only provides one set of optimal

Reference (1) Interaction type (2) Number of Search

type sequences algorithm

TC-A1 StDoE 1 GA

TC-A2 StDoE 1 GS

TC-B1 SeqDoE 2 GA

TC-B2 SeqDoE 5 GA

TC-B3 SeqDoE 10 GS

TC-C1 AdpDoE 2 GA

TC-C2 AdpDoE 5 GA

TC-C3 AdpDoE 10 GA

Table 6.2.: Definition of test cases
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measurement locations and types, since no feedback mechanisms apply. The resulting opti-

mal placement of ten measurements is depicted in Fig. 6.4. Five measurements of hydraulic

conductivity at the source region are selected for the quantification the contaminant discharge

from the source, whereas five hydraulic head measurements close to the boundaries provide

information about the ambient flow direction. Overall, these characteristics are similar to those

discussed before in Chap. 4, as the test cases resemble each other and no drawdown data were

identified to be useful in this design approach.
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Figure 6.4.: Non-interactive optimal design for placing ten measurements of either hydraulic

conductivity (o) or hydraulic head (x), resulting from StDoE. In addition, the aver-

age contaminant plume is depicted in the background.

6.6.2. Data feedback effects (TC-B2)

To illustrate the effect of interactive feedback, I chose test case TC-B2, which optimizes five

consecutive sets of two measurements each. Of course, feedback effects of data are individual-

ly different for each of the 50 synthetic realities. The reason is that, in each of the 50 realities,

the later design sequences depend on the actual data valued collected from the specified syn-

thetic reality in the previous design sequences. Thus, the feedback effects cannot be illustrated

completely. Instead, they are illustrated by two main characteristics:

• The influence that early knowledge on the source discharge has on the remaining optimal

designs of all later sequences.

• The influence that knowledge about the ambient flow direction has on the remaining

design sequences.

These aspects were chosen, because the static design in Fig. 6.4 revealed that the source dis-

charge and the ambient flow direction offer a high information value for this given problem.

Early source discharge information: Since the source is defined as a Dirichlet condition

(c = c0), the contaminant mass discharge from the source is proportional to the amount of wa-

ter flowing through the source area (ṁ ∼ qsource). Fig. 6.5 illustrates the way how SeqDoE is
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adapting subsequent measurement designs, based on the corresponding early information. As

an illustration, the synthetic realities are split into realities with the 20 highest and 20 lowest

source discharge values. The remaining 10 cases are dropped to intensify the difference be-

tween high and low discharge. The left side within the upper row of Fig. 6.5 shows the average

contaminant plume for the twenty realities with the lowest discharge, and the right side for

the twenty realities with the highest discharge. One can easily see that the higher discharge

leads to a wider plume and to a higher chance of the plume to actually hit the target location.

The contour lines outline different concentration levels within the contaminant plume. The fig-

ure also shows the initial set of two measurements that are located at the source. These two

measurements are the result of the optimization in the first sub-sequence, based on the pri-

or sample, still without any feedback. Therefore, this first design sequence is identical for all

underlying synthetic realities. The correspondingly collected data values on source-area con-

ductivity, however, differ in the individual synthetic realities. From this point on, the design

process receives different feedback from the individual realities and hence evolves differently.

The three lower plots on the left side in Fig. 6.5 show all optimal measurement locations for the

low-discharge case in all 20 realities. The resulting measurements from all subsequences are

plotted together in one single plot to reveal the common design characteristics that result from

the early information on low discharge. The three measurement types (conductivity, heads and

drawdown) are separated in individual plots, supplemented by the measurement placement

density. The three plots on the right side show the respective information for the high-discharge

cases.

For measurements of hydraulic conductivity, the plots in the second row show more intensive

sampling of the source region for low discharge. There are two possible reasons for this: First,

additional sampling can help to further identify the real source discharge. This information

can significantly reduce the prediction variance at the target point in case the source discharge

is close to zero. In this case, the prediction variance becomes zero as well. Secondly, the exact

position of the small contaminant plumes that emerge from low-discharge source areas is diffi-

cult to track far downstream. Therefore, the limited number of allowed measurements can not

serve to sufficiently locate the path of the plume. This leads to reduced sampling of hydraulic

headmeasurements (typically used to infer the transverse gradient in TCA, and thus serving to

track the plume) as depicted in the third row. Instead, drawdown measurements are preferred

in the region around the well. These data provide information about the meso-scale conductiv-

ity around the well and therefore about the local flow field around the target location (which

is identical to the pumping test well). This helps to infer whether there are local flow focusing

effects at the target location, and thus convey the information whether the plume (although

relatively thin) might be detoured into or away from the target location.

For high source discharge, and therefore broader contaminant plumes, the respective optimal

designs follow different information needs (see right column of Fig. 6.5). The source region

is still sampled in a similar fashion by conductivity measurements, however with more focus

on the flanking regions. These measurements put the measurements of source conductivity in

relation to the neighboring values and help to identify whether the flow focusing effects that

lead to high-discharge areas possibly favors the flow from north to south of the centerline.

Non-symmetric flow focusing leads to broad plumes that, on average, may have their plume
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fringes (rather than the plume center line) aligned with the center line of the domain. The most

prominent change of sampling can be identified for hydraulic head measurements, which are

almost doubled in their number. Not only the uncertain boundary condition is sampled, but al-

so locations downstream of the source are of importance. The reason is that a broad plume will

most likely hit the well location, leading to possibly high concentration values. Therefore, even

an approximate path of the plume (as provided by head measurement) offers high informa-

tion with respect to the target concentration. This helps to distinguish cases in which either the

plume center, or only the outer flanks, hit the well location. The local flow characteristics with-

in the well region are, however, less informative for a broad and more homogeneous plume.

Therefore, drawdown data are only sampled in very few cases.
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Early ambient flow information: The second important information which I consider is the

ambient flow direction. As already mentioned, the first sub-design samples only hydraulic

conductivity measures. Therefore, the ambient flow direction is only influencing the adaptive

designs after the second sequence when hydraulic heads near the lateral boundaries are mea-

sured. Again, for the sake of discussion, I distinguish two cases. The first case combines the

20 synthetic realities in which the ambient flow deviates southwards, and therefore away from

the prediction target location. This is depicted in the first row of Fig. 6.6 on the left side. It also

shows all measurements placed during the first two sequences. The following sequences are

influenced by the collected hydraulic head information. In the second case, I separate the 20

realizations in which the ambient flow is deviated towards the target well (see right column of

Fig. 6.6. The intermediate 10 synthetic realities are omitted, once again, for the sake of better

contrasts and better discussion.

For the sampling of hydraulic conductivity in the source region in the southward-deviating

case (see second row, left side of Fig. 6.6), one can identify an increased sampling at the upper

flanking locations. The contour lines in the upper left plot indicate the average contaminant

plume location. These show that the plume center line is located south of the well. Therefore,

the northern flank of the plume is critical to predict the well concentration. This is the reason for

the increased sampling north of the source, because the conductivity ratio between these mea-

surements and the source area provide information about the average position of the northern

flank. Hydraulic head measurements are further used to estimate the ambient and local flow,

see Fig. 6.6 third row, left plot. One might recognize a slight alignment perpendicular to the

ambient flow direction. The deviation away from the well also affects the information value of

the drawdown data. As the plume most likely passes the well to the south, the local flow field

around the well is of low importance.

For a diversion of the ambient flow northwards and therefore towards the well (see right col-

umn of Fig. 6.6), the centerline of the plume now bypasses the well in the north. Therefore, the

southern flank mainly affects the concentration prediction, and one can observe a correspond-

ingly increased sampling of the lower source region with conductivity measurements. For the

diversion towards the well, the alignment of hydraulic head measurements perpendicular to

the ambient flow becomes more apparent (see Fig. 6.6 third row right plot), whereas the sam-

pling intensity is similar. Drawdown data is now more important, as the center plume line is

deviated towards the well, which is therefore more likely hit by the plume.
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Figure 6.5.: Different optimal design locations for realities of low discharge on the left side and

high discharge on the right side. The upper row shows the mean concentration

plume for both cases. The lower three rows show the three different measurement

types separately.
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These two prominent examples clearly show how the feedback from early data positively influ-

ences later design sequences. For the other test cases, similar effects can be observed. Of course,

the interaction frequency influences the effect of feedback and at which point in time it affects

the design.

6.6.3. Complexity of measurement interactions: greedy ver sus global search

This section investigates the possible disadvantages of SeqDoE versus AdpDoE due to the

greedy (rather than global) search algorithm used in SeqDoE. In specific, I analyze the results

from the current test case to see whether SeqDoE in fact honors obvious direct data impact

more than complexly coordinated sampling patterns.

At first, I consider the number of hydraulic head and drawdown data as an indicator for com-

plex patterns. The idea behind this consideration is that hydraulic conductivity is a more di-

rect type of information. Also, head data are mostly useful to infer hydraulic gradients, and

at least two such measurements are required to obtain a gradient. Therefore, greedy search,

which places one (few) measurement at a time, can not assess this joint information adequate-

ly. A second indicator is the repeated sampling of individual measurements. Clearly repeated

sampling is beneficial as multiple measurements of the same quantity reduce the impact of

measurement errors in the inference. Still, repeated sampling may also occur if the redundan-

cy of early sampling locations with later sampling locations is not foreseen in the greedy-type

search approaches.

Fig. 6.7(a) shows the relative number of the different measurement types. Again, this analysis is

averaged over all 50 optimization runs with their synthetic realities. The two different schemes

are compared for the case of the ten subsequences (TC-B3 and TC-C3), for which the differences

are expected to be largest. The first apparent difference appears in the second sequence, where

the sequential approach suggests, on average, significantly fewer head measurements. Similar-

ly, the sampling of drawdown data starts later in the sequential approach. Generally, in later

sequences of the sequential approach, the indirect measurements are sampled less than in the

adaptive approach. This indicates how the adaptive approach is able to devise more complex

strategies.

Fig. 6.7(b) shows the number of repeatedly sampled measurement locations. The figure indi-

cates the higher tendency of the sequential approach to use repeated sampling, which can be

interpreted to indicate lower complexity in the individual designs.

In summary, both indicators show the expected decrease in design complexity for the sequen-

tial interaction approach. Of course, these effects are less prominent for smaller numbers of

sequences, as more measures are considered jointly within the individual sub-sequences. The

degree to which this deficit influences the quality of the optimization process depends on the

type and characteristics of the underlying model and will be evaluated in the next section.
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Figure 6.6.: Different optimal design locations for realities in which the plume deviated away

from the well on the left side and in which the plume deviates to the well on the

right side. The upper row shows the mean concentration plume for both case. The

lower three rows show the three different measurement types.
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6.6.4. Overall performance

Having analyzed of the ability of interactive approaches to exploit early knowledge for more

specific optimization in later design sequences (Sec. 6.6.2) and having analyzed the different de-

sign complexities between the two interactive schemes (Sec. 6.6.3), the current section discusses

their overall performance in all test cases. The applied utility function in all tested approaches

is the expected variance reduction in the model prediction. Therefore, the overall performance

of a given design after all data are collected (interactive or not) is the final posterior variance.

In order to make the analysis independent of the used specific realities, again the average over

all 50 synthetic realities is used for comparison.

Fig. 6.8 shows the performance of the different DoE/DA strategies for two (left figure), five

(middle figure) and ten (right figure) subsequences. The horizontal dotted black line shows the

performance of the best non-interactive design for comparison. On average, the global non-

interactive approach using global search reduces the variance by 18%, indicated by the black

cross. For completeness, the same non-interactive approach using greedy search is depicted by

the black circle. Greedy search only achieves a variance reduction of 17%, illustrating the slight

edge of the global optimization on greedy optimization in the given application.

In the left side of Fig. 6.8, the red line shows the posterior variance, averaged over the 50 syn-

thetic realities, of the SeqDoE using two subsequences. Clearly, the interactive approach leads

to a major improvement in the overall performance. The reason is that the second design se-

quence can benefit from the knowledge gained by collecting data according to the first design

sequence. The blue line shows the result of AdpDoE, which performs slightly superior to Seq-

DoE. The more expensive feedback approach reduces the posterior variance by 23%.

The middle of Fig. 6.8 shows the posterior variance development for five sub-sequences. One

can observe a slightly different ranking between the three approaches, but an overall improve-

ment of the interactive approaches compared to the previous plot. Apparently, increasing the
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interaction frequency is indeed helpful. On average, one can see that already after only three

sequences and the collection of six measurements, both feedback approaches show superior or

equal performance compared to the non-interactive approaches. Thismeans that the interactive

approaches can reach the same overall performance with only 60% of the sampling costs.

The right side of Fig. 6.8 shows the result for applying ten feedback sequences. The sequen-

tial approach performs best from the beginning and in the end achieved the biggest variance

reduction of 27%. Alternatively, it would allow to provide the same performance than the non-

interactive design with only half of the measurements.

Though leading to the more complex designs, the more complex adaptive approach (AdpDoE)

does not perform better than the sequential one. In the cases of two and five interaction se-

quences it performs more or less equally good, but for ten interaction sequences it performs

notably worse. In the following, I will discuss this surprising development.
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Figure 6.8.: Results of all sevenDoE/DA strategies. The blue lines depict all AdpDoE strategies,

the red lines show the results of the three SeqDoE strategies and the continuous

black line shows the non-interactive StDoE.

6.7. Discussion

The discussion about the surprising performance behavior of the AdpDoE approach can be

guided by the question of global versus greedy optimization. Without feedback, the sequential
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approach is equivalent to a greedy search algorithm (Sec. 3.2.1), whereas the adaptive approach

resembles a global optimization using the GA (Sec. 3.2.2). Both non-interactive strategies are il-

lustrated in the left column of Fig. 6.9, where only the initial modelM0 is the basis for the entire

design process. The black line represents the decision path, which is taken during optimiza-

tion. Since no data become available during the design phase in non-interactive approaches,

no change in the design process is illustrated. In that case, it is well known that a greedy-type

optimization does not lead to a global optimum and therefore leads to inferior designs com-

pared to a global approach. The superior performance of the global search is also shown by the

performance of both approached shown in Fig. 6.8, indicated by the black lines.

In contrast, if data feedback influences the design paths due to the changing model, the later

decisions depend on the sampled data values from earlier sequences. This dependency cannot

be foreseen by any of the introduced interaction schemes. The initial design sequence is based

on the prior model, which is depicted in red for SeqDoE in the upper right side of Fig. 6.9 and

for AdpDoE in the lower right side of Fig. 6.9. For this first step, it is clear that the sequential

approach provides an equal or superior design quality compared to the adaptive global strate-

gy. The reason for this is that both optimize the same first design, however, AdpDoE optimizes

jointly the global design. Therefore, for the initial step, AdpDoE optimizes under the additional

restriction that the first design is a subset of the global optimum of all sequences. This addi-

tional restriction naturally leads to a data impact which is either equal to or lower than the data

impact of the greedy-like optimization in the first step. Only in later stages, the global character

of AdpDoE may pay off, due to the better interaction between measurements.

From there on, a race between opposing factors evolves: First, the global character of AdpDoE

can possible produce more foresighted and more complex designs that manifest the theoretical

advantages of global search. This has been discussed in Sec. 6.2.2. However, the global fore-

sight is based on a model that is outdated one sequence later, after data have been collected. In

this aspect, the restriction for the next chosen sampling locations to be a subset of the alleged-

ly (soon-to-be outdated) global optimum can be rather disadvantageous. The right column of

Fig. 6.9 illustrates the numerous models states that possibly evolve from different possible fu-

ture data values. The sequential approach is optimizing the design exactly up to the point at

which newly collected data is changing the model belief, which is a robust consideration, not

trying to project future decision beyond the validity of the model. The adaptive approach, as

introduced here, considers all sequences, but based on the current model. Thus, it ignores the

effects of model updates. This is depicted in the bottom of the left column of Fig. 6.9, where the

initial design considers one potential path, based on the current model. Therefore, considered

interactions between measurements of later sequences, which would make the global design

superior, potentially do not pay off.

Therefore, a truly global optimization scheme would require looping over all possible event

paths of model states in a recursive manner. Such a scheme would require multiple layers of

nested optimizations for only one evaluation of data impact on the first sequence. For the given

computational resources, such approaches are far beyond the current possibilities. Even more,

these potential paths are only estimated based on the available prior model, so there is no

guarantee that such a global optimization would provide improved results.

In summary, the results of this numerical study indicate that, within the interactive DoE strate-
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M0. For the design process including feedback, the underlying model changes after

each Bayesian update.
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gies suggested and tested here, the sequential design approach performs best.

6.8. Summary and conclusions

Summary: Model uncertainty is an inevitable factor in the simulation-based DoE of data

acquisition. If one desires to have a model flexible enough to adapt to any foreseeable data, the

prior needs to be chosen very general to avoid unjustified assumptions. High uncertainty in the

available systemmodel directly translates into high uncertainties in the assessment of the data

impact, and hence also in the question what is an optimal design to provide the most valuable

information.

In this chapter, I introduced two interactive schemes that couple the design of field campaigns

and their corresponding data collection. Both schemes were compared in a numerical study

within the context of subsurface data acquisition for improving a flow and transport model.

In addition to different interaction schemes, different interaction frequencies (or number of

measurements per design stage) have been investigated.

On a conceptual level, I showed the challenges and potentials of interactive design strategies.

This revealed the need to follow nested design schemes for truly global and interactive opti-

mizations that accurately considers model updating between design stages.

Conclusions: From this conceptual and numerical investigation, I summarize and conclude

the following:

(1) Interactive design approaches allow to revise later data collection strategies based on

new findings from earlier data. This approach allows the model to evolve during the

DoE problem and the simultaneous data collection. This leads to an increased robustness

and thus to a better performance of the data collection strategie.

(2) Two interactive strategies were investigated in a synthetic case study. Both led to a sig-

nificantly higher overall performance compared to non-interactive strategies. In the best

setup, it was possible to achieve the same performance compared to non-interactive DoE

with only half of the measurements.

(3) Higher interaction frequencies generally lead to an improvement in the performance.

The reduction of jointly optimized measurements in the sequential approach resulted in

less complex designs, which tend to favor measurements providing high individual data

impacts.

(4) The trade-off between earlier incorporation of data and ignorance of global optimization

aspects in the sequential approach clearly favored higher feedback frequencies. The nega-

tive effect of possibly neglected redundancy effects or missing joint interactions between

measurements are difficult to quantify. This is, of course, dependent on the investigated

system, but clearly points out the importance of interaction versus the often discussed

global optimization approaches.
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(5) The adaptive approach, which follows a global optimization scheme, does not show an

increased performance. I explained in the discussion that the approach is not able to glob-

ally optimize the expected data impact beyond an interactive Bayesian model update. It

was pointed out that truly global optimization would require a recursively nested op-

timization loop. This will need further investigation to evaluate how far such recursive

approaches would need to look ahead in order to foresee changing model states suffi-

ciently well.

(6) In summary, the interactive design approach allows to use a faster and less complex opti-

mization approach of sequentially optimizing ten single measurements. Despite of being

faster and requiring only very basic search algorithms, it leads to the best andmost robust

overall performance.





7. Synergies

This chapter discusses shortly the synergy effects that arise from combining the findings of the

previous three chapters. Chap. 4 revealed the importance of nonlinear and accurate data im-

pact estimation for the design of data acquisition campaigns. Chap. 5 pointed out a significant

speed-up potential by reversing the formulation of nonlinear data impact estimation, especial-

ly for low-dimensional designs. That chapter additionally introduced an approximated mea-

sure of data impact, which performed best in lower dimensions as well. At last, the previous

Chap. 6 concluded that, when facing high uncertainty in the prior systemmodel, sequential in-

teractive design and data collection approaches performed superior to a global non-interactive

approach. Thus lead to many subsequent low-dimensional design sequences that heavily fa-

vor reverse approaches for data impact analysis from Chap. 5. This small chapter offers a final

integral view on the results and conclusions of this thesis and illustrates the potential benefits

of their combination.

Vision of real-time design of data acquisition: Since the collection of data in the subsurface

requires drilling or similar preparations, data acquisition in the subsurface often features longer

interrupts between individual measurement collections. These interruptions between data ac-

quisition can potentially be used for applying fast DoE methods for interactively designing the

following measurements.

However, this requires that the DoE framework is sufficiently fast so that it can be applied

within these time windows (e.g., deconstruction of drilling equipment or overnight), without

delaying the field work. It could even be possible to evaluate this process on site, using a lap-

top or an installed workstation. This would allow to benefit from an interactive design and

acquisition of data in a broad variety of applications in subsurface hydrology.

The focus of this chapter is therefore to evaluate the possibility of using the methods in this

thesis for a real-time DoE framework. This would also require that the designs are evaluated

on a (mobile) workstation, in contrast to previous scenarios, which relied on high-performance

computation using more than 200 cores.

7.1. Combined nonlinear, reverse and interactive design of data
acquisition

Each of the previous chapters dealt with a single facet of data impact estimation (accuracy,

speed and robustness). A thoughtful combination of the reverse mindset for the utility evalua-

tion within an interactive design framework may lead to additional synergy effects and allow
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real-time applications. The foundation for this is the main conclusion of Chap. 6, which stated

that the benefits of the interactive incorporation of available data in the design process out-

weigh the negative effects of splitting the high-dimensional design optimization problem in

individual parts. Therefore, I consider the sequential approach (see Sec. 6.3.1) as the most bene-

ficial approach for interactive framework. The combination of these findings introduces several

synergy effects.

All reverse-based estimates of data impact fromChap. 5 showed the highest speed-up-potential

for low-dimensional design problems (see Sec. ). Additionally, approximation errors of lin-

earized estimates are less severe, since only low-dimensional designs are evaluated and esti-

mation errors do not propagate to later design sequences due to the fully nonlinear update

after data acquisition. Finally, splitting the design in sequences and using approximations for

data impact may allow to drastically lower the required ensemble sizes. When combining all

these conclusions, the path to real-time interactive DoE of data acquisition is paved.

7.2. Application

Tab. 5.6 in the end of Chap. 5 provided a summary of all considered estimates of data impact,

ranging from linear to nonlinear measures. I omit the entropy-based measures from this exam-

ination, since entropy-based data impact estimation requires large ensemble sizes and higher

computational times, which hinders a real-time application on a mobile device.

Furthermore, I consider fast (and therefore approximated) estimates of data impact for this

application: The first promising candidate is the reverse data impact based on variance Φrev var

from Sec. 5.7. This method is partly linearized, requires minimal ensemble sizes and is fast. The

second candidate is the EnKF-based approximation of data impact ΦEnKF (see Sec. 3.3.1), which

is fully linear. Both will compete against the fully nonlinear method of Chap. 4.

For additional speedup, I reduce the ensemble size such that an equivalent degree of statistical

convergence is ensured for both implementations. A small preliminary convergence analysis

for estimating data impact of a singe measurement is depicted in Fig. 7.1. It uses the bootstrap-

ping method, that evaluates data impact for 50 repetitions to estimate the statistical error. The

blue line shows the relative standard deviation (STD) of the EnKF-based utility function ΦEnKF

and the red line depicts the relative STD of the reverse approximated utility function Φrev var.

Both error measures fall below the defined error level of 5% (indicated by dotted black line)

for MC-sizes larger than 10,000. Therefore, the MC-size in this analysis is set to 10,000 for both

methods.

In order to compare the performance of the two considered real-time candidates to the previous

fully nonlinear analysis of Chap. 6, I stay with the same application test case as introduced in

chapter Sec. 6.5. The goal is to optimally design the collection of ten different measurements.

The DoE problem is again performed for 50 synthetic realities to average over the influence of

individual data sets.
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Figure 7.1.: Convergence analysis for the EnKF-based utility function and for the reverse ap-

proximation of data impact. Both implementations show similar convergence be-

havior and fall below an error level of 5 % for around 10.000 realizations.

7.3. Results

This section compares the results of the two real-time approaches with the previous fully non-

linear frameworks. I will first discuss the overall performance of the two used utility functions

and then discuss briefly the achieved computation times for the design process.

The best results in the fully nonlinear test case are provided by the sequential approach (see

Sec. 6.3.2), using the highest possible number of interaction sequences (see TC-B3 in Sec. 6.6.4).

Therefore, I choose test case TC-B3 to serve as reference for comparison. This allows comparing

the results of the real-time suitable solutions of this chapter with the performance of the best

fully nonlinear approach.

7.3.1. Performance

Fig. 7.2 shows the overall performance, which is measured as the average posterior variance

relative to the initial variance. The averaging is done over 50 synthetic realities and therefore

indicates the general expected performance. The dotted black line shows the fully nonlinear,

but non-interactive performance from Chap. 6 (global optimization). The red dotted line shows

the fully nonlinear evaluation of data impact in combination with the sequential interaction

approach from Sec. 6.3.2. Both are shown for the sake of comparison with the newly introduced

approaches in this section.

Performance of the EnKF-based (linearized) method: The green line shows the final av-

erage performance of the EnKF-based linearized estimation of data impact. The superior per-
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Figure 7.2.: Performance of real-time approaches of data acquisition, the EnKF-based in blue,

the reverse approximation in green, and the fully nonlinear in red. All are compared

to interactive and non-interactive fully nonlinear references in black.

formance compared to the non-interactive setup (dotted black line) indicates that sequential

and fully nonlinear model updates using the real measurement data diminishes the estimation

errors of the linear estimation: As the actual data impact is determined after each sequence,

the estimation errors do not propagate to later design sequences and no linear data impact of

multiple measurements is estimated jointly. In addition, the system still possesses a sufficiently

large number of strongly linear dependencies, so that linear approximations are able to identify

strong individual design candidates. Therefore, especially in the first sequences, the linear ap-

proach performs equally well compared to nonlinear estimates, since these designs sample the

source zone, which is linearly dependent to the predicted concentration value (see Sec. 4.5.3).

Performance of the reverse variance-based method: The blue line shows the performance

of the partly nonlinear approximation within the reverse mindset. The nonlinear evaluation of

dependencies of measurement data to the prediction goal allows this approach to significantly

outperform the linearized estimate: Compared to the EnKF-based approach, approximately the

same uncertainty reduction can be achieved by eight measurements instead of ten. The better

performance of the reverse approximation compared to the EnKF-based method can mostly

be found in later design sequences. In these, the linear data has already been sampled and the

remaining informative data are related nonlinearly to the prediction target. Still, the reverse

approximation is inaccurate by assuming a Gaussian distribution for the measurements (see

Sec. 5.7 . This leads to a performance reduction compared to the fully nonlinear evaluation,
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depicted by the red dotted line in Fig. 7.2.

7.3.2. Evaluation times:

The evaluation times and used number of CPUs is summarized in Tab. 7.1. The non-interactive

approach (black dotted line) required on average five hours for the evaluation using 40 CPUs.

The genetic algorithm converged after 250 generations and evaluated a total of 25,000 designs.

In contrast, both real-time strategies were performed on a four-core workstation. The greedy

search evaluated ∼ 1,400 designs per sequence, which results in only about 14,000 overall eval-

uated designs. The EnKF-based evaluation required 22 minutes for the design and update pro-

cess of all ten sequences. The same evaluation using the reverse approximated data impact

required 21 minutes.

In contrast, the fully nonlinear interactive approach required on average 25 hours using 40

CPUs using the same greedy search with about 15,000 overall evaluated designs.

Utility interactive number of measurements design number required

sequences per sequence evaluations of cores time

ΦPreDIA no 1 10 ∼ 25,000 40 ∼ 6.5 h

ΦEnKF yes 10 1 ∼ 14,000 4 ∼ 0.37 h

Φrev var yes 10 1 ∼14,000 4 ∼ 0.35 h

ΦPreDIA yes 10 1 ∼ 15,000 40 ∼ 25 h

Table 7.1.: Summary of test cases and their key properties.

With this, solving the DoE problem is not the bottleneck of a real-time design framework any-

more. The computational burden shifts to the generation of conditional realizations, based on

the newly available measurement data after each data collection step. The time for this genera-

tion varies depending on the system complexity, dimensionality and the number and value of

the available measurements.

The evaluation times for all approaches exclude the generation of conditional realizations as an

already computed ensemble of realizations is used. How the generation of conditional realiza-

tions could be improved for the current context has to be investigated separately and calls for

powerful and fast inversion techniques.

7.4. Discussion and conclusion

This chapter illustrated the advantages of a DoE framework that is specifically configured to

match the complexity of the given systemmodel and specific data acquisition campaign. Differ-

ently complex estimates of data impact allowed the modeler or engineer to balance the trade-

off between optimization speed and estimation quality. This small synthetic study allows me

to conclude the following:
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1. Both approximations of data impact Φrev var and ΦEnKF were sufficiently fast to be consid-

ered as real-time applicable, even on single computing units. The fully nonlinear and

interactive approach ΦPreDIA can be considered as well for real-time application, however

requires distributed computing.

2. These efficient methods shift the computational bottleneck within interactive DoE away

from the optimization towards the generation of conditional realizations.

3. The reverse approximation of data impact Φrev var performs significantly better than the

fully linear approximation ΦEnKF, while offering the same computational speed.

4. In each sequence, the collection of the actual measurements and their incorporation into

the updated model replaces any prior estimate of data impact. Therefore, estimation er-

rors of both approximations do not propagate to later sequences. As a result, linearized

or partly linearized approaches perform significantly better within an interactive frame-

work than within a non-interactive framework.

5. At last, splitting the full design task in multiple sub-designs allows for simple search

methods. In particular, a simple greedy search is able to identify the global optimal design

for one measurement.

6. However, both approximations were not able to perform as well as the fully nonlinear

method (here: PreDIA from Chaps. 4-6). The disadvantage of PreDIA in the real-time

context is that it requires significantly longer evaluation times.
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8.1. Summary

This thesis strived for efficient concepts within simulation-based optimal design of data acqui-

sition for model calibration. For this context, efficiency of the overall optimization was broken

down into three main facets: the estimation accuracy of data impact, evaluation speed of the

overall optimization and estimation robustness related to uncertainties. The different facets and

their respective questions were approached in three different main parts in this thesis, which

are repeated in short:

Accuracy: The demand for accurate estimation of data impact in environmental systems led

to the requirement to consider nonlinear statistical dependencies between data and prediction

goals. In realistic applications potential data, model parameters and model prediction quan-

tities are often connected nonlinearly. Furthermore, the various types of uncertainty in model

parameters and concepts called for a flexibly applicable framework and led to the question:

Which available tools in the literature allow a flexible and accurate data impact estimation,

how can they be combined most effectively and how can they be improved?

The first part (Chap. 4) identified the Bootstrap filter as the most suitable tool for fast nonlinear

inversion. Themethod of PreDIAwas developed as an extension of the Bootstrap filter towards

a nonlinear data impact estimation technique. Combined with a brute-force Monte-Carlo ap-

proach, the framework is flexible to tackle complex design problems and consider any type of

uncertainty.

Speed: The second goal was to speed up the expensive nonlinear data impact estimation such

that complex and realistic design problems for data acquisition can be tackled. Evaluation

speed is especially important within DoE frameworks, since during any optimization process,

the data impact need to be estimated for hundreds of thousands to millions of designs pro-

posals. Therefore, the basic information-theoretic measures to describe data impact have been

reviewed to answer the question:

Which theoretical potential can be identified to accelerate nonlinear data impact estimation

without using further approximations and how well can it be exploited in practice?

The second part (Chap. 5) found Mutual Information as the basic measure for information and

thus for data impact. The symmetry ofMutual Information, and of Bayes Theorem respectively,

provided the foundation for developing a reverse formulation of nonlinear data impact. This

formulation equivalently evaluates the sameMutual Information, but atmuch faster evaluation

times, by swapping the statistical roles of measurement data and model prediction. This new

reverse mindset further allowed me to develop a partly linearized approximation of Mutual
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Information, which provided superior estimates compared to linear techniques at comparable

speed. A synthetic study showed a actual speedup in the range of one order of magnitude and

more.

Robustness: The last considered facet of efficiency was the robustness/reliability of the eval-

uated estimates of data impact with respect to the uncertain prior model. A proper represen-

tation of the prior uncertain is required for an adequate assessment of the information needs

and the simulation-based design process obviously depends on the prior belief state. This led

to questions of howmuch this uncertainty affects the design process and its outcome. Thus, the

most promising way to increase the estimation robustness was to incorporate new data as soon

as possible in the design process. This led to the last research question:

What interactive mechanisms can be introduced to increase the robustness of nonlinear data

impact estimation related to the uncertain system model and how much is the data impact

improved by this interaction?

The third part of this thesis (Chap. 6) investigated the influence of the uncertain model on the

subsequent design process for potential data acquisition. It highlighted the potential benefits

of an interactive design and acquisition of measurements data, which is able to adapt the re-

maining measurement design to a constantly improving state of knowledge based on newly

available measurement data. For the investigated system, the positive effects of earliest possi-

ble incorporation of data in the design process countered any negative effects that arose from a

non-global optimization of the overall design.

Chap. 7 was highlighting the synergies between the three different steps above, when the par-

ticular design problem allows them to be combined efficiently. This last chapter depicted, how

the interactive design approach can be used with the reverse estimation of data impact. In

that context, it was shown that approximation errors in the data impact estimation have mi-

nor effects on the overall performance compared to their negative impact in non-interactive

frameworks.

8.2. Summary of conclusions

Step I: Fully nonlinear and accurate assessment of data impa ct

This thesis developed a efficient framework for the assessment of nonlinear data impact that

is generally applicable for various systems of any statistical dependency. The framework was

tested for various applications. From a global point of view, the major conclusions were:

• Linear data impact estimates (e.g., EnKF-based, regression-like methods) fail to recognize

relevant nonlinear relations between potential measurement locations and the prediction

goal. Hence, linear methods oversample locations considered to bemost informative from

the limited viewpoint of linearized analysis. Fully nonlinear methods, (e.g., the PreDIA

method developed here) overcome the shortcomings of linear methods and thus lead to

superior designs in terms of actual data impact.
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• The developed framework PreDIA can handle arbitrary task-driven formulations of op-

timal design and arbitrary types of uncertainties, which was demonstrated in multiple

scenarios. Task-driven design formulations of data impact are important to focus on the

information needs of the model directly related to the decision relevant quantities, which

yield more specific and efficient design solutions.

• The developed nonlinear methods can handle BMA implicitly at no additional conceptual

effort and allow tackling problems in the context of high model uncertainty. Including

Bayesian model averaging into data acquisition design allows to reduce the subjectivity

of prior assumptions.

• The flexibility of PreDIA was illustrated in examples from multiple engineering fields.

This includes an application in the field of conceptual model choice, in which PreDIAwas

used to identify data, which has the highest potential to discriminate different structural

and conceptual models.

Step II: Reverse formulation of nonlinear data impact

The second part of this thesis developed an equivalent, but significantly faster evaluation

method for nonlinear data impact based on Mutual Information. The theoretic equivalence

was proven and illustrated in different applications. Reversing data impact assessment further

allowed to consider other approximations of data impact within the reverse mindset. One addi-

tional approximationwas introduced to avoid the expensive pdf -estimation in high-dimensions

that is required to work with MI. The most important findings and conclusions are:

• The reverse formulation for nonlinear data impact assessment is theoretically identical

to the classical forward analysis. The numerical implementation of the reverse approach

provides design quality values that are comparable to those of the forward formulation.

• The theoretical speedup potential leads to a practical speedup in most numerical test cas-

es. The fastest implementation showed at least a speed-up of one order of magnitude and

up to two orders of magnitude for small ensemble sizes and low numbers of measure-

ments.

• The choice of the numerical technique for high-dimensional pdf -estimation is essential to

optimally exploit the speedup promised by the theoretical considerations. In this context,

GPU-based kernel density estimators performed best. The KNN-based entropy estima-

tion performed best among the CPU-based estimators.

• In general, the new reverse approach allows modelers to apply nonlinear estimation of

data impact within DoE for larger and more complex, realistic problems. The lean and

less complex approach allows to choose from a broader variety of uncertainty estimation

techniques.

• The reverse approximation of data impact based on the conditional multi-Gaussian as-

sumption yields to tremendously shorter evaluation times and a much lower number of

realizations. This approximation outperforms fully linear approaches, since it is able to

assess parts of the nonlinear dependencies of the system.
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Step III: Interactive coupling of Design of Experiments and data acquisition

The third part introduced the idea of interactive coupling between data acquisition design and

its execution. The goal was to improve the robustness against uncertainty in the prior mod-

el and therefore to increase the overall performance. The evolving key conclusions from this

chapter are:

• Most often for environmental models, a realistic representation of the current knowledge

requires to choose the prior model very general in order to avoid unjustified assump-

tions. This high uncertainty in the available system model directly translates into high

uncertainties in the assessment of the data impact, and hence reduces the reliability of

optimally designed data acquisition campaigns.

• Sufficiently fast Design of Experiments frameworks allow to consider interactive design

strategies that are able to adapt to the changing state of knowledge during the collection

of data. This approach is more robust and outperforms globally optimized strategies,

based solely on the prior (most uninformed) model belief.

• Introducing interactive strategies led in all test cases to a significantly higher overall

performance compared to non-interactive strategies. In the investigated cases, the test-

ed interactive approaches can achieve the same uncertainty reduction compared to non-

interactive approaches with about 50 % of the number of measurements. The early incor-

poration of available data within the design process led to adapted designs that specifi-

cally follow the changing information needs of the evolving model.

• The trade-off between earlier incorporation of data and global en-block optimization in

sequential approach clearly favored the earliest possible incorporation of data in sequen-

tial design. Relying on global optimization strategies did not lead to superior perfor-

mance.

• Interactive design design strategies allow to drop the high-dimensional global optimiza-

tion in favor of a less complex and faster sequential design approach, which nevertheless

performs better. In applications in which an non-interactive, but global optimizations of-

fers only slight improved design solutions, the usefulness of global optimization in an

interactive setup is put into question.

Synergy effects

In a small concluding chapter, the combined use of the previous methods and insights allowed

to benefit from the arising synergy effects. For particular problem classes, sacrificing some ac-

curacy allows reducing the computational effort to evaluate an optimal data collection design

so that much to allow its execution on a single workstation.

• Both approximations of data impact in an interactive setup were sufficiently fast to be

considered as real-time applicable, even on single computing units. The fully nonlinear

and interactive approach can be considered as well for real-time application, however

requires distributed computing.
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• The reverse approximation performed significantly better than the full linear method

based on the EnKF. The combination of interactive design and the reverse mindset al-

lows to quantify an approximated nonlinear data impact at the costs of linear analysis

tools.

• All interactive approaches, including the fully linear, performed superior to the non-

interactive nonlinear approach. This indicates: (i) Approximation errors are less signif-

icant within an interactive framework using subsequent low-dimension designs; (ii) The

interactive model improvement and the consequential improvement in the data impact

estimation is primarily affecting the overall performance.

• Relying on an interactive design approach and thus on a frequently changing state of

knowledge shifts the computational bottleneck within interactive DoE away from the op-

timization towards the generation of conditional realizations. Therefore, fast simulation

tools are required to generate the new ensemble-based representation of current state of

knowledge.

8.3. Concluding recommendations

The optimal design of data acquisition for model calibration faces several challenges. The grow-

ing complexity of models and their rising amount of required calibration data call for effective

design frameworks for optimized data acquisition. At the same time, the coupled and complex

processes are modeled in more detail, which lead to higher nonlinear statistical dependencies.

The results in this thesis clearly showed the importance of nonlinear estimation of data impact

in environmental systems. For an efficient tackling of these challenges, I conclude the results of

this thesis with the following recommendations:

First, the importance of the prior model on the design of data acquisition was outlined through-

out the entire thesis. For a meaningful simulation-based optimal design, one needs to choose

the prior model correctly including all types of uncertainties, including model choice. Only

an accurately modeled prior state of knowledge allows for accurate estimates of information

deficit and thus accurate data impact offered by the different design proposals. Only this allows

to identify the actually relevant data.

The high computational effort of nonlinear data impact estimation does pay of for DoE of data

acquisition. The combination with brute-forceMonte-Carlo approaches is expensive, but allows

to approach arbitrary classes of models and types of uncertainty. In contrast to the costs of data

acquisition, the cost for computer power is constantly dropping.

Furthermore, the reverse mindset of data impact assessment shows that nonlinear data im-

pact assessment are not necessarily expensive. The methods of this thesis massively reduced

the computational costs for a larger range of task driven design problems. Yet, especially en-

tropy estimation for arbitrary distribution in higher dimensions is still a challenge and there-

fore entropy-based information criteria are hardly used in applied engineering fields. Still, the

methods presented in this thesis will benefit from the ongoing research for improved estima-

tion techniques for high-dimensional distributions.
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The best way to optimize and collect data for calibration of an uncertain simulation model

is an interactive one. A local and adaptive design approach allows to efficiently focus on the

current information needs and to adapt on the changing state of knowledge. By doing so, the

model is not employed beyond its usefulness and accurately replace by the new model. The

computational resources and time of a global foresightful optimization (based on a soon-to-be-

obsolete model) is better invested to accurately represent the changing state of knowledge, as

soon as new data becomes available.

Overall, the changing underlying model belief in nonlinear data impact estimation of future

data and calls for specific solution strategies. Newly available data change the state of knowl-

edge and therefore methods that do not adequately resemble these change of knowledge lack

in their efficiency.

8.4. Outlook

Based on the conclusion above, this section highlights the related future research questions

emerging from this work. Several technical issues can be identified for future research:

1. The method of PreDIA is based on two nested Monte-Carlo loops for the evalu-

ation of nonlinear expectation. Variance reduction methods such as e.g., antithetic

[Hammersley and Morton, 1956] or stratified sampling [e.g., Särndal et al., 2003] may by

used to speedup both loops. Therefore, future steps could investigate which variance

reduction techniques serve best to effectively speed up nonlinear data impact analysis

such as the PreDIA framework.

2. The introduced reverse formulation of data impact analysis does effectively speed up

the data impact analysis, especially for a low number of measurements. For several

measurements, the method relies heavily on high-dimensional density estimation tech-

niques. Faster methods for estimation of high-dimensional pdf s, based on Voronoi ele-

ments [Miller, 2003] or spacing/partitioning approaches [e.g., Stowell and Plumbley, 2009]

could increase the benefits of the reverse formulation even more.

3. To prove the applicability, the real-time capability of the design of data acquisition needs

to be tested for the entire framework.

4. The generation of conditional realizations is is the new bottleneck in interactive DoE,

when using the fast data impact analysis and the interactive approach from this thesis.

Therefore, sufficiently fast methods for the generation of conditional realization need to

be found. However, this general challenge needs to be solved specifically for any numer-

ical model and depends highly on its complexity and required evaluation time.

In additional, on a conceptual level, future relevant research task are:

4. The partly linearized reverse approach is potentially fast enough to be used in a nested

optimization. This would allow to elaborate designs that benefit from prospective antici-

pation of data interaction, but would suffer from increased approximation errors for the
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data impact or from the same initial uncertainty. Therefore, future research needs to eval-

uate if this averaging over multiple event paths to incorporate learning effects into the

design process actually leads to higher performance.

5. A conceptually simpler way to anticipate prospective learning is multi-objective opti-

mization that jointly optimizes the expected value of data impact and the impact on vari-

ance of data impact of later sequences. This potentially identifies the designs with the

highest impact on later design sequences among the designs with the highest expected

data impact and allows to identify an adequate trade-off in a multi-objective optimiza-

tion.

6. The conclusions that a global optimization beyond a model update is not useful needs

to be tested in different physical scenarios, which differ in their initial uncertainty and

in which a global optimization is specially important. This will help identifying cases in

which the sequential data feedback suffices and in which the global approach generate

better results.

7. Finally, optimizing data impact with respect to its expectation, indirectly gives credit to

the reliability of the underlying statistical model description. However, admitting that

the model is uncertain representation the real system, is might be better to base the opti-

mization on more robust quantile of data impact, rather than on the expected value. This

would acknowledge the possible erroneous and uncertain character of all model-based

predictions, which includes model-based data impact.
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A. Appendix: Gaussian summation

The evaluation of Gaussian sums in high dimensions is an essential element in both the forward

and the reverse analysis. It is a main element in likelihood estimation in the bootstrap filter

(see Sec. 5.4.2) and in any kernel-based pdf estimation (see Sec. 2.2.3), and requires the main

computation time in the problems featured here. In general, the sum

g(yj) =

N∑

i=1

qie
−(xi−yj)2/h2

j = 1...M (A.1)

is computed, where x1...xN and y1...yM are source and target points, respectively, i.e., sample

values within the ensemble and points of query in the pdf or likelihood estimation problem.

qi is an optional (situation-specific) weighting for individual target points xi and h defines the

bandwidth of the Gaussian Kernel function. An important sub-problem is the distance matrix

D with

dij = −(xi − yj)
2/h2 (A.2)

that defines the distance between all source and target points in the high-dimensional space,

normalized by the bandwidth parameter h. After D is known, exponentiation and summation

over i yield the estimate g(yj). The length of the vectors xi and yj corresponds to the number of

points in the design, and thus corresponds to the dimensionality of the problem. Three possible

numerical implementations are used throughout this study.

• The first option is a straightforward and vectorized implementation of Eqs. (A.1)-(A.2) in

MATLAB.

• The second implementation is the C++ library FigTree [Morariu et al., 2008], which is

freely available under the Lesser General Public License (LGPL). FigTree is short for ’Fast

Improved Gauss Transform with Tree Data Structure’ and is designed to efficiently com-

pute Gaussian sums in multiple dimensions, using the Improved Fast Gauss Transform

[Yang et al., 2003]. It also uses Approximate Nearest Neighbor searching [Arya and Mount,

1993], clustering of nearby source and target points and truncation of the Gaussian func-

tion for large distances to speed up the calculation of the distance matrix D. The overall

final accuracy of FigTree is controlled by a user-set error limit. More details can be found

in [Morariu et al., 2008].

• The third implementation is a CUDA-based library called GPUML (Graphical Processing

Units for Machine Learning), see Srinivasan and Duraiswami [2010]. The library contains

no approximation, but achieves its speed-up by outsourcing the summation to the com-

puter‘s Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). The GPU is a massively parallelized computa-

tion unit, which perfectly suits for parallelized summation of Gaussian functions.



B. Appendix: Used computational hardware

All evaluation times were obtained on the high performance computing cluster ’Symphony’,

which was financed by the Stuttgart Research Center for Simulation Technology and the cluster

’Simulation Technology’. It was manufactured by the Dutch manufacturer ’Cluster Vision’ and

consists of 36 individual nodes.

When referred to CPU architecture, a single node is equipped with two AMD Quad-Core

Opteron processors, 800 Mhz, 32 GB memory was used.

GPU-based evaluation was done on the included ’Nvidia GeForce GTX 285’ graphic cards,

using the CUDA language. This was done by the MATLAB-CUDA interface provided by

Srinivasan and Duraiswami [2010].
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